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Wilkins Slated
For, Local NAACP
Mass Meeting
Roy Wilkins, executive director of the NAACP, New
York, will be the main speaker at the Memphis branch
celebration of the 6th aerie
sersary of the Supreme
Court's school desegregation
decision.
The mass meet will take
place May 17, 8 p. m. at
Mason Temple.
Aside from a talk from Mr.
Wilkins, the local branch will
end its membership drive and
honor its top workers. Plaques
will be given to paid•out Life
members to the NAACP.
Rev. D. L. Cunningham
Is president of the Memphis
branch.

William Rowland, famous Hollywood motion
BILOXI, Miss.—Although 100 I Brunis, stood about 15 feet
picNegroes were driven from the laway and made no attempt to
ture producer, told the Tri-State
Defender
Monday
public Gulf Coast Beach here halt the
attack. And a few
that he will file suit "within the
Sunday by a huge mob of club moments later arrested him
next two or three
days" in the 6th Circuit Federal Court
and chain
swinging
white rather than the assailants.
in Memphis
racists 22 of the Negroes drew
At least 15 persons were inagainst the Memphis Motion Picture
Censor
Board
fines and only one white person jured or wounded in the brawlfor banning his film, "This Re, was convicted.
ing between whites and
Nebel Breed" from local motion
Dr. Gilbert Mason who has groes and in incidents which
picture screens."
I campaigned for equal
rights followed the mass fighting on
"I clun't care what they told
the
and
beach
a
beach
road.
and led the group to the beach,
you
Mr. Rowland said, they
was fined $50 although he testi- The beaches were declared "off
wouldn't let the picture show
fied that he had been attacked limits" this week to more than
in Memphis even though I had
on the beach, knocked down 18,000 service personnel at
a
March 30, booking date for
and his glasses knocked off. Kessler AFB because of the rathe Warner Theater."
tension.
cial
I He also explained that a
Mr. Rowland was commentTwenty of the persons conRI11111111111111111111111‘1111111111111111111110111111111111111' county patrol chief, Merritt victed appeared before City
ing on a quote from the board's
chairman, Mrs. Judson McCourt Judge Jewel Swann,
Kellar. She told the Defender
one, a white man, w a s
that "the picture hasn't been
convicted on four counts rangbanned. The board is withholding from disorderly conduct to
Rowland
Hope
ing its decision until a majority
carrying a concealed weapon
of the board can view it."
and was fined $275.
"I don't know what they are land continued, was also banThe other 19 were all Ne- SNUGLY WRAPPED, the new dignitaries from the music unveiling will get underway
saying
down there," Mr. Row- ned from public showings in
.groes and their fines ranged statue of W. C. Handy stands world and from other fields with a mammotlx_talent show
ready for big unveiling cere- will gather at tiny handy at 2:30 p. in. (Staff photo land told the Tri-State Defen- Atlanta, Georgia, on the same
from $5 to e100.
der. "All I know is that my grounds as it has
been at
Earlier justice of the peace monies Sunday at which time Park to pay tribute to the by Hardin.)
picture was booked for Moral
The
Blues."
"Father
the
of
Memphis, but has also been
Angled()
convicted
Anthony
30, and \Warners told me it had
commended by the Eric Johnthree Negroes.
been banned. I plan to file ston
office. Mr. Johnston is
A force of about 50 police
suit and the only way they can
President of the Motion Picture
roamed the city to arrest anyget me to withdraw it is to let
Association of America.
one wandering the streets who
"This Rebel Breed" be shown
)"appeared to be looking for
Bob Hope, famous comedian
in Memphis."
trouble.
and a recent "Oscar" winner
THE
MOVIE
Police said among the weapIn the 1959 Academy Awards,
The movie depicts the sen• has
ons taken from those arrested
made a king-sized pitch for
selessness of prejudice by the
were switch blade knives, basepicture and in doing so, has
groups
of
whites,
Negroes and said that the
ball bats, a shotgun, billy clubs
picture has somemade from table legs, lead By TdARKHUM STANSBURY memory. (The body is now ly• guide public subscriptions for Mexicans. The producer claims thing Important to say and it
the
Censor
board
has
violated
evenin'
family
sun
in
went
the
"That
New
ing
lot
down"
the
in
monument.
$20,000
pipes wrapped in tape, and wire
says it in an exciting and dracable made into an 18 inch March 28, 1958 for 84-year-old
On the committee, headed by the first and fourteenth amend- matic way.
ments of the United States
W. C. Handy, the "Father of After the editorial appeared,
whip.
Ahlgren, were honorary chair- Constitution and his movie is REAL LIFE
About 9,000 Negroes live In the Blues.'' Rivers full of mud- former Mayor Edmond Orgill men Former Mayor Edmund
to enjoin the Board against In his statement, Bop Hope
the city and have no beach dy water have rolled down to appointed a bi-racial committee orgiu
..., Commissioner
David
N.
what he terms flagrantly gag- said "This Rebel Breed" is
sea
since
that night in 1900 of 35 leading citizens to the
area of their own. The public the
a slice of real life, about young
ging
free expression.
'beach is not legally segregat- when Handy first got a blues Handy Memorial Committee to
people who think it really mat(Continued On Page 2)
Rowland has taken the initia- ters whether
ed, but police forbid Negroes song right in his head and set
a man's skin is
tive against a practice which, brown or
it down on music paper.
to use it.
white or his eyes are
he suys, has been in vogue in blue, or his
A million voices have echospeech is strange.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i.
Southern states with regard They arc
ed it like winged music through:
angry and confused,
to
pictures,
motion
radio and and they don't make much
eternity and a million juke boxtelevision, which he described sense -es have swelled up loud in' S
but they do make
as an unwritten law which l plenty of trouble.
smoke-laden night clubs from,LiDDO
They just
impossible
made
it
for Negrol don't realize that brotherhood
Beale Street to Broadway.
actors and actresses to appear Is more than skin
PLEASANTLY CONFUSED — summer days ahead. Could be
For the past half - century
deep."
Lutrelle F. Palmer, jr., edi- America has been singing HanLovely LeMoyne coed Gwen- a summer of part•time work
NEW YORK — Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the Na- in a favorable light before
The
fact
Hope
that
pointed
Southern
audiences.
dolyn Townsend is obviously or a summer of vacation for tor and general manager of dy's first song. The "Father of tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People, has
out the situation as depicted
Defender
in
State
•
Tri
the
BUFFOONS
ponders
as
unhappy
she
not
Memphis college students who
the Blues" has no more melo- assured Z. Alexander Looby, bombed Nashville NAACP attornin "This Rebel Breed" is hapMemphis, will receive a ci- dy in his stilled body, nor will ey and leader, of the Association's "fullest support."
He further stated that one pening all over America, and
what lies ahead for her as are about to round out anoththe weather in Memphis er school year. Staff photo by tation from the Capital Press he listen again to one of his
Mr. Looby's home was wrecked April 19 by a bomb, ap- can see such characters as he claims "It is time for peo"Stepin Fetchit," Hattie Mc- ple in this country to take
club of Washington, D. C. for great sacred songs, "They That parently hurled from a passing automobile,
breaks and points toward the Hardin.
a
while he and Mrs.
"distinguished service in the Sow in Tears Shall
Looby
were
asleep
in a rear room. Although major damage Daniels and others playing the good hard look and try to do
Reap in
field of mass communica- Joy.''
parts of domestics and buf- something about it, rather than
was done to the house, they escaped injury.
tions."
In addition to being a member of the Nashville City Coun- foons to the delight of the uphold the ridiculousness of the
Never again will you see or
In addition to Mr. Palmer's hear him blow his famous gold- cil, Mr. Looby is a member of the NAACP national Board of viewers in the southern states southern trait of discrimination
award, citations also will be en trumpet. But in
Memphis Directors and is chief counsel in defense of 153 Fisk, Meharry and that when a Negro is de- against facts and truths, in this
presented in the fields of hu- there will always be
favorable light, problem "
something and Tennessee students arrested for participation in aft-in dem- picted in a
permission for such showings is
man relations, civil rights and for citizens to remember
In an opinion handed down
him onstrations. He has a long record of service in civil rights cases
community relations at the by. An 8-foot-high
including participation as counsel in the Columbia, Tenn., riot refused.
marble statue
"This Rebel Breed," Rowcase of 1946.
club's 17th annual dinner Sat- of the great composer
has been
Mr. Looby attributed the bombing to his defense of the stuurday, May 21, at the Willard placed in
Handy Park in his
dents but immediately declared his intention to remain in the
hotel in Washington, D. C.
memory.
case.
Mr. Palmer came to the Tri- NAMES
COMMITTEE
The text of Mr. Wilkins' telegram to the Nashville leader
Ever hear the general out- much good for the several State Defender in March of
The idea of getting the statue follows:
the
1959
editor
as
and
general
lines of the unusual story sur- communities. • Major cooperacame after an effort to get the
"We are deeply distressed and angered by the dastardly
rounding the 2,000-boy Little tion with the program of the manager. During the period body of the late Handy in Memattempt to assassinate you and your wife. This plot reveals the
her
has
been
with
the
paper,
organization
Baseball
of
League
Little League is given by the
phis fai.ed. Frank R. Ah/gren, bankruptcy and desperation of diehard
segregationists and
Station WDIA here in Memphis? Memphis Park Commission, he has been hailed as a hard editor of The Commercial Apclearly portends the end of their hated system. We hail your
hitting
Journalist
with
eye
for
peal, then wrote an editorial courage and leadership in defense of the students and whole
Well, it's worth listening to in which has equipped some 15
ferreting out facts.
saying a monument should be civil rights struggle. We are gratified by your determination
these times of general concern regulation baseball diamonds,
about juvenile delinquency and including several with lights, ,1111111111I1111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111 built to give permanence to his to remain in the fight and assure you of our fullest support."
the present and future growth for little league play.
and happiness of our American Major cooperation is given by
youth.
the men who volunteer their
The WDIA Little League con- services as managers and trainsists of some 80 or 90 base- ers for the boys who play in
ball teams made up of Negro the Little League. They take
BALTIMORE, — Four of this city's leading de- tion.
and local stores.
Memphis, Shelby the responsibility for training
boys in
Led by Mrs. Daisy Bates,
County, and several localities the boys, keeping them togeth- partment stores have dropped the color bar in their NAACP Legal Defense and
in Mississippi and Arkansas. er, and guiding them into ap- restaurants following sit-in demonstrations by Mor- Educational Fund attorneys Arkansas NAACP president,
were prepared to take the case Negroes staged that city's bigoys ranging in age from 10 to preciation for the principles of
7 years are included on the good sportsmanship and team gan State College students and an NAACP sponsored to the highest court. Attorneys gest "Placard Walk" this week.
representing the 43 students'The stores picketed were three
teams.
work which constitute some of picket line of 40 ministers.
were Samuel Mitchell a n dlof eight against which the LitAll equipment for the scores, the values of such sport.
First to abandon discriminaGeorge Greene of Raleigh, N. tle Rock NAACP is waging a
of teams is provided by Sta- Too much can't be said in tion in its restaurant was Hotion WDIA. Uniforms, balls, praise of these men. They take child Kohn. Following this tion in August, 1958. There are C. and Jack Greenberg of the withholding of patronage earn bats, and the little incidentals time out from otherwise full break-through Hutzler's, Hecht- now 61 stores in Oklahoma Legal Defense Fund staff in paign, Mrs. Bates said.
connected with the maintenance schedules to give their serv- May ae.,1 Stewart department City with non - discriminatory New York City.
CONFERENCES
AROUND NATION
of such an organization are pro- ices to help boys grow. And stores announced a new policy policies.
Meanwhile, Herbert Wright,
"We will continue to picket NAACP youth secretary, anvided at the station's expense. who needs help more in the of service to all customers. !ACQUIT STUDENTS
Every year the boys . . .being growth department than Negro The ministerial picket line A major victory in the lunch every Saturday between 12 nounced that two area NAACP
noon and 3 p. m. until segrega-,
,was led ty Rev. H. 0. Graham,
conferences are scheboys, and amateur ball play- boys?
counter sit - in demonstrations tion at lunch counters is end- student
chairmay.
of
the
Baltimore
April 30 and May
for
duled
ers . • . break some 8e0 bats A fine example of
Raleigh,
was
N.
won in
C. last ed."
such a help- NAACP branch church comwill be at Claflin
first
The
7.
. . . splintering them or break- ful man is E. T.
Hunt, super- mittee. The clerical pickets week when the 43 Shaw Uni- Thi., briefly worded memo
-.College in Orangeburg, S. C.;
ing them smack dab in two. visor of Negro recreational
Augustine
St.
and
versity
Colac- were organized here and in
irandum went out to members'the other will be at the HouThey lose scores of baseballs. tivities for the Memphis
Park other cities by Rev. Edward J. lege students were acquitted of Nev York's Greenwich Vil-t
ston, Texas, Coliseum, May 7,
And they can tear up a uni- commission.
Mr. Hunt, using Odom, the Association's nation- by a Raleigh, N. C. superior lage - Chelsea NAACP. It waarmr. Wright said. Emphasis will
form more than three ways„ his specialized
court.
knowledge of lo- al church secretary. Dr. Lillie
typical of strong, unified Bp- be on student strategy and plansides and flats.
cal recreational needs, and re- M. Jackson is president of the The students were arrested peals this week for continuing
ning for the summer vacation
But they compensate for it by lying on
his personal experience branch.
in February on the sidewalk of demonstrations by the NAACP period.
being some 2,000 bright smiling, as a
coach of athletics and a Meanwhile, t h e Oklahoma Cameron Village, the largest in support of southern student
With the usual springtime
loud laughing, healthy, intellileader of youth, is providing in- NAACP youth council succeed;shopping Center in Raleigh,'sit-ins in more than 200 cities,
panty raids and telephonegently directed boys . . . that valuable
services in the over- ed in opening four additional while waiting for the F. W. NAACP officials observed.
booth -stuffing stunts apparently
every community would like
all program of the little league store lunch counters to Negro- Woolworth store to reopen. It In Little Rock, long embat
to have around.
- ---' forgotten, large segments of the
teams.
es. Student sit-ins, as they are had been closed to exclude tied over the school desegre- northern
population
student
Station WDIA is not alone in
residents found are lending their energies to
the promotion of this boys: ac- Working in close canjunction known today, began in Wichita, student protesters. This is the gado) issue,
Kansas and Oklahoma Cit y first major legal break-through time to campaign against distivity that is designed to
so
(Continued On Page 2)
(Continued On Page 2)
with NAACP youth participa- in the student sit-down situa- criminatory policies at chain

NAAcp pi d

Editor Palmer
To Receive
Press Citation

ik

TWENTY
• REASONS
•WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A
oLFE HOME

2

Truly, Tate Given
Suspended Seatenres

Sat., April 30, 1960

Harry Truly, 24, of 514 Edith and were described
as rether
and Frederick Tate, 22, of 868-D poorly equipped, financially.
Walker, were the most relieved Judge Campbell said he
sympastudents at LeMoyne last week. thized with the boys
but from
It wasn't exams that they had Low on they would
have to "live
finished but prison sentences like poor students."
that Judge Campbell had sus- The students were
suspended
pended. Both had pleaded guilty from LeMoyne last
November
to forgery charges totaling near after their arrests. Mr. Price
MO.
said the college board would
After
hearing
testimony meet to decide whether to refrom various LeMoyne officials admit them.
Including President Hollis F. Truly, a brilliant
student, is
Price, who said that the men a senior and president
of the
were good students, Judge student body. Tate,
his runningCampbell gave them suspended mate, is a sophomore.
sentences of six months.
Attorneys for the men were
Both students had been at- Cordell Hull Sloan
and Myron
tending LeMoyne on the GI bill Halle.

winner

et he NagOnins
iiiseociation Alt stymie:
Builders 1965 if
Award for Cornmunitr
Development.

•

••

IN

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS

DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP

1. More home for

the money.
Notes
cheaper
2.
than rent.
3. Nice neighborhood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
5. Near Churches,
6. Near Schools.
Proposed major
shopping center.
8 College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
9. Spacious landscaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary designed homes.
II. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
14.1 and 2 ceramic.
tile baths.
15. Country Club
.environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
" IT. Carports and
iffosi• concrete drives,
We take your
present house
- in trade.
11K4,19. Seleet hardwood
Is'•
Ob. floors.
t111,110. Quality materials
iec
and workmanship. •

By

$10.000 REWARD has been the person or persons w h o civil rights attorney. T h e
door also received extensive
Offered by City of Nashville bombed the home of Atty. Z. house was 85 percent destroydamage. Police officials said
for information leading to ap- Alexander Looby, prominent ed and the residence next
the person or persons responsiprehension and conviction of

.

Priced from

57,450
ra-s

E

UP

NOTES. AS
C

LOW AS

Tuterst.

49
Per Month

Isle "were out to kill and not
to scare." Staff photo by John
C. Streator, jr.

ARNETTA RAINEY

ACTIVITIES
students are looking forward to
Last week was a week of actheir speedy recovery. They
tivities and fun for some students. For the average student may be visited at the hospital
itwasaweekofharder in Room 517 A and B. GET
study. The week's activities in- WELL SOON AND HURRY
cluded: Elites Program, NDCC BACK.
Inspection, movie, b a s eball TOP STUDENTS
game and Safety Council Pro- 011ie Jarrett,
Minnie H ill,
gram.
Helene Flippin, Irene Jackson,
This week's activities will include the Annual Band and and Shirley Knox. Charles Ken..
Choir Concert assemblies and drick, James Lee, John Rhodes,
movie. The school is not a place William Brown and Roy Kent.
or institution of all work but
an institution of work and play AIRWAYS BICYCLE
together. Make good use of this
Opportunity.
SECRETARIES ILL
The secretaries of the Senior
High and Elementary Departments Miss Dorothy L. Rhone
complete line Bicycles & Path
and Miss Jean Harris respectAll work guaranteed
fvely were involved in an autoMowers Sharpened arid
lawn
mobile accident last week and
repaired.
are now recuperating in E. H.
Crump hospital.
261 Deadrick FA 3-8808
The principals, teachers and
(Lamar at Airways)

60.

Wilberforce U. Makes
It Dr.' Frank Sinatra

Frank Sinatra recently was, "This honorary degree is long more satisfaction," he
comthe recipient of a doctor of hu- overdue recognition of Mr. Sin- mented. "I am most grateful
for
manities degree from 104-year- atra's largely unpublicized phil- the spirit which
prompted Wilold Wilberforce university in anthropic endeavors and for berforce to grant me
this deOhio.
the courage and conviction with gree."
which he has long promoted in- Wilberforce
annually pays
terracial a n d interdenomina- tribute
to distinguished Ameritional understanding," said Wil- cans
for "outstanding contribuberforce President Dr. Rem- tions
to society." Last year's
bert E. Stokes.
honor was presented to indus(Continued From Page 1)
"We recognize this as the
last year, t h e Pennsylvania practice of true democracy." trialist William Zeckendorf.
Sinatra's honor stems in part
Supreme Court ruled that ex- Sinatra, who
received t h e
from his efforts for scores of
pression by means of motion honor i absentia, said
e was char;ties
and his constant suppicture is included within the frankly delighted
when informport of oppressed minorities.
free speech and free press ed of the tribute.
He has headed the Frank Siguarantee of the first and four- "Nothing has ever given
me natra Asthma
Research Foundteenth amendments of the U.S.
ation and, through his efforts
Constitution.
as Abbott of the Friars, has
PUBLIC ATTITUDES
.11 • j
raised considerable funds on beThe United States Supreme
half of the City of Hope and
Court in 19$2. in the case of
Burstyn vs Wilson, ruled, "It (Continued From Page 1) other charities.
cannot be doubted that motion support of the southern Negro In addition, he has been active during the past few years
pictures are significant medium students.
for SHARE, INC., a group of
for the communication of ideas. "At least 10 northern
g filmland women who have raisThey may affect public attitud- are organizing NAACP chapes and behavior in a varietyiters for the first time; as a ed large sums for the help of
of ways. ranging from directiresult of enthusiastic support exceptional children.
JUBILEE ROYALTY — Wilespousal of a political or sociallof the southern student sit-ins,"I The degree was presented at liam Vesser of Somerville.
documen to the subtle shapingiMr. Wright stated. He cited convocation exercises at Wil- Tenn.. and Mrs. Mettle Cash
of thought which characterizeslamong the colleges desiring berforce, Ohio.
Smith of Memphis are t h e
all artistic expression. The imdcharters: Colby, Brandies Uni-!
Ktng and Queen of the
portanee of motion pictures asiversity, Smith College, WoostMemphis Cotton Makers' Juan organ of public opionion islet, University of Witchita, St.
bilee. Mr. Vasser is head of
not lessened by the fact that'Olaf's. and Skidmore.y
the agricultural department.
they are designed to entertain Confirmation
of strong
Fayette
County
Training
as well as inform."
(Continued From Page 1) school and member of Alpha
NAACP branch activity in supRowland insists that he has port of the Negro youths was Harsh, Edward Doherty, Nate Phi fraternity, plus belonging
based his fight on the above made by Gloster B. Current, Evans, Bert Ferguson, Stanley to many other clubs. Mrs.
rulings and that in making his NAACP director of branches. Fried, Clifton Gaston, Fred Smith is the daughter of Mr.
Goldsmith, John Heflin, El- and Mrs. 0. L. Cash of 875
battle to force the showing of .11110 CITIES
his picture in Memphis, that; "There are at least 200 cities mer Henderson, Samuel B. Hol- Annie st. She is director of
he will be making it possiblerwhere NAACP members a r e lis, Blair T. Hunt, Onzie Horne, the Douglass Community Cenfor all films to be shown in the,picketing every Saturday. There Thomas B. Kirk, Lt. George ter and supervisor of playsouth, regardless of whetheriis considerable evidence now W. Lee, Richard Lightman, Ear- grounds. Coronation of Jubithe cast is composed of onedhat the withholding of patron- ly Maxwell. Bernard Pincus,
racial group or another.
,age campaign is lessening trade Abe Plough. Hollis Price, Eu"My intentions are to carry to many areas," Mr. Current gene Roper, Edward P. Sapinsley, W. W. Scott, George Sismy fight right into the United stated.
States Supreme Court, if neces-' In Columbia, S. C. the Rev. ter, Vince Skillman, H. W. SlaI. DeQuincy Newman, NAACP vick, Leo Soroka, Thaddeus
sary," Rowland concluded.
(Continued From Page 1)
field secretary, reported that Stokes, Matthew Thornton, Jeswith WDIA officials in the
the NAACP and local citizens se Turner, Hoyt B. Wooten, E.
have raised $27,000 for the de- P. Well, A. C. Williams. Alex League direction, Mr. Hunt has
worked consistently in the exfense
of students.
Wilson, Paul Zerilla, Phil Zer- pansion program.
HURTING YOU?
South Carolina has the high- illa.
Thanks to Bert Ferguson.
Imatedliela est total of student arrests: 600,
$5000 GIFT
WDIA vice
president a n d
Relief!
with 173 convictions. All convicNumerous amounts of money manager, the Station has marA tea Amps at OUTG/tOlt bring biweed
tions are being appealed, Mr.
retied trweat
eltaLpe,lit
of
trimaran
nalt.
were donated by both Negroes shalled its resources behind the
OUT0110
akin tuathremath tse Newman stated.
twat. allows dm
ea P. eat
and whites. The largest individ- Little Leagues since they were
rthp pals pal
art. tJUT
NAACP
support by "AClo asaf
abl•
ual donation, $5,000, came from started in 1955. A station staff
TION" is the slogan adopted by
the Pennsylvania State Con- the American Society of Com- member, Frank Armstrong, now
ference. Miss Gladys Royce, a posers. Authors and Publishers in the Sales Department, served
spokesman for the Conference, (ASCAP) of which Handy was as coordinator and general director of the League from its
said that NAACP units in her a member.
state are urging "ACTION" When asked for comment, Lt. beginning • . . and guided it
ti. ough "protest demonstra- George W. Lee, personal friend through its several years ot detions, committee visits to local of Handy who wrote the biog- velopment.
management of stores, letters raphy and inscription on the
His chores are now being takRECORDS FOR EVERYONE
to local stores and nationai of- statue base, said, "I think it is en over by well-known Phil
306 Poplar At Lauderdale ,fices and mass meetings."
a step in the right direction Moss. another WDIA staffer,
On Saturday. April 23, the and represents a healthy atti- who has demonstrated a keen
Phone JA. 5-6348
New Jersey State Conference tude toward inter-group rela- understanding of the station's
NAACP announced an "NAACP tions in which both majority overall program of good - win
Day of Unified Picketing" of and minority groups will have and community service.
.. four chains, F. W. Woolworth, to learn to adjust themselves Commenting once on the LitS. S. Kresge, S. H. Kress and In new roads.
tle League work of his station,
' Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching W. T. Grant.
Lee stated further, "This Mr. Ferguson said, "We look
I,
Lt*
muscles with STANBACK PowAs a time when America is con- forward to the time when WDIA
ders or Tablets. STAN BACK'S
!fronted with massive human re- Little Leagues will provide a
lations problems and is being recreational outlet for thousands
i S. A.(Synergistic Action) brings
called upon to justify itself in of boys in our listening area.
faster, more complete —lief from
'belief and attitudes towards a We feel the money we spent in
pain. Remember...Snap back
metural work of more than a equipping these teams has been
with STANBACK!
billion people subject to the tre- well spent. It is better for the
mendous fire power of com- youth of Memphis and the MidFor the fret time seienee has found munist propaganda."
South to have a planned recreas new healing substance with the asMahalis Jackson, the world's tional program than to be playtonishing ability to shrink hemorrheida snit to relieve pain — without greatest gospel singer will sing ing stick ball in the streets."
surgery. In ease after ease, while "When The
Saints Go Marching That covers more than anyrettly relieving pain, actual reducIn." Others scheduled to ap- thing else that can be said, thr
1 rever7 iit ed prodtepr 7.4 yam. dos (shrinkage) took place. Most
'risen I owed,stew 'Pox tr skip grease. vesting of all — results were in titer- pear here for the mass dedica- idea behind the mention of ihr
plowl'aft h•hpy,"sayt D. Weeds/LA. rush that sufferers made astonishint tion Sunday at 2:39 p. m. are "800
broken bats". It's better
's bkssed relit( teen'emir..oi vaginal statements like "Piles have ceased t4 Stanley
Adams. ASCAP presi- to have the broken bats than
* a problem!" The secret is a ate'
te
a ccaitmltsch,sdansAgp,er:
ri,irc*,etseu
:
tni
USliflI substanen (Bio-Dyne*)—dis dent,
and Paul Cunningham, to have broken boys. So. as
LnANACTNI.'This tast-acting, stain.
of a world-famotts remard
lea+ medicated creme kills harmful benefit -every
Past president and director of Phil Moss is urging, "it will be
avail
now
substance
nstituto.This
is
itrnia while it soothe, MI, irritated and
sauna skin tissue. Steps wretchinc—lo tble in suppository or ointment fere public information, the song- fine for churches, club,, and
hating. Don't sutler another minntes ailed Preperstien H6. At all deaf
taliALANS today at all drus none. mentors — money back guarantee. writing team of Noble Sissle other groups to sponsor little
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Starts SUNDAY!
4 BIG DAYS!

COLOiSCOPE

Score
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AND THE BARRARIANS
starring STEVE REEVES and a CAST OF THOUSANDS •
Plus 2nd Hit!
lee King and Queen will take
place Wednesday night, May
11, 7:30 p.m., at the Booker
T. Washington high school in
Blair T. Hunt gym. The King
and Queen will lead the parade Wednesday evening, 6:30
p.m., from Riverside drive
down Beale to Wellington to
Mississippi to BTW school. A
Coronation ball will be held
immediately after the Corona Um ceremonies at the Church
Park Amusement center. Music by Charles Keel's orchestra.
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CHEROKEE WAR-FIRES FLAMM
...only ono mane
courego can
quench them!

etarr.n.

lit IqUAIAS • CURIA TALBOTT
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INGROWN NAIL

WE TRADE

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

DIRECTIONS:
Drive soun, on Hiqieeey
61 to Horn LA* Road,
south on Horn We to
one block south of Getter School.

ACHING MUSCLES

;b•
rinks Hemorrhoids ,
Without Surgery

;tops Itch—Relieves Pain

Woman Nearly
Itchel To Dea

WOLFE
HOMei,INC.
IX 7-9343
"ISOM"

,13

,Ert

•

5.

Meet
The
"Colonel"
...your chance to try the Bourbon you couldn't
buy before. Kentucky Colonel is a fine old brand that has

ONTUChp. 014
-‘4
1
4#1-Z4.1
C°I.ONED

been bottled for a limited market area since the late 1800's.
Now we are making it somewhat more available. If you
want the true taste of eour mesh bourbon at its best .
Call for Tke"Colonsi."

KENTUCKY COLONEL
"The Bourbon of The Colonels P P

NATIONAL DISTIU.ER1 PRODUCTS CO., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, 86 PROOF

•

•

to the Bible Pageant. They are
very appreciative.
Ripley was well represented
in Jackson, Tenn., Friday night,
Sat., April 30, 1960
April 15. They witnessed the
public program given by Alpha
:
I Kappa Alpha Sorority. G. Lake,
V. G. and Mrs. Anne Wheeler,
Miss M. G. Glenn, D. C. Johnson. sr., Tom Campbell, Rev
[and Mrs. J. D. Hutson was,
present.
The Supreme Basileus, Dr.
M. H. Parker delivered a stir16th St.
ring address. Warm greetings
The club has done various
from
President Kirkendoll, edchurch.
decorate
the
to
things
ucational committee; E. L. Pa
President Mrs. Annie Mae RidgRawn Spearman, who has won and
English
Achievement ture Hell at 10:30 a. m. and Hall Thursday night by Alpha
ley; secretary, Mrs. Ella Mae The annual Charmette Ball tey and Mrs. Collins, Lane fame in America and Europe awards were scheduled to beit p. m. and an outing is on tap Gamma Chi sorority.
McClinton; Mrs. Pammie Lacy, will be presented Friday night, college choir and Miss M.
morning for
Lewith hi outstanding baritone presented at a general assembly Saturday
crowning event of the
vice president andpasto r, May 6 in the Lauderdale high Young rendered music. T w o
this Thursday morning. A mov-,Moyne's athletes. The Raiders The
voice,
will
close
out
LeMoyne
gym. One lucky couple will be citizenship awards were given.
ie, Cyrano de Bergerac, will be Steel Band from tht Virgin h..Spring Festival week will be
Rev. J. W. Fairman.
college's annual Spring Festival
Jack Butler, who resides at Miss Charm and Mr. Esquire. Regional Director, Mrs. Julia with ai concert Friday night, shown twice Friday in the Lee-lands will be presented in Bruce the Rawn Spearman concert Frifurnished
by
our
Music
will
be
B.
Purnell
proved herself very
day night in Bruce Hall.
So. 8th at:, is ill in the EENT
April 29. at 8:30 o'clock in
Mr. Spearman, who is makhospital. Mr. Butler is now at own young men "The Blazers." forceful in words of response. Bruce Hall. The public is ining his fourth United States conhome where he is recuperating. Please come out to encour- Mr. Wheeler and Mrs. Johnson vited.
cert tour, has appeared in a
The Woncer HIgn school under age them. The kiddies will be stood with the Alphas, Mr. Lake
The week-long festival, under
number of network television
the directions of Edgar Cole, on parade. Admission is 35 cent with the Omegas and Mrs.
the direction of Lionel A. Arnold
shows and in many other New
will present their annual band for adults — 25 cents for high Wheeler, AKA during the Greek
Morris,
co-chairReginald
school students and 20 cents for medley. It was quite an inform- and
York musical productions.
concert on May C, in the Won- elementary.
ative and enjoyable affair for men, and Dr. Clifton H. Johnder High school auditorium
lie has been acclaimed for a
The youth fellowship program all who attended, by their ex- son and John Wittaker, got uncombines vocal
that
at 7:30 p. m.
talent
Sunday
evening
derwa, last
Sunday, April 24 at the Holly pressions.
acting ability.
mastery
with
There are many things around
Baptist church had as its This was the Twenty-Eighth when an art exhibit of 100 fine
in this concert to be a hit with Grove
Alabama, he is
native
of
A
paintings
were
unveiled
in
Mildred
Mrs.
speaker,
main.
Southeastern Regional ConferThe Tennessee Congress of l ward Youth and Their Prob- a graduate of Florida A&M
everyone who attends the af- Polk of Memphis.
Brownlee Hall.
ence.
Colored Parents and Teachers liemso and a Skit: "The Chat- . university and was a soloist with
fair. L. R. Jackson, principal. This was a continuation of the
paintings
The
* will convene in Murfreesboro,
The senior class of Wonder efforts by the young people to Robert Earl Johnson, jr., Is will be on exthe Infantry Chorus while in the
April 28-30, at Holloway high lei,ger Looks at the Eight Point Army during World War II.
here from Detroit, Mich. He is
lay a walk around the church. visiting his grandmother a n d hibit two more
Program."
school. Plans for the three-day
weeks.
The
After touring With the Fisk
Friends responded beautifully grandfather.
program are centered around These busy sessions will adworks of WilSingers in North and
Jubilee
the theme, "Quality Parent- journ Saturday morning, April
Miss Annette Harris left for liam H Johnson
America in 1947, Mr.
(South
Teacher Association: A N eed 30, with the annual reports of Spearman decided on a profes▪ High is in the swing of a big Rockford recently.
of this country
For Maximum Growth."
week. As you know people this We are very happy
Norway,
and
standing committees.
isional soloist career.
that one
• is known as senior week all of our own, M r s.
Business sessions will be pre
Ben Enwonwu of
Florence
sided over by Mrs. W. H. WilZemo — liquid or ointment — a over the Mid-South. The stu- Wright Patterson, is home from Nigeria, David
liamson, State PTA President
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re- dents will be visiting the var- Centralia, where s h e visited Driskell of Tallieves itching, stops scratching ious colleges which they wish to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Posy of ladega college, Mr. Spearman of Nashville. Other officers are:
Wallace Brown, first vice presand sJ helps heal and clear sur- attend.
and
Reginald
2161
/
2 E. Kerr st.
face skin rashes. Buy extra The top couples of the 'week Will Wright, II, was home Morris of LeMoyne are featured. ident of Chattanooga; Mrs. FelStrength Zemo forzemo are Betty Chamber and A. B. from St. Louis visiting his wife The Fisk University Dancers ta Holland, second vice presiMcClendon, Ora Flecher and
stubborn cases!
of Nashville, Tenn.. thrilled a dent of Knoxville; Mrs. Willa
Willie Harris, Margett Smith and family, also his son-in-law lively audience Monday
evening. A. Miles, recording secretary
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
and the unknown, Gloria RockTom Sanders, from Memphis. The physical education depart- of Knoxville; Mrs. W. R. Webett and there's always some(Old Capitol Theatre Bldg.)
ment of the college was sched- ster, assistant recording secrebody, and last but 'lot least Mrs. Mary Louise Rucker is uled to put on an aquatic show tary of Nashville and T. B.
TV SERVICE
545 E. Mallory at Lauderdale
Jack Diamond and Er?? That in the Lauderdale County hos- Wednesday night of this week. Kennedy, treasurer of Chattapital.
WH 6-7133
I believe!! Don't you??
A tea and book review ex- nooga.
Dependable TV Service
The All Star Review- will be Mrs. Pearl Bonds is in very ploring the works of William Eugene T. Carothers, proSERVICE CALL
presented in the school audi- bad condition on the sick list. Faulkner was held Tuesday in gram chairman of Nashville
DAY—NIGHT
torium on April 28. Sponsored
the college library, and another states that delegates will be
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS by the music department. Mrs. Portugal holds three small tea sponsored by the student concerned with a Workshop on
This ad is worth $1.00 toward service T. Durley, directress. This territories on the Western coast NEA chapter
was conducted PTA Manual and By-Laws, a
Where Personal Attention Is Given
on any TV repair.
promises to be one of the great- of India. They are Goa, Damon Wednesday of this week in the Discussion Session — "DevelopAll Your Record Needs.
RCA Authorized Service
est shows ever.
and Diu by name.
Student lounge. Athletic awards ing Favorable Attitudes To-
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SOCIAL NEWS
The New St. Paul Beautifying
club will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Lacy of So.

Don't Buy
Furniture of Any Kind,
Anywhere,
Untie You First Shop

Howard
1 Graham Co., Inc.
1359 Madison Ave.
BR. 5-8124
(at Crosstown)

on
w pearman To, ClimasiArt,
Music lest At LeMoyne Friday
PTA Congress To
Convene April 28

PT
'

OL

Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH

IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON .. BUY IT'

THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs. Old
proof •OAncient Aga Dist Co.,Frankftmi.

•

RECORDS!
SATELLITE RECORD SHOP
926 E. Mclemore

FORTUNE'S

Phone WH 6-4282

MEMPHIS NEWEST
EXCLUSIVE RECORD SHOP

Universal Life's Rime Fair
A Hit, List Student Wizners
San Francisco's famed Golden Gate Bridge and France's Eiffel Tower took
first place honors in the Physics division of the Memphis Area Science Fair. The
Fair sponsored by Universal Life Insurance Company, was held April 16, at LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall.
The Third Annual Science Fair, un der the direction of Otto Lashley, general chairman, drew hundreds;

GRADES 7 • 8: "The Moon,
Our Neighbor in Space" won
first place in the 7-8 grades
general science division for
Charles Shores, 7th grader at
Grant school. Newell Jones,

"II ydroCHEMISTRY:
ponies", an exhibit showing
how pants are grown without
soil, captured the first prize
money in the chemistry di-

b‘

an 8th grader at Hyde Park
seems amazed at the uniqueness of the project. I. W. McIntyre, Grant school instructor, supervised the winning student.

vision. James C. Haley,
shown with his exhibit, is the
winning exhibitor. The senior
student at Hamilton High
school is instructed by J. Wilkerson.

of viewers who were awe- second place "Radiation and Beasley, a student from Mitchstruck by the scientific skill on,the Cloud Chamber" construct- ell Road. E. K. Knight is the
ed by Floyd Shavers, 11th graddisplay.
instructor. Third Place, "Refiner Of Father Bertrand high
The top physics project--eas- 1 school. Louis Miller is physics ing Crude Oil" constructed by
fly the most admired exhibit— instructor, Third place: "Ra- Charles I. Jackson, a student
was constructed by Jerry C. dio Remote Control" by Henry from Mitchell Road. E. K.
Knight is the instructor.
Smith of Mitchell Road high Brown, senior at Manassas.
A.
school from 8,656 toothpicks E. L. Plaxico is instructor.
GENERAL SCIENCE — 7-8
K. Knight is physics instructor CHEMISTRY: second
place: grades — second Place, "The
at Mitchell Road.
"A Reaction in Nuclear Chemi- Spider" constructed by NathanThe purpose of the Fair, as stry" by Cranford Scott senior iel Perry, 8th grade student
announced by the Science Fair at Douglass, M. Walker, instruc- from LaRose school. Mrs. N.
Committee, was: 1) to stimu- tor. Third place: "Electron E. Smith is the instructor.
late interest in science through configuration and State" by Third Place, "Volcano" c o nencouragement, and 2) to honor- Robert W. Bolton, a junior at structed by Janet Braswell. 7th
students who are outstanding Hamilton, J. Wilkerson, instruc- grade student from Hamilton.
George Warren is the instructor.
in their knowledge of science tor.
appropriate
public BIOLOGY:
through
Second place: GENERAL SCIENCE — 4-8
recognition jo the school and "Bacterial School Environment" GRADES — Second Place, "The
community.
by William Sears, senior at Mt. World of Sound" constructed by
CASH PRIZES
Pisgah. J. H. Ramsey is in- Levon Miller, a fifth grade stuAs sponsors of the Fair, Uni- structor. Third place: "Devel- dent from Dunn Avenue school
versal Life Insurance company opment of a Chicken" by W. Mrs Emily Jackson is instructIs awarding three cash prizes Epps, a Sophomore at Mel- or. Third Place, "Growth ProIn each of six scientific cate- rose, L. We,stley is instructor. cesses In Green Plants" c o n
struoted by Donald Black, a
gories. In addition to the first GENERAL SCIENCE
place projects in each division, GENERAL SCIENCE — 9th sixth grade student of Caldshown in the accompanying pic- GRADE — Secend place, "Sat- well school. H. Harding is the
tures, the following projects ellite for Communication Re- instructor.
took cash honors: PHYSICS: lay" constructed by Roland The Memphis Area Science
Fair is a product of the
thinking and planning of the
science teachers of the Memphis city schools. The Contest
directory lists the following
committeemen: General Chairman, Otto L. Lashley; Fair Director, Wiliam Lowe; Secretary, Mrs. Ruthie Strong;
Treasurer, Emmanuel Weed;
Entry Clerk, Aubrey Turner,
and Consultant, W. W. Gibson
of LeMoyne college.
SECOND YEAR
This is the second year that
Universal Life Insurance company has sponsored the Science
Fair. This sonsorship is simply one of the company's many
contributions to the promotion
of good citizenship and edueational achievements. Concurrent's, with sponsorship of the
Science Fair, Universal Life is
offering $2750 in scholarships to
Memphis and Shelby county
high school seniors.
Fifteen hotidred dollars In
scholarships are offered senior
students in an Essay Scholarship Contest recently closed.
Winners are now being selected by a panel of judees. Another $1250 in scholarships are offered senior students of the
Teen Town singers, now being
heard on Radio Station WDIA
eaeh Saturday morning at le
o'clock through the courtesy of
Universal Life Insurance Company.
These, and many other programs advanced by Universal
Life Insurance Company, a r.
9TH GRADE: Carrie B. Ev- ia Barr now a sophomore at p'elses of the company's "Good
ans of Porter Junior High Rooker T. Washington, looks Citizenship Program" whereby
school won first place in the over the project that won for the Company attempts to en9th grade general science di- her alma meter. Miss Evans' courage the educational, moral
vision with her display of instructor is L. E. Thomp- and spiritual development of
"Tropisms in Plants." Cathel- son.
boys and girls.

TAKING TOP PLACE in the slett's display on "How Plants M. Boone. Viewing the proGeneral Science Grades 4 - 6 are Protected." The fifth grad- ject is Mark Bishop, a 6th
division was Davis Paul Hay- er at Dunbar Elementary grader at Magnolia School.
School is instructed by Mrs.

PHYSICS: "The Eiffel Tower project was constructed by Smith stands near his "Towand the Golden Gate Bridge" Jerry C. Smith, an 11th grad- er" while John Carter another
constructed from toothpicks, er at Mitchell Road High Mitchell Road student kneels
took first place honors. The school, under the supervisio.i near the "Bridge."
of E. K. Knight, instructor.

BIOLOGY: Percy B. Brown, Tenn., walked off with top
jr., a sophomore at Frazier honors in biology with his disHigh school ' in Covington, play of a "Grasshopper," including its internal organic

structure. Ronald Green, a
tenth grader at Hamilton, examines the exhibit.

Owen Prexy
At Retreat
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accompanied by four students
— Martha Knox, Deborah King;
Bobbie }lean Phillips and Henry Moses — to the 15th annual
"God of Grace and God of realized. Sometimes the cloude l National Baptist Student Union
Giory
are all about us and we know Spring Retreat, held at MeharOn Thy people pour Thy power not what steps to take next. ry Medieal College and Spruce
Crown Thine ancient story
In all probability this author Street Baptist thorch in NashBring her bud to glorious
and thousands who have chosen ville, April 22 - 24.
flower
to sing it have been at the very The theme f3r ths annual reGrant us wisdom, grant us crossroads that provoked such treat is: "Committed unto Him
courage
an utterance. When all human . . . confronting new frontiers
For the passing of this hour. efforts have been exhausted with Him."
Lo, the hosts of evil round us then the prayer goes up, "Grant The Rev. C. L. Dinkins will
Scorn Thy Christ assail His us wisdom, pant us power." deliver the retreat sermon on
ways
The author is too big in the first Sunday at the Spruce Street
Fears and doubts too long
verse, the day. is too big in the Baptist church.
have hound us
second verse and the goal is too
Free our hearts to work and
far removed in the third verse. for these adversities. We need
praise
No doubt all of these never not fool ourselves the days like
Grant us wisdom, grant us
happen to one person at a time the days provoking the words of
courage
but over a period of time all this hymn and the days like the
For the living of these days. of us sooner or later will en- ones in which we live demand
Cure Thy Children's warring counter them. It will be at this that we put life on its highest
madness
point that normal men cry out level. We can not fool ourselves.
Bind our pride to Thy control for something outside of them- Only those people who a r e
Shame our wanton, selfish
selves to give the equilibrim equipped with the best can ever
gladness
selves to give the equilibrum be of value to their day and
Rich in things and poor in soul for these days and times.
time. Our world today needs
Grant us wisdom, grant us
The world is filled with evil — men who have matured Themcourage
the things having greatest sig- selves and are therefore in a
Lest we miss Thy Kingdom's nificance to us have in many position to help others.
goal.
instances lost their values. Our hours, our days, and our
Lest we miss Thy Kingdom's All about us we see evidences goals today are important as
goal
of a decaying world closing in never before. These things have
No doubt many of us recog- upon us. Things seem hopeless taken on, an imperative that is
nize these words as the words and in an hour like this only demanded as never before. It is
of a commonly used hymn. An wisdom and courage will suf- equally true that as time goes on
analysis of these words will re- fice. It is most revealing to each of us takes on an importveal an outcry for the very students of history to note the ance that we have never had bethings for which men yearn to- recurrence of things year after fore. With all of the opportuniday. The author of this hym year or decade after decade. ties we have today each of us
was in the midst of turmoil that Many of us think that what is must so gird ourselves as indihaunts so many of us. We stand happening now is something new viduals that when the opporup day by day, hour by hour, but human nature being what it tunity comes we will be in a poand year-by year and see many is it is not surprising that things sition to render the greatest good
of the things we cherish never keep on coming back. If such for the cause of the kingdom.

CME MEET
Jackson, Tenn., Finance Debodies
of
national
the
Throe
pertment; Rev. C. D. Coleman
Christian Methodist E'piscopal'of Chicago, Ill. Department of
churoh will
11 meet here in th Christian Education; Rev. J. B.
Blufi City May 2-6.
Term., DeThe College of Bishops will Boyd of Memphis,
Superannuated
of
partment
meet in executive session Monand Orphday and Tuesday at 10 a. m. Preachers, Widows
of
Breeding
L.
M.
Rev.
ans;
at the First Episcopal District
Department
Headquarters Building of 664 Indianapolis, Ind.,
Extension; Rev.
Vance ave. The General Con- of Kingdom
Memphis, Tenn.,
Tolbert
of
L.
J.
nectional Board and Laymen
Evangelism;
and Ministers Council called Department of
W. L. Graham of Atlantsi,
Dr.
"Lower House," a voluoteer
Ga., Department of Lay Activistudy and discussion group, and
ties and Mrs. E. W. F. Harris
the Judiciary Court will be presof Greenville, Texas, Women's
ent also.
Connectional Missionary CounBishop B. Julian Smith will
cil.
be host to the Convention. He
ed at table) Each of these for all kinds of people in the
the Ju- DISCUSSION LEADERS picIs presiding bishop of Tennessee The nine members of
ladies is a volunteer leader YW — educational classes,
their tured at a Program Planning
hold
will
Court
diciary
and Arkansas. The other Bishin the organization and give learning new skills such as
Banks Conference of the Vance Avops in the college are Bishop Spring Session. Dr. W. R.
many hours of service to pro- homemaking and dressmakChief enue Branch Young Women's
Tex.,
is
View,
Prairie
of
W. Y. Bell, Senior Bishop of
moting the program of the ing, arts and crafts — physiChristian Association. (Left to
South Boston, Va., Bishop Luth- Justice.
Ministers right: Mrs. Callie Stevens, YWCA. All are teachers in cal fitness programs — all
er Sewart of Hopkinsville, KY., The third body, the
the Memphis Public School combined with companionship
Council,
is head- Mrs. %%mile Lou 11111, and
who is ill in Meharry hospital, and Laymen
Mary
W.
Collier.
(Seatsystem.
There are activities and pleasure.
Mrs.
Davis of
, Nashville, Tenn., Bishop Felix ed by Rev. A. Ralph
LitI.
Alice
Miss
Ill.
Lewis of Los Angeles, Calif., Chicago,
Discuss Family
Bishop B. W. Dogis of Nash- tle of Tupelo, Miss., is the secreville, Term., Bishop A. W. Wo- tary. This is a volunteer study
As Christian Unit
mack of Indianapolis, Ind., Bish- and discussion group which oftop J. Claude Allen of Gary, en initiates and legislates for
The family as a Christian
Ind., Bishop E. P. Murchison the denomination.
community will be discussed by
be
will
meeting
, of Chicago, Ill., Bishop P. R. The public
the Family Organization class
Shy of Atlanta, Ga, The two held at Mt. Olive CME Cathedof
the Chicago Baptist Institute,
May
4,
Wednesday,
church,
retired Bishops, Bishop J. A. ral
Thursday at 7:30 p. in, in the
Hamlett of Kansas City and at 10 a. m.
chapel at 5120 S. Parkway.
Bishop H. P. Porter of Louis- The Ministers and Laymen
Presented in cooperation with
ville, Ky., are expected to at- Council will conduct a Laysen
National Family Week observInstitute at Collins Chapel C.
tend.
ance, Mrs. Ella Freeman, inThe General Board which M. E. church located at Washstructor, has arranged this
InstiThe
TAPPAN
°deans.
KATHERINE
and
By
ington
comprises the general departsymposium.
'
. dayy
mental boards will make re- tute will be held Thur
evenings.
Saturday
through
Critports through the heads of those
rection of Master James
PTA
boards: Rev. G. H. Carter of Rev. DeWitt T. Alcorn heads The Shelby County Council of tenden and Miss Bettie Wilson,
Jackson, Tenn., Publishing De- the Department of Public Re- Parents and Teachers met with with Freddie Tappan at the pipartment; Prof. F. T. Jeans of)lations of the CME church.
the S. A. Owen Jun')r college ano.
CHRIST TEMPLE
Saturday, April 23, 10 a. m. with Miss Mary Polk and Master
Crittenden led the groups in the
Annual Young People's Day the president presiding.
was celebrated at the Christ Business of importance was singing. Barbara Tappan recitTemple Church of 907 S. Lau' finishing th plans for the dele- ed a poem entitled "Solitude."
derdale, the past Sunday. "Re- gates to go to Murphreesboro, There were about 25 members
member thy Creator in the Days Tenn., for the state meet of of the junior choir present.
of Thy Youth" was the theme. PTA. Some of the delegates Please be listening to our choir
Rev. J. L. Netters, the guest from Walker Homes included next Saturday, April 30.
After 33, irregularity often be- speaker, delivered a most in- Mrs. Ardena Gooch, president,
comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps spiring address. Rev. Netter" Shelby County Council of PTA;
elm/ALA regulariiy. Such an aid to is pastor of Vernon Baptist Mrs. N. A. Crawford, president
regularity is the daily ma of skstrror. church.
of Mitchell rd. school; Mrs. E n
He medical evidence: A group of
me
*omen took statrrAi4 daily
Mrs. Rtith Scott is the general Mary A. Wrushen, president,
ical aiperyiiion. In case chairman.
Ford rd.; Mrs. Johnnie M. Petaft
SERUTAM, taken daily,
vice president, Ford rd.;
ers,
pas,
bral wld
egablith regularity, So, for
Rev. C. L. Carhee is the
Mrs. Almeda Ayers, vice presifrom constipation after
33, siisotor, powder Of granular.
dent of Geeter High PTA; Mrs.
EMMANUEL BAPTIST
Bessie Nathaniel from WeavThe Memphis District Asso-rer school; Mrs. L. J. Kinsey
Leader
ciation, Woman's Auxiliary will from Whites Chapel school.
present the Emmanuel Choir in Other delegates are .Mrs. An
Emerson Able, Sr., group
a Spring Musical Tuesday night, me M. Kirk from Bruinswick leader at the
Desoto Post ofMay 10 at 8 p. m. Mrs. W. E. school, and Mrs. Ednit Ruth flee, passed away Sunday, April
Ragsdale directs the Emman- House.
4 at the Marine hospital on
1 uel Chorus, She heads the mu- CLUB
Riverside drive. Mr. Able had
sic department of the Memphis The Jolly 14 Social club held 3een ill for eel,- 0..c.k,0
I
ves
1 District Association and is min- its regular meeting at the home eral weeks,
ister of music in her church, of Mrs. Evelyn Irby, 551 HaraMr. Able wag
Emmanuel Baptist.
han rd. A surprise party was
former mecha
honor
of
the
hostess.
given
in
Emmanuel Baptist church is
She was showered with beauti- anical art in- ,
located at 245 Ayers st.
Rev. W. M. Fields is the mod- ful gifts by the club members structor at Manerator and Mrs. Sadie Reedus and her friends.
assas high is the supervisor of young peo- Some of the people responsi- school,
where
Yes Madame,
ple. Mrs. J. B. Webb is the ble for this affair are as fol- his son, Emerlows:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Haywood!
president.
son, Jr., is now
Bright with t h e April
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale is the Gaines, Mose Houston, Sidney 1 bandmaster.
showers and sunshine, garGardner,
Mrs.
Pearltne
Parkminister.
Funeral serv- E. Able Sr.
er, Joe Pulliam.
dens are popping up on ev,,IM10111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 The party was enjoyed by ev- ices were held
ery
vacant lot — radishes,
eryone present. The club will at Collins Chapel CME church
onions,
and greens are first
May 1 Date For
hold its next meeting at the April a with the Rev. D. S. Cunto
make
their way to the
ningham
officiating.
He
was
ashome of Mrs. Rosa Lee Pullsupper table. For something
Owen Humanities
iam, 3316 Rochester rd. Mrs. sisted by Rev. DeWitt Alcorn,
different but odd as the
Thelma Clark, president; Mrs. a former teacher at Melrose
school, and Prof. S. W. Wyatt,
Louise
Farris, secretary.
times, try using the most
Club.Hobby Show
former co-worker of Mr. Ablc's
CHURCH
wonderful meal — Jack
at Manassas.
The fifth annual ImmanItles
The Riverside MB church Jun.
Sprat's
cream style corn
Hontigetyle douches can't do hobby sponsored by the
lot choir was the guest of Joan
meal and make corn dumpmanities Hobby club will be Golden on the Breakfast Parthe jlibititat "Lysol" can—can't held in the Owen
college gym.
the Hippodrome Skating
keepliisure of your daintiness nasium, Sunday, May 1, at ty atlast
JANA P01111111
rink
Saturday from 830 •
4
p.
rn
the
you want to be!
9:30 p. m. The occasion was a.
Arts, crafts, and collections
one. There were
But "Lysol" does! "Lysol" of students and friends front very enjoyable
many prizes won by the memkills the very germs that cause the community will be exhib- bers of Riverside church. Some
ited at this interesting affair. of the winners were Misses Roembarrassing odor!
Exhibitions will idclude: creat- ble M. Scott, Gloria Winfrey,
Every time you douche with ive drawing;; painting, needle- Selma Knox and Willie Jones.
craft, ceramics, sculpture,
Mrs. Katherine Tappan and
"Lysol" you can be confident!
millinery, electronics, record
Freddie Tappan won prises alcollections,
buttons,
bottles,
Try it and see. "Lysol" brand rocks, fire arms and many .10.
Refreshments were served by
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt other hobbies.
the
Hostess, Miss Golden. Mt.
The
college takes pride in
you!
LOOK 10 YEARS
its efforts to render service Zion Youth choir was present
YOUNGER
to the communty. The public under the supervision of Mrs.
For free boot
Ophelia Heard. The Riverside
on how to douche,
is invited to attend.
EGYPTIAN POMADE
write:
Mr. Edward Mitchell le MB church was under the dl- SAY GOOD RYE to gray
Bloomfield, New
president of the Humanities
hair, w;th now fragrant
Jersey, Dept. D269.
Ilobidy club. Miss Barbara VISITS OWEN
pomade with lanolin. Apply
Parker is chairman of the
A delegation of 38 Baptist simply as you would your
jublicity committee.
leaders from Australia and New reeular hair dressing. Gray
Mrs. Dorothy T. Graham is Zealand villited Owen college hairs disappear gradnal.
chairman of the division of ho• Monday April 25 at the reguLeaves hair beautifully soft
monition at the college.
lar 10 a in. assembly program. and lustrous. Will not streak
11111101111911111111111111111111MilliiiIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMINI The delegation is bound for or rub off.
the tenth Baptist World Cong.
SPECIAL OFFER
resit at Rio de Janeiro to be
HAPPY DAY for all concerned occurred when these
Return this Ad with $2.00
held June r, - July 3.
youthful talents appeared on a recent Big Star Food
for full results Jar.
Rev. P. J. Hayes who has
Stores Talent show heard each Saturday over 50,000 watt
EQYPTIAN
PRODUCTS
made ieversi such tours is the
INDIA. The Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
director of the tour. Rev. A. L.
Mid-South take personal pride and pleasure in bringing
Miami
Florida
Wilkins is secretary.
to the many listeners of this popular radio station top
talent from the teens. These might well be the hi stars
of
the awful nerrowseue sod "hot tisanes"

t Happened In

WALKER
HOMES

Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

Able, Sr.,
os a
Buried

ERUTA

WOMEN
GET RELIEF FROM
CHANGE-OF-LIFE
out of 10

In scientific clinks& tuts by noted doctor
irritability aren't
that tension, Pinktram's.
every case tested got striking reSee 11
with
Het from awful discomforts of relieved
escape suffocating "hcrt
shenee-of-life. Nervousness yea you don'tthat
made change-of-life
. flashes"
reduced for u many as tri%
get Lydia
so hard to bear, TodayCompound
t
-hot flashes"
vetetasts
Pinkhant's
No Cooly Shoo 14••41.4at all drug stores

Piiieet• ailments

Results were credited entirely to
Vegetable
Lydia E Pinkhatri'sthrough
the
Compound. Acting
sympathetic nervous system. it
has remarkable maps to relieve
this tunctioneity-caused distress.
Don't suffer needlessly See if

tar a MOM —least VP MO/
When due to simple Iron denriency anemia, take PInkhern
Tablets Rich in iron, they
start to strengthen your ironstarved blood within one day

Home Makers SAVE More
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps And
No Other
Kind.
BiG

STAR
tinge to serve with that veg- 1 tsp. chopped chives
etable dinner tonight. They
Sift together dry ingrediare just as good when cook- ents, add chives, then
ed in lamb stew.
enough scalding water to
Try them and you will say make a thick gravy mix"so simple but oh, how ture. Spoon into boiling turnip green liquid; cover and
good ,"
cook for 15 minutes. Serve
CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS with vegetables, as bread of
the day. Let me know how
1 cup Jack Sprat Cream
you like them.
Style corn meal
scalding water
Bye for now,
tsp, baking powder
Jana Porter
Ys tsp. salt

of tomorrow. If you have a talent that you're sitting on,
why not contact WDIA for an audition to appear on the
show. Your break might be just around the corner.
Above, from left are Payola Green, Robert lioneysucker,
Charles Ellis, Doris Porter, Percy Wiggins and Juanita
Harris.

We Have The Plan For You!
Hospitalization — Life Insurance
Low Premiums — IN Benefits
This Is A New Plan You Can't
Afford To Be Without.
For Interview — No Obligation
Send Postcard with your Name and Address

To: Dept. W - Tri-State Defender
P. 0, Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee

Owen college president, the
Rev Charles L. Dinkins, was
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- tairTRACK MEET
• Ruth Hilliard and Melvin BolF. IIIVIIMPIS
By C. ETTA WHITE and
ten got together agam. . .Wa
Mrs. A. A eieranch, associate%
ELAINE MAYBOW
ter "Miceye Woods, Joyce Boyd professor of Psychology
inirmi6
:,
On April 1G, representatives and Willie Young win the ZoZo Student Personnel Counselor at'w.from our school participated in talent show. . .Someone *woad Tougaion Southern Chris
the third Regional Track Meet take Fred Matthews sun shades tolletee leas just returned to
at Melrose. We are elatedt o . .Billie Parks got her hair campus after a week's trip
to
say that our girls captured first cut short. . .1tosemay Bell got Philadelphia and New York.
place while the boys captured her English.
Mrs. Branch attended a meetthird.
ing of the Amencan Personnel
In the girl's events Maggie RN CLUB MEETS
and Guidance Association in
Johnson won a close 75 yd. dash, The Registered Nurses club Philadelphia.
Afterwards sheo..•C.
Para Ware won the 100 and 220 met at the home of the Presi- left for New York for a briet
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Many Dr. W. D. Dooley is to be
yd. dashes leaving her oppo- dent, Mrs. Virgie Bynum. Busi- visit with her family. Dean "visitors showed up in Nashville congratulated on the splendid
nents 12 to 15 ft. behind her. ness was discussed and plans A. A. Branch joined her there
for the EASTER SEASON and
way in which he has planned
In the 100 yd. dash Gracie Har- were made for the forthcoming, to attend the wedding of a
despite the fact that we are
ris
won third. Our girl's relay "Tea Fashionetta," Sunday, niece.
not supposed to be doing much and chaired the Nashville Emteam
was also victorious with June 5, 1960 at Curries Club
downtown shopping now, there ployment Clinic. Many visitors
Elsiel Hall, Maggie Johnson, Tropicana.
Freemont, will be hostess for
were many beautiful frocks and and Consultants were present on
Gracie Harris and Para Ware A delicious menu was served the club May 2.
EASTER BONNETS. Miss Car- Friday evening and
Saturday
participating. Patsy Guinn cap- in buffet style, with an Easter
All Registered Nurses who
ol Creswell visiting from Washall day to discuss the probtured first places in broad motif.
are not members are invited
ington, D. C. where she is emjumps.
Mrs. Fran/de FInnie, 1371i to attend.
ployed in the School System, lems this community is facing
In
the
boy's
division,
employme
In
was extremely smart in a beige
nt of Negroes in
Alfred
Jones won second in the 440, and
outfit. The suit was linen and industriee and other job opporhigh jump, Sidney Guinn, third
MORE PHYSICS — Brookha- revealed that physics brings physics departme
she wore a beige straw hat tunities.
nt head.
in high jump, Archie Hayven National Laboratory phy- out the relationship of Brookhaven's Dr. Cohen
with a red band and streamer,
who
The Blue Triangle YWCA Pub- sicist, (left) Dr. Victor W. the forces of life. Also Physics
beige shoes and pocketbook.
spoke to physics majors, and man, first in the mile run and
Jerry Fisher, second in the 880.
Information Forum was ex- Cohen, advocated more phys- explains the interactions and science faculty in separate
lic
Miss Shirley Riddick, the
lea courses for the college effect on these relations which sessions, advocated that
All students who won first or
tremely
well
attended
and
camthe
laughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ridstudents during a two-day will make the college student University should
double its second places will participate in
ick, president of Jackson col- paign chairman reported enstudent seminar at Tennessee think more clearly even in the physics staff
and conduct the state track meet this weekege in Mississippi was another couragingly on the Membership
State university last week. To liberal arts fields. Shown with more experimental
work in end on Tennessee State univerVery smart looking visitor. The Drive which The Committee on
the student body Dr. Cohen Tennessee State's dean of electronics.
siy's campus.
Nashville ladies and gents also Administration hopes will exFaculty
and
Dr.
R.
H.
Adkins,
To the track team, coaches,
looked very spring,ish. I particu- ceed any previous year. Mrs,
Mr. S. Lucas and Mrs. Gra- I home SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
-larly liked the way Mrs. Wil- Outlaw who works with Adult
ham, and trainers, the entire
liam H. Grant looked in her Program at the YWCA wishes
faculty and students are pulling
pale green spring suit, natural to encourage all members and
for you with all our might.
Strawberry season is here again and that
straw sailor with multi-colored friends to attend the evening
means HomeThe annual Senior Speeches made Strawberry
flowers.
Classes, Programs and t h e
Ice Cream. It's my family's favorite
.
are
moving
along
with great Always so smooth and creamy
I could go: on and on about Committee which are held twice
and only about 30( a
progress. The purpose of these
a
month
on
Wednesda
y
at
noon.
quart when made with Carnation Evapora
the styles we saw for Sunday
ted Milk—the
annual speeches is to give the
but I roust mention the CO- The speaker for this week was
milk that whips like expensive cream but
with only half
students
a chance to practice
ETTES who took such an ac- Mrs. Vern of Lord and Lady's •••••••••••••••••••••••• A social worker felt it would new difficultie
the fat calories. Homemade Strawberry Ice
s
the
beset
them.
English
Cream is so
which
has
Dress
been
Shop on Jefferson at.
tive part in FASHION FANnot succeed. Her friends In the May issue of EBONY taught them
THURSDAY, APRIL 28
by either Mrs. V. easy to make. No extra stirring is necessary as it freezes.
TASY presented for the benefit The Festival of Art and Mu- 8:00 to 810 p.m., ZANE thought there might be some Magazine, Mrs. Johnston
deals Jordan, Mrs. N. Williams or That's because desserts made with whipped Carnati
on
of the United Negro College sic which is held annually at GREY THEATRE, Robert Ryan community reaction. But in the frankly with
her experience of Mrs. Strong or all, These
stu- are always crystal free. Just pour the mixture into refrig•
Fund. Miss Joann McAlpin is Fisk is now underway and the stars in "Interrogation." The , i6 years that Ann Johnston and rearing.a Negro daughter,
tells dents will be graded and
re- erator trays and forget about it until serving time...then
the President of this group of' programs of Music, Art Ex- reputation of a brave captainl her husband have been "par- how she handled the legal
and wards will be given to the
best be prepared for calls for "seconds."
sub-debs and they are to hel hibitions and Symposiums seem is challenged when he and a ens" of a Negro girl, Mrs. personal problems which arose
senior speech, introduction, recongratulated for the way they'to offer excellent variety of en- frightened corporal are taken Johnston has discovered that and describes how she deals
sponse and chairman during
modeled and the spirit in which tertainment and challenge. I am prisoner while on a reconnais- "mother love can go beyond with people who think she has
the commencement exercises.
they participated. Anitra Knorl, looking forward to hearing the sance mission.
birth and race and the usual made a mistake.
circumstances. • .because mine "Years ago," she says, "we Tickets for the ZoZo's Arthur
Natkmal President of the Group noted Japanese Violinist, lioshy•
Godfrey Talent Scout show are
MARKHAM,
9:00,
8:30
to
does."
COETTES is also „visiting in ka Eto on Thursday evening,
Identified ourselves with those on sale and
starring Ray Milland. "The An- White parents
may be purchased
of a Negro who face discrimination; but from
ashville. This kind of organiza- April 28 in the Fisk Memorial'
any member of the club.
xious Angel." Markham is daughter whom they
tion and participation will Make chapel.
adopted we cannot fully share it. We The;
affair will come off May
marked for death when he un- when she was nine, the Johnfor some worthy citizens in the Dr. Vivian Henderson is off
am
covers the plot of a hoodlum to stone live in Kent, Washing- o free to walk away when- 2, at Owen college. We will be
ever we choose." But after looking
very near future.
again to Washington this time rub out his honest boss.
ton. a community where there having Patty in her home for ewe for you, you and YOU!
JOSEPH AND JOYCE PET.'Where he will be a guest speakACCENT ON are few non-whites. Ever since nearly 17 years and choosing to
WAY, son and daughter of our er on Housing Probiems. As 9:00 to 10:00,
Shriner, they first began taking foster adopt her instead of youngster' I wonder what would happen
successful Chevrolet salesman, one of our leading Economists, COMEDY. with Herb
Dorothy Loudon, Smith andl children into their home, they whose racial background would "IF". .Margaree Turner stopand his charming wife, the Pet-,he is being called upon more
Goofers.
have had a number of non- have posed no problem, Mrs. ped rolling her eyes. . .Annie
ways of Gardners Lane in Hain- and more to participate in Na- Dale and the
es Heights, were very smart tional Meetings of importance. 10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, whites — Eskimo, Indian, Chi- Johnston declares simply: "She
"SPECIAL SALE"
participants in the Easter pa- This does not keep him from "So Little Time," with Marie'nese and Mexican. But when is my child, by law and by the
they decided to adopt Patty, love I have for her."
rade. Children to be mentioned participating fully in many Com- Schell and Marius Goring. i
are Flora Churchwele Nash- munity Affairs which have to Young Belgian woman falls in
• Aluminum Awnings
love with commanding officer America" . • presenting high- 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY,
ville's young ballerina. She is do with Human Relations.
• Aluminum Carports
occupatio
troops
German
n
in
lights of President DeGaulle's starring John Vivyan, Mr.
so talented and so willing. She THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK: of
village.
her
first
visit
America
since
heto
Lucky
ticketed
is
always makes a fine contrihu
for
an'
enThis thought is taken from a
tion to any program, Mrs. Ma- speech delivered by Dr. Harold 11:40 to 11:45. ALMANAC 1 mming the French chief of counter with a midget and a 3590 Jackson
GL 0-0642
ble Love Is her teather as She aylor, former President of Sa- Execution of Benito Mussolini state. It will include an up to carnival strong man when he
HOMEMADE STRAWBERRY ICI CREAM
1945.
—
coverage
of Gen- wins a date with a Hollywood'
the minute
Is Of many Nashville children. rah Lawrence college — "Edu(Makes about Ve quarts)
FRIDAY, APRIL 20
eral DeGaulle's arrival, activ- star who claims she's being
Lodie Brown, the small daugh. cation is not an instrument for
pint)
cups
I
2
sliced
MORN-,
GOOD
8:00,
7:00
to
Washingt
ities In
on, D. C., New blackmailed.
1
(large card
of Dr. Dorothy Brown and training men and women. It is
MEMPHIS, featur- York, and special coverage of
fresh strawberries
FROM
ING
undilv
8:30 to 9:00; HAVE GUN,
ir'tit Henry. the small daugh- a way of emancipating the in•4
11
/
1
2 cup sugar
CARNATION
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Karl Hen- dividual from his own ignorance ing ALMANAC — King of Siam his visit to New Orleans. David WILL TRAVEL, starring RichVisits
(1931).
S.
U.
Schoenbr
reports.
1
/
2
un
1
cups
(8-ounce
lad
Boone.
Paladin
ard
of
EVAPORAT
tracks
down
obstacles to his growth and
Ty were both very charming
ED MILK
Settings for Superb Shared
mashmollow whip
directing his energies into ac- 4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE 10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, a young outlaw member of a
in their Easter outfits.
1/4 cup lemon juice
KELLY. "Love "Angels 'One Five" with Jack weelthy Virginia
KITTY
WITH
to, j
4
family in MexDean Mable Crooks has re/ tivities which are satisfying to
Mash strawberries in bowl. Add Whip the chilled Carnation until
Is On the Air" with Ronald Hawkins and Michael Denison. ico and worts him home
turned from the White House him and useful to society."
to
sugar
and
marshmal
low
whip.
stiff(about 2 minutes). Add the
Reagan and June Travis. Radio Story of the British fighter pil- claim an inheritan
Allow to stand for 25 minutes. lemon juice. Whip vcry stiff
ce. P a t
Conference and The Dean 's
announcer exposes racketeers. ots who protected England from Wayne is
Er
Stir
occasion
ally until well (about 2 minutes longer).
Meeting in Philadelphia. She
featured.
11'
r..'; ,, ,
(3:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, star- the German air menace told
blended. Chill Carnation in the strawberry mixture intoFold
is Dean of Women at A&I State
9.00
the
to
9:30,
GUNSMO
.4,•••
KE.
A
ring ,Eric Fleming and Clint thru the efforts of one group,
refrigerator. tray until soft Ice whipped Carnation. Spoon Into
university. Dean Anne Cheatwoman asks Marshal Dillon for
crystals form around edges of refrigerator trays. Treeze OMR
Eastwood. "Incident of the De- Angels One Five.
ham of Fisk university also attray (about 25 to 30 minutes). firm (about 3 hours).
serter." Wishbone quits the cat- 11:40 to 11:48, ALMANAC — protection for her husband who
- •
tended the Dean's Meeting in
tle drive to open a restaurant King of Slam Visits U. S. — has been threatened by her OluS•reselos
At
C.227 Pi-latest in U.S.A. (50)
Philadelphia.
one-time
suitor. James Arness
of his own With a frontier wid- 1931.
Miss Bobbie Roberts, daughstars.
ow. Shiela Bromley and WilSATURDAY, APRIL 30
ter of Dr. and Mrs. S. Roberts,
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
liam Tannen are featured.
10:00 to 10:30 a.m., LONE
was named Miss City Beautiful
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE RANGER, "Trigger Finger." SLADE, "Treasure Trap" with
aeei
after competing with other junScott Brady. Shotgun investiPAREE, "Bounty for Sun- The
:wee
Lone Ranger and his neph- gates a bank robbery
ior high school students in writthat turns
dance." A wanted man urges
ew join Sheriff Trent in round- out to be an inside
ing an essay on "My respons- The
job with
Baptist Industrial college Sundance to turn him in, coling up a band of robbers who
ibility to the City Beautiful Pro- and
ece.
Seminary of Hernando, leet the reward and give it to have been terrorizing the coun- so many involved It becomes a
gram."
game of double cross.
Miss., will present the Rust A the outlaw's daughter. Earl Holtry side.
44'1
An elimination contest was capella
choir Sunday, May 22 liman stars.
10:30 to 11:00 a.m., BOOTS 10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO 9,
held at each school and win- 3 p.m.,
in a musical program. 8:00 to 0:00, LUCILLE BALL- AND SADDLES
"Flight to La Pat" with Rod
.
ers competed citywide.
The event will take place at DESI ARNAZ SHOW, "Lucy's
Cameron as Dan Adams.
11:00
11:30,
to
KING.
SKY
ongratulatIons to the AKA's the St. James
4Nee
AME church, 600 Summer Vacation." Ida Lupino ":Rodeo Decathlon" with Kirby 10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOLFisk for winning in the song No. Fourth St.,
PLAYHOUSE, "Beast
Rev. E. M. Al- and Howard Duff join Lucy and Grant and Floria Winters. Sky LAR
Fest on Sunday afternoon. AB corn, pastor.
Ricky for a mixed up weekend King takes the place of an in- With Five Fingers," with Robt h e fraternal groups a r e to
at a wilderness lodge. Vivian jured boy in some exciting con- ert Alda, Andrea Ring, Peter
Appearin
g
also
on
the
p
r
0be congratulated for the work
Lorre, J. Carrot Naish. A loose
gram is Bill Monday, choir di- Vance and William Frawley tests at a Western Rodeo.
they put into the numbers prehand returns from the grave to
rector of the Calvary Baptist are featured.
12:15
BASEBA
to
3:30,
LL
sented. The Omegas came in Church
of Memphis. Mr. Mon- 9:00 to 9:30 p.m., TWILIGHT GAME OF THE WEEK—Pitts- frighten a house full of people.
second. Being a jodge must have
Science fiction thriller,
ZONE. Janice Rule stars in burgh at Cincinnati,
day
will
render a solo.
been a very difficult task but
"Nightmare as a Child." A 3:30 to 5:00, EARLY MOVIE,
Fruit
will
be
given away to
of course they were experts.
school teacher finds a hidden "Angels One Five" with Jack
Dr. Lewis of A and I State eni- the unfortunate and friends.
chapter in her life coming hack Hawkins and Michael Denison.
versity and Dr. Byler of Fisk Guest speaker for the after- to haunt her when she
meets Thrilling air story of the Britnoon will he Mrs. R. Q. Venson
were the honorable judges.
a strange little girl. Terry ish pilots in air combat
with
Miss Mary Shane has just re- of Memphis.
Burnham, Shepperd Strudwick the Germans in the last
war.
turned from Jackson, Tenn., Richard Pitte is president of are featured.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
where she attended the AKA the college, Rev. Charles W. 9:90 to 10:00, EYE
WITNESS "Case of the Madcap Modiste."
Regional meeting.
Guy is the college ambassador. TO HISTORY, "DeGaulle in
The husband of an award winsewear
ning fashion designer seeks
Perry Mason's aid to avoid a
suit for a broken contract, but
before Perry can make a move
the queen of the fashion world
is poisoned and her husband is
arrested for murder. Raymond
Burr and Barbara Hale star
Marie Winasor and John Conte
are featured.
--s
7:80 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE starring Steve Mcat
in one
Queen. A crooked deputy sheriff thwarts Josh Randall's efeasy application!
ill.
..!
.
1.11'1n011046110•11111401
1 011011,21
1
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forts to locate the son of a dyNow
you
can
have
easy-to.
ing land baron, but fails to reap
menage, easy-to-style straight
the reward of his scheme. John hair
that won't go back even
Litel is featured.
in hottest, humid weather.
Easy-to-follow directions,
money-back guarantee in
every package.
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Straighten
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EDUCATION For Citizenship
. . .keynoted the address of
Attorney Arthur D. Shores of
Birmingham, Ala., when he
spoke to a group of Meharry
atudents who participated In
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity's

*

Education Week observance.
Greeting the dynamic lawyer front Alabama were (left
to right): Dr. Maynard Terser, president, American Baplist Theological Seminary;
"Miss Alpha Phi Alpha" Fisk
university junior Miss Cheryl

Janes; Charles E. Watson.
senior dental student a II d
president, Chi chapter; Mrs.
Shores, and Dr. Ralph J. Ca
tort, chairman and professor
of pharmacology and adviser to Chi chapter.
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THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
SlioNelly Strogett Noorbat AT4Alley • s Yrs Old
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Tirk-ted,!
do BOURBON that didn't watch the clock
for s, en long years!
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Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon to start with . .
you Wt time tick by as it slowly ripens to pertection. kemembertht best
whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine one mellower and smoother
Do all these things . then

taste Old Charter!

OLD CHARTER

RENTUCtIt.
0- -ester 0,.)S44•4
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY•7 YEARS OLD Se PROOF oLD ,;HARTEIc DISTILLERY Xi. ..uU1SVIeeE, KT.
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employLOUISVILLE, Ky. — T h e come unsegregated
health statistics presented in ment.
this space last week give living The fact that our racial earnproof to a recent statement of ing capacity has increased na$101
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ly 64 percent as great as that
tire population."
KenGolden goes on to observe of the white group. The
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income
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DEAR MME CHANTE: I am and a member of the Cary
a lonely woman in my 40's, 5 Prayer band. Will answer all
feet, 4 inches, tall, 150 lbs. 1 worthwhile mail. Miss Beatrice
work every day. Would like a Beckwith, 203 E. Johnson at.,
nice working man between 5 Cary, N. C.
feet 7 and 6 feet tall, weighing
•••
between 190 and 200 lbs. — one .DEAR MME CHANTE: I
who likes church. I have one have just become acquainted
daughter and 7 grandchildren, with your interesting column,
Pearl Flagg, 1855 S. Kedzie ave. and hope it can be of help to
2nd fl., Chicago, Ill,
me as I know it has been to
• ••
others. I am 30, 5 feet,
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am inches tall, light brown skin, inyears of age, dark brown terested in math, chemistry.
3G
441'r i4IM AGAIN
complexion, 5 feet, 8/
1
2 inches medicine, modern jazz. I am
LORD/
tall and weigh 182 lbs. I would very lonely. Would like very
like to correspond with ladies be much to meet a lady between
tween the ages of 20 and 30 25 and 35, single, nice looking,
years. I do sincerely want 3 never been married, no children,
companion but I do not want about 5 feet to 5 feet 3 inches
to hear from those who are just tall weighing between 118 and
looking for a good provider. I 130 lbs., light brown complexion.
want a serious minded girl who Must live in Chicago or the
knows what she wants out of suburbs. Please enclose photo
life. Anton Tony Todd, 6066 S. and telephone number in first
LaSalle, Basement, Chicago, 111. letter. Will do the same and
•s•
answer all mail. Larry ChristoDEAR MME CHANTE: I am pher, c-o General Delivery, Chia disabled American service- cago, Ill.
•••
man, 44. Roman Catholic. I am
single, dark brownskin, weigh DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
150 lbs., 5 feet 8 1-2 inches tall. writing to you so I can receive
I would like to correspond with some mail from gentlemen who
ladies between 25 and 39 who would like to write to me. I
are Roman Catholics, single, or am 59, a widow, a seamstress
widowed with children. The and of the Baptist faith. Would
ladies must be interested in a like to hear from a nice man
home and marriage. Those between 59 and 70 years old
not interested pease do not who leads a good Christian life.
answer. Please send photo. Em- Bessie Green, 950 Cedar Ct.,
met Martin, Co. No. 2, Veterans Louisville 3, Ky.
(First in a Series)
Administration Center, W 00 d,
body. This is applicable to all knowledge gained becomes the thoughts
•s•
to new horizons; to
Wis.
members of the family. A wom- property of the reader although
DEAR
MME
CHANTE: I am
ity MRS. LOIS D. DUMMETT
•• •
an who has enriched herself the book itself is put back upon stretch and make supple t h e
23 years old and would like to WASHINGTON — Archaeolo- bundles of tobacco from
powers
of
imaginatio
n;
to
test
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am correspond with service
(Mrs. Dummett is a graduate through reading is a more cap- the shelf. Additions to this
men all gists ana skin divers are turn- wreckage of an ancient Spanand tighten the ability to un- not
interested in marriage but over the country. Would
Languages and former Fea- able housewife, mother a n d treasure are easily made for stand;
prefer ing up new evidence of the use ish galleon that had
to
broaden
and
lengthen
member of the community.
I do want pen pals of all races guys in the
sunk off
the human mind seems to have concepts
re Writer)
Navy. I am 5 feet, of tobacco down through the
of the world and the —
Bermuda in 1642. The tobacco
male and female. I feel that 6 inches tall,
(4) Lasting. Reading produc- an unlimited capacity for the people thereof.
ages,
including
a
primitive
considered
To read is to I can
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help someone by writing. looking. Will exchange
Not too many years back, the es a treasure which can be re- storage of knowledge.
be delighted and amused; to
photos. type of filter cigarette which had shared valuable space with
I
enjoy
called,
relived
and
letters
shared
with (5) Satisfying. To read, is to be arounsed and calmed to
myself. I am May F. Dotson, 3304 Walton was smoked in North America a cargo of gold and silver from
question was "Why can't Johnbe of the
many without losing valu e; search and to find; to open quiet and
Church of God in Christ Lane, Nashville, Tenn.
nearly 800 years ago.
ny read?"
thoughful. To read
South America.
neither can it be stolen. The doors to new vistas; to raise is to live
Three such discoveries are Another picture
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designed to stimulate good read- ing and truck crops to supple- own.
mathematics institutes for sec- •
himself as sideline enterprisis
more years at Philander Smith
ing habits and cultural develop- ment their cotton income on
ondary
school teachers in MOes.
The
Extension
showing
workers
two
Extension
are
ServHill and two of his sons, Hen- college.
ment among sixth, seventh and their 94-acre farm.
61.
District Agent T. R. Betton,
ry
and
Herman,
handle
he
t
ice
workers
the
quality of
One son is a teacher, another
eighth - graders.)
left,
Seventh in - service teachers,
In addition, Hill has a full- landscape work, haul dirt in is a
and
County
Agent
government worker in De- Bermuda grass sod he sells
National Library Week was time job in town, mostly at their
will be invited to participate byCharles Reed. — USDA Photo
dump truck, grow Bermu- troit, and one daughter is a to landscape contractors
in
an appropriate time to look to night, as a janitor at a Veter- da grass
the college, and they will ne-0
sod, and perform the nurse. The other two are mar- the Little Rock
area. He also
the days of summer ahead and ans Administration hospital. farm chores.
ceive stipends which include
And as soon as the ried.
hauls dirt in his dump truck
resolve that each member of Savings from these sources
tuition, books and travel f o r
the family spend some time have enabled the Hills to build
GREENSBORO, N. C.—Two the school year.
with good books.
professors at A&T college last Classes will be taught on Satan attractive $10,500 ranch-style
week presented papers before urdays and will include chemWhy should reading rank high home on a landscaped acre of
scientific groups meeting in istry biology, mathematics and
S a leisure - time activity? their farm. But diversified opChicago.
erations didn't come easy for
earth sciences.
ASONS
Dr. George C. Royal, acting Prairie View is one of
There are, of course, more the family.
chairman, Department of Biol- Texas colleges and universities
reasons than will be named 35 YEARS AS TENANT
ogy and director of a research and 191 in the nation offerhere, but try these as starters. After 35 years of tenant farming • a cotton plantation, Hill
project being sponsored at the ing in-service institutes next, —
Reading is:
college by the U. S. Atomic En- year through funds granted by
(1) Inexpensive. The local li- says he thought cotton for market and corn for the mule
brary will make available not
GREENSBORO, N. C.—More ergy Commission, appeared be- the National Science Foundawere about all a f armer
fore a Bone Marrow Confer- tion.
only hundreds of books from
than
200 PTA workers attended
shoule try to grow. Then he
which to choose, but the guidThese institutes are designed
the 10th annual Leadership ence.
saw his father foreclosed on a
ance of trained personnel, withschool
at A&T college April 30. Title of his paper was, "The to improve science and mathe35-acre farm he Was trying to
out charge.
The meet, sponsored by the Detection of Hemagglutinins in matics instruction by enabling
buy raising only cotton and
(2) Unlimited. Reading is a corn.
Seventh District of the North Tissue Homogenates From Ir- teachers to obtain additional
personal activity which meets Fortunately, Hill had saved
Carolina Congress of Colored radiatet Mice Protected by knowledge of subject matter,
including recent developments
miny- needs. Every subject enough from extra work at an
Parents and Teachers, was con- Bone Marrow Treatments."
in
these fields.
Cecile
De.
Edwards,
H.
proknown to man has been discuss- oil mill to make arrangements
ducted along the theme "Trained, described and recorded in to buy his father's farm at auced PTA Officers and Members fessor of Nutrition, and princi- Dr E. E. O'Banion will serve e
books. Name it, and you can tion. But he knew he and his
—The Key to Better Homes, pal investigator of a research as director of the institute,
project being conducted at the which will make a full year of
read about it. The whole world father would have to raise
Schools and Communities."
is within the grasp of the read- something more than cotton, if
Dr. Kenneth Howe, dean of college under the sponsorship special offerings by‘the departer.
the School of Education, Wom- of the National Institutes of ments. The 1960 summer sesthey were going to keep the
(3) Stimulating. Knowledge is place, states District Agent
an's College, Greensboro, key- Health, presented a paper be- sion will feature institutes for
fore the American Institute of both teachers and talented high
power and knowledge builds Betton.
noted the meet.
Nutrition.
school students.
wisdom. If any person would Upon the advice of their counOther speakers scheduled to
be all that he might or all ty agent the Hills began raisappear were Dr. G. F. Rankin,
at he wants, he must develop ing vegetables for the Little JAMES G. HILL, right, of time landscape gardener, he with Mrs. E.
T. Olds, their administrative assistant to the
s mind. This mental growth Rock
market. Later
they North Little Rock, Ark., says did his own grounds. While county home demonstration president; C: E. Dean, chaircan only take place through bought 80 acres more and add- an attractive lawn is about as son Herman tries to get the
agent, left; and Mrs. Mar- man; Planning Committee for
cultivation. The exercise of ed livestock. The family counts important as a beautiful power mower started
again, guerite P. Williams, center, the meeting; Dr. Warmoth T.
reading does for the mind what strongly for advice on their home. He has both. As a part- Hill and one of his
daugh- district Extension agent. — Gibbs, president, all of Ada colphysical exercise does for the farm and home demonstration
lege and C H. Coleman, Reidsters, Mrs. Irma Esters, chat USDA Photo
ville, secretary - treasurer of
the organization.
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LET'S Ger TO6EITHIR
AND CLEAN UP OUR
TOWN/

Filter Cigarette
800 Years Old?

Why Should Johnny Read

111:

Sod-Growing Group Sets
Example For Farmers

Prairie View
Gets $18,000
For,Institutes

11

200N. C. PTA
WorkersAttend
10th Meet

A&T Profs.
Read Papers

e

Cr

Plan High IQ
School I 4 N. 0.
NEW ORLEANS: — Following h threat of Negroes to try
and enter their children in a
special school for brilliant
children the Orleans Parish
School Board announced that
it was thinking of opening such
a school for Negroes.
It operates a school for white
children who have IQ's of 120
or better.

DR. CHARLES A. RAY, English professor at North Carolina, (seated) and Dr. Albert.
H. Berrien, Romance language professor, were reelected president and vice
president respectively of the
College Language Association. Their colleagues at the

recent session represented 34
institutions, from 14 states.
The problems of drama, basic English, semantics and Af.
rican studies were discussed.
The 194i meeting of the group
will be held at Morgan State
college, Baltimore.
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Stars Gett;ng On The 'Ball'
FOUR BASEBALL HEROES gave the children's ward at Nashville's ville's Sulphur Dell. Ready to autogra
ph 6 year old Howard Lee WilHubbard hospital a boost when these major league baseballers, two son's baseball are (I to r) Bill Bruton,
Milwaukee; Frank Robinson
from Milwaukee an:I two from Cincinnati, visited Meharry Medical and Vada Pinson, Cincinnati; and Hank
Aaron, Milwaukee.
College and Hubbard hospital before their exhibition game in Nash-

Debra Paget Leaves Mate Of 2 Weeks

Army Unveils Secret Radar Spy System

HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Debra Paget, once billed as
"the girl who has never been kissed," has separated from her
second husband after three weeks of marriage.
Veteran of a two-month first marriage. the bosomy actress
left her new husband, film director Budd Boetticher, 44, last
Thursday they were married March 28 in Tijuana, Mexico.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Army has taken the wraps
off a previously-secret radar system that can map military
targets and other features hundreds of miles inside the Iron
Curtain.
The radar is designed to be carried by aircraft which can
do their work while flying safely over friendly territory. It
makes a picture so clear the terrain being mapped appears
to be directly beneath the plane.

Actors Approve Of 3-Year Contract

Just A - Rye - Ving

SUPERCURVACEOUS Isabella Rye appears
delighted to be back
in the U.S., as she arrives aboard the
superliner United States from
London. En route to Hollywood, Miss Rye has
spent the last seven
months in London making a film. (UPI Telepho
to)

Strategists View Pennsylvania Election

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Pennsylvania offers another
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — About 2.000 members of the
off-season test of political trends today in special
Screen Actors Guild gave verbal approval last night of
elections to
a new
fill two vacant House seats.
three-year contract with the major film studios.
LAS VEGAS. Nev. — (UPI) — Farley Granger sr., 69.
At
the
same time, Republicans and Democrats in PennsylThe action gave the seven studios a signal to start pro- father of actor Farley Granger. and his bride.
Hollywood vania and Massachusetts will
select their delegates to the naduction on new motion pictures for the first time since
the pianist- Harriete Tolgason, today were on their way to their tional conventions
which meet in July to nominate presidential
actors walked out March_ 7...
Studio City, Calif., home for a honeymoon.
candidates.
Sag's 14.000 members still must cast written ballots
The two were married here Monday by Justice of the
before
The special Pennsylvania elections are in the 17th and
the strike is officially declared over, although the action
Peace Oscar Bryan. It was the second marriage for both.
18th
at
Congressional districts. Republicans are favored in
the Hollywood Palladium removed the last trace of the
Granger,
both
whose
first
wife
died
two years ago, said he and his normally
strike
GOP districts but political strategists will want to
by allowing new films to begin.
bride had known each other for about 15 years.
see if there is any voting shift.

Farley Granger, Sr., Bride On Honeymoon

Khrushchev Coverage Wins TV News Award Truman Hits U. S. Ban On Nuclear Tests
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The American Broadcasting Company Tuesday won the George Foster Peabody
award for
television news for its presentation of Soviet Premier
Nikita
Khrushchev's visit to the U. S.
Other awards presented at a luncheon meeting included
the non-musical television entertainment award to
WNTA-TV,
Newark, N. J., for "the play of the week" and to Dayid
Susskind for "The Moon and Sixpence," NBC; and the
television
education award to CBS for "The Population Explosio
n" and
to WGBH-TV, Boston, for "Decisions."
The winners were announced by publisher Bennett
C,erf,
Peabody Board Chairman.

Fine Airline $2,000 For Bad Inspection
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Federal Aviation Agency
has fined Pan American World Airways S3.000 for
faulty maintenance and inspection of a 707 jet transport.
The FAA said Pan American agreed to the fine
under a
compromise agreement. The agreement settled the
case without the airline admitting guilt, a spokesman said.
The agency also suspended certificates of a
flight engineer
and a mechanic who checked the transatlantic
plane before
it was forced to jetison fuel and return to New
York city
shortly after takeoff on a flight to Paris Jan. 16.

Name Sinatra, Lawford In $600,000 Suit
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — Singer Frank
Sinatra.
actor Peter Lawford and the five other owners
of a Beverly
Hills bar-restaurant have been named defendant
s in a $600,000
damage suit.
Harold Webster Coleman, identified as a noted
industrial
designer, charged in the Superior Court suit filed
Monday that
he was thrown out of Puccini's restaurant and
beaten by four
restaurant emp:oyes Feb. 9. He said the action
followed a
dispute when he requested a different table.
Coleman said he suffered bodily injury, mental anguish
and
lost a $1,000 diamond ring in the fight. His suit sought
$100,000
in punitive damages and a half million dollars in general
damages.

Quemoy Prepares For Red Invasion Try
TAIPEI,

Formosa — (UPI) — Troops in the Quemoy outpost islands have been alerted to withstand a
possible Communist invasion attempt. the Chinese Nationalist central
news
agency reported Tuesday.
Central said the commander of the Nationalist garrison
on the tiny island cancelled all leaves Monday
and ordered
his men to prepare to repel invaders.
The Communists attempted to invade the Quemoys
shortly
after they had completed their conquest of the
Chinese mainland, but were thrown back with heavy losses. No
invasion attempt is known to have occurred since that time,
although
the islands have frequently been bombarded by Red
artillery.

Truman Says Adlai Hopes For Nomination
ITHACA, N. Y — (UPI) — Former President Truman
said Monday night he believes Adlai E. Stevenson
is hoping
to win Democratic presidential nomination.
"Stevenson wants it — like any person wants
to be president," Truman said. "I know from experience."
Stevenson, who lost in 1952 and 1956 to President
Eisenhower, has said he is not seeking the nomination this
year but
indicated he would not turn down a "draft."

Venezuelan President Bans Meetings
CARACAS. Venezuela — (UPI) — President Romulo Betaneourt's government banned pnblic meetings in an
y
move to smother the seeds of rebellion in Venezuelaemergenc
.
Pollee clashed with groups of rioting demonstra
tors In
carats@ and Barquisimeto Monday, resulting injuries
to 27.
'wit* violence followed last week's abortive revolt
at an
erlstobal so quickly the government decided to take fast
action.
The Interior Ministry decreed no public meetings
could be
held for two weeks.

UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — Former President
Truman said Monday the U. S. should not agree to end nuclear weapons tests until the Russians demonstrate that they
can be trusted to keep such an agreement.
Truman told a U. S. correspondents association lunch he
believe nuclear testing for military purposes should be stopped
under proper safeguards but that experimentation for peaceful
uses of nuclear power should not be ended.
Until there is reason to believe that Russia would live up
to a nuclear test ban, he said, military experimentation should
continue.

Light 'Life Flame' In Behalf Of Chessman

SAUSALITO, Calif. — (UPI) — A 20 foot flame — a "life
flame" — was lit in the Sausalito hills Monday night by
200
Mario County residents to demonstrate opposition to the scheduled execution of convict-author Caryl Chessman.
The flame, fed by propane jets, will burn day and night
until Chessman is executed in the San Quentin gas chamber
May 2 or is granted a stay.
San Quentin prison is located in Mann County.

Chou Talks With Nehru, Goes To Napal

Macmillan Under Fire Over Missile Plan
LONDON — (UPI) — The labor oppositio
n and some conservatives Tuesday turned their fire on
Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan for his government's decision
to drop its nuclear
missile program.
Britain abandoned its in million dollar
"blue streak"
missile last week and was expected to
seek new American
rockets for its defenses. America n Thors already
are stationed
here.
Labor made a motion of censure, chargaing
the govern
ment with wasting tens of millions on the
project and with
general mishandling of defense. The motion
will be debated
April 27.

Army Rebels Seize Venezuelan Garrison
CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI) — Army rebels Wednesday seized the garrison in the southwestern provincial
capital
of San Cristobal Del Tachira and the government
announced
that two boatloads of armed Dominican Repulilic mercenar
ies
were off the coast.
Fighting was reported between loyal and insurgent troops
at San Cristobal, 500 miles southwest of Caracas, but few details were announced here. President Romulo Betancourt
broadcast an ultimatum to the rebels to surrender or be bomb_
ed into submission.

NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Communist Chinese Premier
Chou En-Lai met with India's Jawaharlal Nehru Monday in a
final attempt to settle Red demands on large hunks of frontier
territory claimed by India.
LONDON — (UPI) — Another American couple will adopt
The two leaders talked in Nehru's official residence for
England's, unwanted baby, the Daily Herald reported.
three hours and 35 minutes, their longest session yet, with only
A baby ley born to Mrs. Yvonne Moore and her husband, their interpreters present.
SEOUL — (UPI) — New anti-government riots swept the
There was no immediate announceLeo, over the weekend will be adopted by Mrs. Gladys Simon, ment.
length and breadth of South Korea Wednesday and heavily
a 28-year-old British war bride now living in the U. S., the
Earlier Nehru reported on the progress of the talks to armed insurgents battled government troops in the mountains
newspaper said.
Indian President Raiendra Prasd. Chou was due to go to Nepal just northeast of Seoul.
Mrs. Moore. .39, and her husband, 41, caused a furor on today to continue his attempt
President Syngman Rhee appealed to the patriotism of the
to pressure recognition of the
two continents two months ago when it was disclosed the then Peiping government's
rebels. He neverthless called for early restoration of law and
border demands.
childless couple would give their then unborn child to Mr. and
order by loyal troops and police who have killed and wounded
Mrs. Wilbur Prescott of North Charleston, S. C.
hundreds of Koreans.
The known death toll stood at 123 but many more were
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — A dispute with the pressmen's
union Sunday night kept the newly merged Pittsburgh Post feared killed. Five persons were killed and 15 wounded WedCARIO, United Arab Republic — (UPI) — The Arab boy- Gazette and Sun-Telegraph from going to press on schedule. nesday morning in Seoul.
The first edition of the new morning newspaper was to
cott of American ships over New York dockers' refusal to unload the Egyptian ship Cleopatra Monday threatened to spread have been on the streets at 6:30 p. m.
The former Post-Gazette, the city's only morning newsto U. S. air traffic calling at Arab nations.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Christian A. Herter completed
Unofficial sources said airports here and in Damascus, paper, announced the purchase of the evening Sun-Telegraph,
his first year as Secretary of State Wednesday. The verdict
Beirut, Basra, Aden, Tripoli and Benghazi already had made a Hearst newspaper, in its Saturday editions.
in official Washington was that he had turned in a competent,
preparations to take action against American planes if an ultiprofessional job after a somewhat shaky start.
matum delivered last week to New York longshoremen goes
The 65-year-old Massachusetts politician-statesman has had
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — French President Charles De
unheeded by Friday.
his nervous moments, publicly and privately, since he inherited
Gaulle
has
President
visited
Eisenhowe
r's
cattle
farm and the
The Seafarers' International union begin picketing April 13
the post in the massive shadow of the late John Foster Dulles.
in protest of U.A.R. dockworkers' boycotts of American ships. Gettysburg, Pa., battlefield.
The
two western leaders flew to Gettysburg by helicopter
which had called at Israeli ports.
Sunday after attending church services. They held private presummit talks in secluded Aspen Lodge, at Camp David,
Md.
LONDON — (UPI) — British newspapers reported WednesEisenhower and De Gaulle spent the middle of the day
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A major U. S. drug firm told inspecting the Eisenhower farm and on a leisurely motor tour day that American television networks have promised to handle
Senate investigators Tuesday it may be possible to prevent of the section of the Gettysburg battlefield over which Con- coverage of Princess Margaret's wedding next month with
federate Gen. George E. Pickett in 1863 led one of history's dignity — and no monkey business.
diabetes.
One U. S. network interspersed pictures of Queen ElizaDr. E. Gifford Upjohn. president of the Upjohn co., Kala- bloodiest infantry charges,
beth's coronation in 1953 with shots of a Madison Ave.-type
mazoo, Mich., said recent studies at the University of Mich
chimpanzee by the name of J. Fred Muggs. Britons were inigan by Dr. Jerome Conn point to "exciting new leads" in the
field.
WELLS, Nev. — (UPI) — Dr. Barbara Moore, still en- dignant.
46:
British Broadcasting Corp. official Ronald Waldman said
,
He said Conn and his associates have found that the ten- thusiastic despite a sore leg and a desert snow storm, hoped
dency of young people toward diabetes — if caught early to overtake two British servicemen on their hike across the he believed U. S. networks would show commercials on!), at
the beginning and end of the film — not in the middle. British
U. S.
enough and treated with the drug called "orinase" or tolbutaTV stations will refrain from commercials altogether.
The 56-year-old vegetarian was just 15 miles behind
mide — can be reversed.
RAF
Sgt. Mervyn Evans and Army Sgt. Patrick Moloney. She
left
San Francisco one day after the servicemen and once
trailed
them by 93 miles.
GENEVA — (UPI) — Poland Wednesday accused the west
NEW YORK — (UPI) — United States Steel corp., the
The three hikers are attempting to break the existing crossof offering only "half-measures" to halt arms spending amountworld's biggest steel producer, is expected to join the growing country hiking record of 79 days, 10 hours and 10
minutes. The ing to $50 a year for every human being in the world.
list of steel firms reporting record operations for the first quar- servicemen insist they are not racing the spry vegetaria
n, deThe Communist plan for complete disarmament within
spite her vow to overtake them.
ter of 1960.
four years is the only way to eliminate this waste of resources,
Steel production reached a new quarterly peak as the inPolish delegate Marian Naszowski told the 10 nation disarmdustry sought to fill inventory bins depleted by the longest and
costliest steel strike in history.
The American Civil Liberties Union demanded the death ament conference.
First quarter sales and earnings of the steel giant were re- of the House committee on Un-American Activities
Sunday
leased shortly after the close of stock trading here Tuesday shortly after a speaker called the committee a hangover
from
"the great heresy hunt" of the McCarthy era.
and after directors hold their quarterly dividend meeting.
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Communist Chinese Premier
ACLU delegates ended their four-day conference with
Chou
En-Lai and Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
unanimous approval of a motion by James Higgins,
York,
Pa., that abolition of the committee be "A prime
Wednesda
y began talks on their dispute over 45,000 square
order of
PORTLAND, Ore. — (UPI) — Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) business for the immediate
future."
border territory in gloomy atmosphere.
miles
of
said Monday nilht he is a genuine candidate for the DemocraBoth Chou and Nehru managed to smile for photographers
tic nomination for president.
as they entered Nehru's residence for the first session, but
Morse, in the first speech of an Oregon primary stumping
Tornadoes ripped through Texas and Wyoming, deep snow
the glooni has been apparent since Chou's arrival and his
tour at the steamfitters hall here, said the 86th Congress was drifts buned Montana and floodwate
rs covered northern Wis- cool greeting.
a "great disappointment" so far as the welfare of working consin and Michigan Monday as
spring storms broke out
Before the meeting, Chou visited the Gandhi memorial for
men and women Is concerned.
across the nation.
a hasty wreath-laying ceremony, riding through five miles
"I predict the convention will be deadlocked for at least 10
of
A broad cold front sent temperatures plunging across
the nearly deserted streets. The only audience for the ceremony
votes and in such a deadlock ansthing can happen," Morse sweltering midwest and stirred
a wide band of thundershowers was the hundreds of security
police. There were no cheers
said.
in its wake.
and no banners.

Americans To Adopt Unwanted British Baby

New Outbreaks Sweep South Korea

Pressmen Dispute Delays Merged Papers

Arab Boycott Spreading To U. S. Planes

Herter Ends 1st Year With Praise

De Gaulle Visits Ike's Farm, Battlefield

Want No TV Wedding 'Monkey Business'

Tells Senate Drug May Prevent Diabetes

Snow Storm, Sore Leg Hamper Woman Hiker

Poland Assails West's Arms Spending

Steel Firms Report New Peak In '60

ACLU Asks End Of 'Un-American' Group

Chou, Nehru Begins Talks Amid Gloom

Hopeful Morse Says 'Anything Can Happen'

Spring Storms Hit Across Nation
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BATTLE GROUP of the Manassas High School National
Defense Corps makes a mass

formation on the field. Two
hundred ninety•seven cadets
are members of the Manassas

NOCC which has three companies, a band and a drill
platoon,

Manassas NDCC
Staff Photos By Hardin
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AND in parade. Across front row Rose Caviness; Capt. Willie principal; Capt. Luke Weath•
NHCC staff stands in forma- are L. A. German; Miss Ware; Prof. L. B. Hobson, ers; Mrs. Lillie Williamson
tion before troops move out
and 0. T. Peeples.
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NDCC SPONSORS — From Shirley
Harrison, sponsor Shirley Harrson, sponsor com•
left before background
of are Miss Rose Caviness, fac- mander and Mrs. Georgia V.
student sponsors are Miss ulty sponsor; Mrs. Lillie Wil- Harvey, faculty sponsor.
liamson, faculty sponsor; Miss
r4",
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CADET COLONEL Henry Brenda Lee, his sponsor, the Mr. Montgomery Is a sopho.
Montgomery, the Battle Group operation of the M•I rifle, the more and Miss Lee a junior
Commander, explains to Miss old standby of the U. S. Army. at Manasas.

OMMISSIONED OFFICERS
nil sponsors gather for a
group picture after parade
ceremonies. In front are Ca•
dot Col. Henry Montgomery,

iF

Battle Group Commander and kins; Capt. Vance Moore and Brown and has an his sponsor
his sponsor Miss Brenda Lee. Miss
Evertina
Roderick; Miss Shirley Harrison. Isaac
Company commanders and Capt. Robert Williams and Hayes is Drill Team Com•
sponsors are Cadet Capt. John Miss Mary Johnson. The Band mander and his sponsor is
Prince and Miss Maggie Han- Director is Capt. Daniel Miss Gloria McCoy.

TROOPS PASS In review be. devote five hours per week to
fore Manassas principal L. B. NCH dividing their time beHobson and his staff. Cadets tween class work and drill
instructions.

THE DRILL TEAM exhibits mander of the Drill team Is
marching maneuvers as they Isaac Hayes and his sponsor
perform on the field. Corn- is Miss Gloria McCoy.
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SOCIETY

Adaline Pipes - Jesse Beard
s Wedding A Season s Highlight

Brilliant sunshine and the to set off the very full skirt. formerly of Memphis.
ethereal beauty of springtime A large flat bow at the back Reception
assistants were
combined to provide a glorious ended in a chapel train. Her Mrs. Lawrence Blackmon, Mrs.
day and background for the out- elbow veil of imported silk illu- Harold Winfrey, Mrs, Fred Garstanding wedding of Miss Add- sion drifted from a crown of ner and Mrs. Utillus Phillips,
line Pipes and Lt. Jesse Beard, seed pearls; and her bridal jr.
Saturday, April 26, at 11 a.m., bouqutt was of calla lilies.
The bride's table was set in
at St. Anthony R. C. church. v:7EDDING PARTY
the provincial dining room, ovThe wedding was a highlight Before the appearance of the erlaid with a cloth of filet lace,
olof the season, and of wide- bride, the wedding attendants centered with the tiered wed•spread social interest in Mem- took ti•etr places in the sanc- ding cake that was garlanded
phis and the North and East. tuary, the groomsmen in for- with pink rosebuds and pale
Miss Pipes is the daughter of mal morning attire, and the green leaves, its centerpiece of
•
Mr. and Mrs. Darrington Pipes feminine attendants beautiful three weding bells, poised on
of 565 Scott ave., and Lt. Beard in pink and rose dresses alter- a mirror and garlanded with
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ger- nated with turquoise and aqua bridal fern and white chrysanA••••••••••••
•
nard Jones of Washington, D. dresses that were fashioned of themums Flanking the cake
silk organza fashioned with high were silver canleholders with
the
lovely
parties
Cocktails
and
a
delicious
dinC.
Many were
rounded necklines which de- white tapers, while overhead
to fete beauteous Miss Adeline ner of chicken or shrimp — the Lone before the ceremony scendeu into
suspended from the
crystal
individual
Satlast
choice
of
married
each
perbegan the historic and beauti•
Pipes who was
skirts
ircular
featThe
short
c
chandelier were pink and white
urday morning at St. Anthony son — added to the conviviali- ful church was filled with fash- ured back sections of the deep- wedding bells.
ionable guests who thrilled to
K. C. Church to U. Jesse El- ty.
sanctuary er hue, of the pink and tur- Bridal refreshments of turbert Beard of Washington, D. C. Members attending were Mes- the beauty of the
quoise, to. match the velvet key sandwiches with cranberry
'Tis said, 'happy is the bride, dames LaMaris Robinson, Ce- which was magnificent with its bows on tneir matching head- centers, triangular pimiento
appointments
and
gold
white
the sun shines on' . . . and the celia Westley, Vernita Watson,
bands and halo veils of silk net, sandwiches grounded in parsley,
golden sunshine and beauty of Helen Batts, Pearl Gordon, Ju- altar candle holders and tier Their satin pumps matched the calla Easter lily-shaped sandcandelabrum
which
held
softly
Galloway
area
surrounding
levelled
Collins,
ha
Martha
the
deep tones of their back skirts wiches. party nuts and mints
the church, which stands now who won first prize: Norma glowing white tapers and cathe- and the velvet bows of their and petit fours were served
in lone majesty in the Jackson Jean Griffin — second prize win- dral candles. Profusions of Eas- headdresses. Their hand bou- from the bride's table, white
Avenue redevelopment area, ner, and Annie Laurie Willis. ter lilies and white gladiolus on quets were of pale pink and side tables dispensed lime sherand will soon be demolished Mrs. Rubye Jean Lewis was the altar and throughout th e rose cibidium orchids.
I bet punch and champagne brid. . certainly augers for hap a guest of the hostess. Missing sanctuary, and masses of white
Assisting the bride as matron al nunch.
alchrysanthemums
on
a
side
piness for the young couple. from the party were Mrs. VivThe bride's mother chose a
tar created a breathtaking back- of honor was her sister, Mrs.
Among the parties was thaniall Willis, who was visiting her ground for the beautiful wed Edwin Roan, the former Miss dress of rose chantilly lace for
of Mrs. Bernard Harris' lunchJ parents in Houston, Tex., and ding ceremony which followed. Darrington Pipes, of Washing- the reception, and Mrs. Horne
eon of last week's column. . . Mrs. Nell Northcross, who was THE BRIDE
ton, D. C.; and bridesmaids was lovely in a cocktail dress
of blue, white and black print
then the beautiful miscellaneous
The beautiful bride was a vi- Mrs. Bernard Harris, the for- both wearing white orchid corshower given by bridesmaids, Recently the P-A-T-S (Pad sion of radiant charm and love- fer Miss Ann Games BartholoMrs. Houston (Bertha) Steph- and Tally Set) Club gassed liness as she came down the mew; Miss Peggy Ann White, sages.
The bride is a graduate of
ens and Mrs. Charles (Maria) up and had a motorcade to thei
n
vethe arm of her father Mrs. Albert Sweet; Mrs. NousPinkston last Tuesday evening beautiful suburban home of who gave her in marriage.
ton Stephens and Mrs. Charles St, Anthony Parochial school
and will graduate from Ameriat Tony's Inn. The charming Mes. Charles t'Euralia) Fletch- She wore an exquisite gown Pinkston.
were
Gem- can university in Washington,
hostess duo presented a fash-fer, located in Hernando, Miss. of silk mist taffeta and re-em- Groomsmen
D. c., D. C., in June. Lt. Beard is a
ionable picture as they received Hand decorated place cards broidered alencon lace, the por- ard Jones of Washington,
graduate of Howard university,
guests. Mrs. Stephens in a viv- and bridge tallies were placed trait necyline outlined with the groom's father, who servDr. a member of Kappa Alpha Psi
man;
ed
his
son
as
best
taffeta
id green print cocktail dress, on the bridge tables, to wel- alencon lace and pleated
Fraternity, and is a secand Mrs. Pinkston in a chic come Mrs. Hazel Lee, Mrs. which extended to short sleeves. Arthur Earl Horne, Dr, Charles ond lieutenant
in the U. S.
Kilpatrick,
black cocktail dress. Profusions Wlihelmien Lockard, Mrs. Jean Vertical bands of the alencon Pinkston, Frank
Army. He will be leaving for a
length
Rev.
Houston
Stephens
Aland
of gladioli were in standing Evans, Mrs. Rose Coleman, lace descended the full
tour of duty in Europe, and CAKE CUTTING — Lt. and
baskets, and a colorful table Mrs. Ethel Isabel, Mrs. Ezelle of the gown which was fash- bert Sweet.
following Mrs. Beard's gradua- Mrs. Jesse Elbert Beard are
the
The
Little
Misses
Willetta
Kilat
taffeta
pleated
was decorated in aqua and or- Parks and Mrs. Mollie Carter. ioned of
tion, she will jein him in Ger- seen in traditional cake cutange piled with lovely gifts. Be- The delicate beauty of Easter hipline and puffed on either side patrick end Sharon Davis, the many, where they will make ting manner at the reception
latter the bride's niece, were
sides a delectable supper, in- lillies added a harmonious note
which marked their brilliant
charming little flower girls their home for two years.
dividual cakes spelled out the and bidded a special welcome president
Josephine
Mrs.
resident . , .
-—
names of the bride and groom, as Mrs. Rubye Gadison, Mrs. Brides, vice prexy; Mrs. Wil- who wore long dresses of ruffled
embroidered
organdy;
and
then -to-be." T h e honoree Celestine Owens, Mrs. Gloria Ham (Gerri) Little, recording
the little ring bearer w a s
chose a trousseau dress of deep White arrived.
secretary, Miss Delores Lewis, Wayne King, the bride's nephorange pure silk, fashioned into Everyone missed Alice Helm, corresponding secretary; Mrs. ew.
an oriental sheath, the net re- who could not attend, but no Longino (Helen) Cooke, financSeated in the family section
sult being the picture of an ori- one let her absence make them ial secretary; Miss Velma Lois
was the bride's mother, Mrs.
ental beauty, with her high piled miss one bite of the delicious Jones, treasurer; Miss Marie
Darrington Pipes who wore a
coiffure.
turkey dinner, or even one sip Bradford, business manager; dress of soft blue shantung, a
Guests of Mesdames Stephens of champagne.
Mrs. Horace (Sarah) Chandler, white flowered hat and a ghouland Pinkston were Mrs. Fred The Fletcher home is situated parliamentarian.
der white orchid corsage. With
(Carolyn) Garner, Mrs. Utillus atop a rolling hillsid, with a Also present was member Mr. and Mrs. Pipes were their
(Elene) Phillips, Mrs. Milton- lake in the background, present- Mrs. Harry (Modene) Thomp- daughters, Mrs. Wayne King,
ette Morris, Miss Peggy Ann ing vision of architectural beau- svn who will be leaving In June jthe former Miss Clementine
White, Mrs. Bernard Harris and ty. Its spacious and beautifully to make her home in Birming Pipes, of Washington, D. C.,
Mrs. Joyce Blackmon.
appointed interior was a scene ham, Ala., where her husband Mrs. Arthur E. Horne and her
On Wednesday, Miss Peggy of beauty. Members and guests has recently been appointed children, Arthur, Muriel and
Ann White, another bridesmaid were loud in their appreciation staff manager of the local of- Janet, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Dawas hostess at a beautiful ling- of the many scenes of floral fice of North Carolina Mutual vis, Mrs. Davis, another of the
erie shower held at her home beauty seen throughout the Life Insurance Co. Righpoint on bride's sisters, and out of town
at 1519 Hanauer st., where she house .. . and with the lavish the meeting's agenda, was the guests, Mrs. John L. Yancwas assisted by her mother, catreed service, part of which completion of plans for the in- ey of Chicago, the bride's aunt;
Mrs. Henry White.
[featured a simulated Easter angnration of the first chapter Lewis Creighton of New DrMiss White was attired in ava- basket — the grass, tinted of J-U-G-S, which will be estab- am, the bride's cousin, Mrs.
eado green velvet pants, a flow- shredded coconut, multicolored ation of the first chapter of Elizabeth King of Washington,
ered print shirt, contrasting ice-cream in Easter egg hues, J-U-G-S, which will be estab- D. C., and Mrs. Willean B.
dark green velvet vest, black shaped like eggs, surrounding lished this summer in Winston- Willis of Chicago.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
velvet mules and gold jewelry a large chocolate ice-cream Salem, N. C.
Gernard Jones wore a dress of,
* ••
•
. culinary
while the honoree was again molded bunny .
lovely in another trousseau dress artistry to say the least. Even Congratulations are in order mint green and pale green silk'
shantung and mink stole, with
of navy with blue and white the main course was art in- for Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison and s
a pale green hat and a white
flowers.
spired, the turkey completely Miss Ida Mae Walker who are orchid
corsage.
Decorations at the party fea- covered with slices of turnips currently featured in Ebony GUESTS
tured pink gladioli used through and carrots to simulate daisies. Magazine as among the nation's
Among the scores of family
the lovely home and a dining REVLON'S INTIMATE
best dressed ladies. We are groups and friends attending
table centerpiece of red roses. Prizes of sets o' assorted cos- heartened with this honor to the wedding were Mrs. Anna
Miss White's guests were Miss metic accessories of soaps, per- these two friends, added to that Williams Mrs. Georgia McCain.
Rose Thomas, Miss Marie fume and powder, and lovely for Mrs. Julian Kelso, who has Mrs E. E. Porter, Mrs. Clara
Ward, Mrs. Houston Stephens, pearl costume jewelry were also been selected by another'Gillis and her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Lawrence Blackmon, Mrs. worn by Wilhelmien Lockard e publication, as reported here Mildred Lewis, Mrs. Thereon
Harold Winfrey, Mrs. Utillus Mollie Carter, Jean Evans and last week,
Northcross. Mrs. Claiborn DaPhillips, Mrs. Bernard Harris Gloria White. Needless to say, The Young Women's Christ- vis and daughter Elizabeth:
. . . all close friends of the amid such luxurious hospitality ian Association of Memphis join- Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew,
bride.
and beauty, guests were loathe ed with YWCAs in 1600 com Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Mr. and
Following the wedding rehear- to leave the bewitching scene. munities across the U. S. Mrs.
Henry White, whose
sal Friday night, Miss Pipe's MEANDERINGS
April 24 • 30 to celebrate the daughter Miss Peggy Ann White
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Darring- Vivacious Carol Ann Latting 13th National YWCA week.
was a bridesmaid; Mr. and
ton Pipes were hosts at a beau- spent Easter week-end with her Highlighting the week • long Mrs. Charles Hatcher, Mrs.
tiful rehearsal dinner held at parents, Atty. and Mrs. A. A. program based on the theme, Leon Griffin, Mrs. Melvin RobTony's Inn. Cocktails, chick- Letting, visiting from Southern "Look Ahead with The YWCA inson Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge
en, string beans, French fried Illinois university, where she is . . Join," will be the annual Childress, and Mr. and M r s.
potatoes, tea and coffee set matriculated as a freshman.
luncheon of the YW-Wivers at Sam McAnulty and their daughspirits high for the beautiful Mrs. A. W. Willis has return- which time Newspaper and Ra- ter Mrs Lawrence Blackmon.
wedding which was to follew ed home from a visit to Colum- dio personnel are honored, Wed- Others seen were Mrs. Abbie
the next day. Guests included bus, Miss., to see her father nesday, April 27, The Rev. Blair Jackson, Mrs. James Rhodes,
members of the bride's family and family, the J, D. Alexand- T. Hunt will be guest speaker. Mr. and Mrs. Simon Howard,
. • . Dr. and Mrs. Arthur E. ers. Accompanying her were the Using a theme of Everybody's and Mrs. Howard's mother,
Home, Miss Pipe's sisters: Mrs. charming Willis children, Rosa- Birthday, the YW-Wives will Mrs. Estelle Eggleston; M r
Edwin Roan, Mrs. Wayne King lyn, Michael and Archie, who commemorate the birthdays of Thomas Watkins and h e r
of Washington, D. .C., another had a wonderful time in their each club member, each guest, daughter, Miss Marilyn Watkins. Mrs. H. A. Collins and
and that of the YWCA
sister, Mrs. Edgar Davis and mother's former home town.
Mr. Davis, jr., of Chicago, Ill. Genial A. Maceo Walker, Uni- With National YWCA Week op- her daughter Miss Grace ColAmong the out-of-town guests versal Life Insurance Comapny's ening last Sun., many YWCAs lins; Charles Parker, Noble OwScott,
were the bride's aunt, Mrs. president, and president of the across the country are doing a ens, Mr and Mrs. Sam
Joe Sandridge, Captain
Mrs.
Tri
special
State Bank, was the recent
tie-in with local church'Yancey, Mrs. Willeana Williams
and Mrs Luke Weathers a n d
also of Chicago, Lewis Creight- guest of the ambassador of es. A number of churches in
son, Andre; Mrs. Lewis B. HobGhana
Memphis
last week in the nation's
on, her uncle of New Orleans
gave recognition to the son and daughter Clarese: Miss
La., Mrs. Elizabeth King of Capital, at a dinner reception YWCA as a part of their pro- Jewel Gentry and Mrs. Leroy
Washington, and the groom's given at the Ghana Embassy. gram Sunday.
Young.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gernard Mr. Walker was among the not- In "Looking Ahead with the Stillmore who were seen aftables in American Negro busie YWCA," girls and women of this erwards exchanging greetings
Jones of Washington.
Also attending the dinner were ness who met with Ghana of- community, Mrs. Addle G. Ow- and marveling over the beautithe members of the bridal par- ficials to discuss the possibili- en, executive director of the ful wedding were Mrs. George
ty, Mrs. Bernard Harris, Miss ty of attracting capital to the Vance Avenue Branch YWCA, West, Mrs. Leslie Taylor and
Peggy White, Mr. and Mrs. African Free Republic, where slid, have an opportunity to her sister, Mrs. Pope, Mrs. UtilAlbert Sweet, Mrs. Houston Ste-I Kwame Nkrumah is the U. S. utilize the services of the or- lus Phillips, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
ganization for various aspects Mullins, Mrs. Fred Garner,
phens, Dr. and Mrs. Charles educated prime minister.
of individual growth. Special Harold Jamison and his daughPinkston and Miss Jewel Gen- CHIT CHAT
Manassas High school a n d emphasis this year is beng giv- ter, Miss Alva Jamison, Mrs.]
try.
friends throughout the city en to keepng fit, acquiring Harold Winfrey, Mrs. Harold
THE DEBONAIR SET
One of the recent interesting were saddened and shocked to skills and making friends, all Galloway and many others.
;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111'
bridge parties of late was that hear of the passing of Miss'of whch are included in the RECEPTION
evening,
same
the
p.m.,
6
At
of Mrs. Alice Kilpatrick, when Bernice Frazier last Friday local YWCA program.
and Mrs. Pipes were hosts
she entertained her club, The morning. She was a revered "Any young woman who wish-j Mr. wedding reception honora
at
Debonair Set. Tony's Inn was teacher, held dear by her co- es to develop her full potentialing the newly married pair,
the scene for the evening fun, workers and the hundreds of ity and to have a better unat the home of their daughter
where pink and white gladiolus students her sweet life has derstanding of her neighbors at and son-in-law, Dr. and Mrs.
home and abroad is invited —
presented a scene of ethereal touched.
E Horne, at their beauMore sadness reigned, too, in and urged — to take part in Arthurcontemporary home at
Springtime beauty .. . heightentiful
ed with the chic spring garb hearing of the illness of Thom- the YWCA program," Mrs. Ow. 1974 South Parkway, East, beof members and guests. High as H. Hayes, jr., who has been en said.
ginning at 6 p.m.
point of the business meeting ill at E. H. Crump hospital, Club LaMar Cheri received
In the drawing room of the
was their decision to take out a but who is now recuperating at the grand manner of hospitali- home profusions of Easter lilLife Membership with NAACP his home on South Parkway. ty at the home of Mrs. Marion ies, gladiolus and chrysarithey.and to contribute each month Congratulations are in order (Vivian) Ford on Cloverdale mums created a scene of beauthe funds usually spent on priz- for the newly elected officers of Drive last Monday night . . . ty amid the French provincial
es, with the individual donations the J-U-G•S, who met at the where plans were discussed for furnishings, where the receivgiven in the names of the win- beaenful home of Miss Velma the club's annual barn dance, to ing line was formed. Introducners, to the Student Freedom Jones last Saturday. The offic- be held Saturday, May 28, at ing guests to the line was Mrs.
rivntl.
ers now are Miss Erma Laws, Club Tropicana.
iWilleana Willis of Chicago, and
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Wedding of last Saturday
morning at St. Anthony R. C.
church. The bride's parents,
Mr and Mrs. Darrington
Pipes were hosts at the re•

ception held at the home of
their daughter and son-in-law,
Dr. andMr s. Arthur
B. Home, at 1974 South Parkway East, the same evening.
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20% DISCOUNT

Summer Suits

ONCE-A-YEAR EVENT!
Tremendous Bargains

• 1/3 OFF
-§: On Big Rack
! Of Highly
Styled
SPRING
FASHIONS
Priced At
Cost.

Our once-a-year Discount Event
is designed to pamper your budget and give new life to your
wardrobe. You'll love our selection of whisper-light silks, cunning cottons and scores of separates that will make you sigh.
We have accessories, too. And
some of the cutest children's
styles. See them and save!

FRIDAY,
SATURDAY,
APRIL 29
APRIL 30
MONDAY,
MAY 2

STORE
GOODS
SULLIVAN'SULLIVN
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S
DRY
763 E.
WH 6-5692
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Sat., April 30, 1960

COCKTAIL PARTY — Tb e
Royal
Sophisticates Social
club gave its annual cocktail party April 17, at the
Flamingo room. The affair
always was a huge success
with everyone enjoying them-

selves immensely. Above
members are (from left) Mrs.
Helen Cunningan, president:
Mrs. Florence Wade, reporter: Mrs. Imogene, Terry,
treasurer; Mrs. Emma Ford
secretary; and Mrs. Rub y

Jackson, business manager.
Not shown are Mrs. Cologene
White, vice president a n d
Mrs. Erma Hearns, parliamentarian. (Staff photo by
George Hardin)

HAPPY OCCASION — Mem• sip and hors d'oeuvres party Ions event was held at t h e party was the highlight of a
bers of the Zeta Phi Beta so- given in their honor courtesy Lakeview country club Satur- two day Regional conference
rority beamed approvingly of Taystee Bread. This fabu- day April 16. The Taystee of the sorority. Officers and
during a special champagne

Lincoln Republican
Club Holds Meeting

the representatives at the an- Student Council and the vice Wallace; Historian, Robert L. Saulsberry told Lena M. Bell
nual district elimination held at president of the band and num- Brooks. The Capleville Chapter it's all over? Shirley Flemming
Woodstock this year came back erous other officers of other is under the advisorship of 0.lbelieved women caused sin?
1Mrs. Taylor would let Y. K. W. The Lincoln Republican club
with four first place winners. clubs are members of the NFA. Yarbrough.
The preceding boys and An- The officers of this great or- Boys, continue to climb the lin class? A certain sophomore, met at the home of Mrs. rarrie
By MARIANE L. YOUNG
Some members of the cast drew Bailey went to Nashville ganization are: President. John ladder of success and some- namely L. M. and a certain llatchett April 19. The meeting
A Hillbilly womenless wed- were Ellis Black, bride; Mel- where Williams won first
place. E. Bennum; vice president, day you will stand on the top freshman, E. J. didn't believe was opened with devotions led
ding was presented in the school vin Phillips, groom; Jessie He will go back to try for
in rumors? 10-1 and 0-1 wouldn't by Mrs. James Ella Moore, inthe William Faulkner; secretary, step and look down.
auditorium April 22. Opening Stewart, Jack the cat; M u r- sectional meet.
SIDE
LIGHT
treasurer,
Atris
jr..;
Key,
104
them talk if they want to? cluding the hymn, "Near tha
Ben
music was rendered by John dock, pastor; Geneva Butler, But, these young Chivalrous Niter; reporter, L o y Harris; What would happen if:
Cross" and the reading of MatWEEK'S THOUGHT
Stricklin (drums) and Robert hest man; Delia Washington, gentlemen are not only good at Song Readers, Jimmy F. Sauls- Dorothy Bradley knew who Wisdom is he princpal thing; thew 28:1-4.
Turner (piano). We were shown Maxine Curtis, Erma Faulkner winning awards but are the best berry and Whatman Charles- she wanted to go with? Wil- therefore get wisdom, and with A report
was made by Mrs
how the courts of Hup and Hol- Barbara Taylor, Clarie Hollo- around the school. The presi- Frankiin parliamentarian, Will liam Faulkner would keep his all thy getting get understand- Mainie
Dixon, the president.
ler, T‘_nn., work and numerous way, Melvina Reed and others. dent and vice president of the A. Bailey; chaplain, Rev. Leon New Year's resolution? Jimmy ing. — Proverbs.
The club is active in soliciting
other feats of the hillbillies. SPOTLIGHT
members for the NAACP. Two
When the wedding procession New Farmers of America or
members were obtained at the
marched in, to the tune here NFA; this organization was first
meeting. The next meeting will
comes the bride, I laughed as heard of on our campus in 1958.
be held in Mrs. Hatchett's
everyone else did, until I crieti: That same year representatives
home, 952 Weakly St., May 3,
You see, the bride was not a of the Capleville Chapter of
at 8
Mrs. Daisy Scott is
bride. I mean the bride was a NFA went to Barretts Chapel
secretary
-reporter.
be and not a she.
for the annual district elimina
4111, The entire cast was smartly tion. Although the representaWclad in overalls and clobbers tives die not win any first
and usual Hillbilly attire, includ- places, William Faulkner, Ben
ing the flowered hats. This show Key jr. and Atria Niter went
was under the excellent super- to Nashville as delegates from
vision of Miss Wilma H a 1 e y, the Capleville Chapter.
special education teacher.
Now a year 'has passed and

`Capleville Capers

delegates from the five state
region gathered in Memphis for this annual event.

AralekWoo

HEADACHE
For faster, more complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
— the combined action of severe'
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right away. 451
,
,
10 etagA

Test
STANBACK
against any
preparation
you've ever
used
Guarante•d by
Good ffousektkeping

SAVE NOW
AT

OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Em"

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

Real Hickory Smoked — Six. 15 to 30 Pounds
Two Year Old Country Hams
911c per Lb.
Six Mont% Old Country Hams
e0c per Lb
One Year Old Ciuintry Hams
904 per Lb.
Three Year Old Country Hems
31 10 per Lb.
Real Country Hickory Smoked Sousa*, (3 to 4 Lb. Isso)... 5511 per Lb.
Lean Hickory Smelted Bacon (4 to 10 Lb. Slob) ............Sic per Lb.
Sliced Csentry Haus
41.35 so041 11.55 war Lb.
(PLUS POSTAGE)
WI SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER

JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Grub, Ky.
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152

ZETAS — Members of the
Zeta Ph! Beta Sorority, Inc.,
pose outside Brownlee Hall,
LeMoyne college as their
South Central Regional Conference got 'underway. Delegates were attracted from the

states of Alabama, Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennessee
last weekend. The sorors
spent a busy two-day session
of workshops and discussions
centered around the theme,
"Strengthening The Cultural,
Civic and Moral Values of Today's Youth" and "Improving
the Functional Processes of

Zeta." Among the national
anti regional officers present
were Mrs. Julia S. Polk, regional director of Jackson.
Miss.; Dr. Maggie B. Daniel.
chairman of National Executive Boar d, Montgomery,
Ala.; Mrs. Lucille E. Madry,
national phylacter of Louisville, Ky.; and Mrs. Helen N.

Waterford, national Pan-Hellenic Council representative of
Meonnis. The hostess chapter, Alpha Eta Zeta with the
leadership of Mrs. Loretta H. •
Kateo hasileus and Mrs. Annie N. Naylor, regional marshah extended many couftesies to the scores of visitors.

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To

$10,000

rui
(

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS II
April 29:
Three C's Club, "Jewel Ball" formal, Currie's Club Tropiciana, 10 p. m.

May 6:
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presentation, Amphitheatre, Bruce Hall-LeMoyne College, 10 P. M.
"Now add the Carnation slowly," Dr.Durham
instructs student making cream sauce. Students find that today's Carnation makes
sauces as smooth as cream could make

May 6:
The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
Room, 10 P. M.

them—with with far fewer fat calories.

recipe:

May 9-13:
Cotton Makers Jubilee
Tropicana, 10 P. M.

CARNATION CREAMED
CHIPPED BEEF
Mnkos 4 erruingit)

May 12:
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Annual Dance, Currie's Club
Tropicana, 10 P. M.

May 14
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady, Currie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.

May 28:
Club La Mar Cheri Annual Barn Dance.

June 10 - 12:
Alpha Gamma Chi Sorority, Mid-West Regional Conference.

"The Fresher Refresher"

Dr. Durham serves coffee to guests from Central State College. "Carnation is the 'cream'
1
2the fat calories."
in our circle," Dr. Durham explains. "It enriches coffee like cream-with /

Dr. Durham, well-known dietitian, tells why

"Carnation is the brand of my choice
for cooking and for coffee"
Dr. Elizabeth Durham heads the
home economics department at
Central State College, Wilberforce,
Ohio."I prefer the Carnation brand
of evaporated milk for its delicious,
'creamy' goodness," she says,"and
my students see the difference right
away. We cook with Carnation,
whip it, use it like cream for our
coffee. And I use this brand exclu-

sively for smooth cream sauce dishes like creamed chipped beef."(Recipe at right.) A special method of
evaporation removes only water
-slowly, at low temperature. This
low-heat method gives today's
Carnation the consistency of cream,
1
2 the fat calories. Carnation
with /
in the red and white can is the
world's favorite brand, by far.

2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
12
/3 cups (large can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
1 1/2 cups(4 oz.) cut dried beef
1/2 cup diced celery
1/4 cup diced green pepper
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
2 chopped hard-cooked eggs
Blend butter, flour, salt, and pepper
together in saucepan over low heat until
smooth. Gradually add undiluted Carnation. Continue stirring until thickened
and smooth.
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EvikpoRATED

"'rpm Contented Pews.

Brown rinsed and well-drained dried
beef in iron skillet Add celery, green
pepper, pimiento, eggs and Carnation
cream sauce. Serve over toast or well
drained cooked rice.
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LEE D. JENKINS

INFINOFR

Nation's Track
Stars Nearing
Olympic Spots
The 1960 Olympic Game - in Rome are still about fou
mouths away but you can tionet close to spotting the U.S. beg
bets right now. The men's Olympic trials are set for July 1
at Stanford University and team selections for our female
representatives is set for July 15-16 either at Abilene College
or the University of Corpus Christi but the field is getting
smaller ail the time.
The recent Arabic Temple
sponsored National AAU worn
en's track and field championships at the University of Chicago fieldhouse presented a
close insight on the make-up
of the wemen's team. From
all indications Tennessee A&I's
Tigerbelles will have a lot to
do with our nation's fortunes
at Rome.
Wilma Rudolph, performing
in an iron-woman capacity,
grabbed off all three of the
dash events and set new American indoor marks in the 100
yard dash (10.7) and the 220
yard dash (25.7). She cracked
the records of two former Tennessee track standouts.
Her new marks overshadowWILMA RUDOLPH
ed Isabel Daniels' 100 mark
of 11.1 set in 1956 and Mae Faggs' 25.9 standard for the 220
set in 1949.
The NAAU 100 event was a sweep by the Tennessee crew
with Barbara Jones and Martha Hudson following in that
order. Teammate Lucinda Williams followed Miss Rudolph
across the line in the record 220.
The Tennessee contingent of Misses Jones, Hudson, Williams and Shirley Crowder streaked to a new mark of 49.6
in the 440 yard relay knocking off nine seconds from the previous mark set by the Chicago Comets in 1935.
Jo Ann Terry is also a Tennessee Olympic potential off
her record 9.5, time in the 70 yard high hurdles.
Come July 16, it's almost a certainty that the names of
Rudolph, Williams, Terry, Jones, Hudson and Crowder
will be included among the roster for the Rome engagement.,
On the male side, 171 tracksters have equalled or bettered
the Olympic qualifying times. As is to be expected, there are
no American qualifiers in the 1.500 5,000, 10,000 and 3,000,
meter steeplechase but we are sure loaded in the other events.
Boston University sophomore John Thomas' 7' 2V2 high
jump mark set in the Chicago Relays puts him at the top of
the heap. Other top marks includes Ray Norton's 9.3 in the
100 yard dash, Eastern Michigan University's Hayes Jones
13.6 in the 110 meters hurdles, and Kansas University's
Charley Tidwell's 20.1 mark in the 230 yard dash.
Iry Roberson's 25.9 in the broad jump puts him 'way
out in front of the nation's leapers.
Now if we can just uncover some guys with long breath
and longer stamina we stand a good chance of offering the
Russians some real competition.
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KISS AND STEAL — It was
a big day or Minnie Minoso
as ha led the Chicago White
Sox to a 10-9 opening day win
— -

over the Kansas City Athletics at Comiskey Park.
Shown in dressing room Minnie kisses bat with which he

bit a grand slam homer and
a game winning round tripper. Right photo shows San
Francisco Giants leftfielder

Orlando Cepetia plowing into
second base on a steal in the
second inning of opening
game of Giants - Los Angeles

Dodgers crucial series at San
Francisco. Going high for
catcher John Roseboro's
throw is second baseman

Charlie Neal. The Giants topped the Dodgers, 1-4). UPI
Telephoto

two,FloydSignforridellematch
Stage Fight
In New York's
Polo Grounds

Plan Measure
For,National
Fish License
By DAVID BURNHAM

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Hearings on a proposed national fishing license bill which
By CONNIE RYAN
weight may slow me a little,
would allow anglers to cast
but
it
will
make
me
stronger.
NEW YORK —
their lines where they may,
weighed
182
for
the
first
I
(UPI)—WorldHeavywight
Champion
Inge
They finally got around to giving Floyd Patterson a
may be held in the next two
fight."
chance to regain his heavyweight championship crown from mar Johansson of Sweden, who
or three weeks, Rep. Georg P.
signing
Reporters
at
the
the brow of Sweden's Ingemar Johansson. The bout is now sea stubbornly modest, and for
Miller (D-Calif.) said.
officially wrapped up for New Year's Polo Grounds the eve- tr.er champion Floyd Patterson. thought Patterson looked
Miller is sponsoring the
across
the
much
heavier
who said he had learned a les
ning of June 20.
measure. A member of the
It took a long time and countless caucuses before they son about overconfidence last shoulders than when they last
House Merchant Marines a nd
could get Iago to ink his name to the return contract. The time, signed for a rematch at had seen him. Both men
Fisheries Committee, he said
Initial contract called for a return bout last September but New York's Polo Grounds seemed to be in fine physical
the Interior Department of
shape, and both were rethe ensuing investigations of the first title bout gave Johans- June 20.
Fish and Wild Life Service was
Johansson floored Patterson laxed and cheerful.
son a wide variety of excuses for not coming to terms.
preparing a report on the bill
Ingo bad especial cause to
The wily Swede has sure gone to school concerning fight seven times in the third round
and that hearings would get mecontracts. For the coming Patterson match, Johansson is down last June 26 as he scored an be cheerful. The act of signSIGNS PACT — Challenger thoughtful as they meet to Johansson took the down derway as soon as it was comfor 25 per cent of the gross gate, an outright monopoly on upset, but try as they would, ing contracts automatically
Floyd Patterson (left) a n d sign contracts for a title from Patterson last June via pleted.
the lucrative film and radio rights in Scandanavian areas, reporters could not get him to released to him the $135,000
heavyweight
champion Inge- fight. In their first meeting, a third round TKO.(UPI Teladdition,
he
has
television
take.
In
commission
state
Miller hoped legislation would
cent
of
the
predict
another
such
easy
triwhich
the
and 35 per
ephoto)
appear
mar Johansson
meet complaints from fisherhad been holding in escrow
squeezed the promoters into depositing a whopping $200,000 umph.
men who are required to buy
advance in a Swiss bank four days before the bout. And he "I think / will win, because I to assure that he would honor
made it clear that no deposit — no fight.
non-resident licenses any time
am better now than I was then the returnenatch clause.
Patterson is down for 25 per cent of the gate and half and I know a title bit about how Jack Fugazy, 73-year-old vetthey fish outside of their home
of the TV, movies and radio money.
state. But at the same time,
Floyd fights," was the best that eran of some 200 promotions, is
Johansson has had a golden ball while the ring magnates the newsmen could coax from the man promoting this bout
he said, his plan would protect
and N. Y. State's Attorney Louis J. Leibowitz waded through Johansson.
the interests of those state.'
for Feature Sports, and he precomplaints concerning monopolies, taxes and the antics
which depend 'von the nongate.
million-dollar
a
dicted
"I underestimated Ingo last
of Cus D'Amato, former Patterson manager. He has become. tin"
resident sportsmen for a part
Tickets will be priced from $10
Floyd
frankly
admita movie and television performer and bought and learned tee.
of their annual income.
ci "Now I know exactly to $M.
to fly a plane.
es
S(
TONn,n
rlU
O
:1 what Johansson posseses — a
Already assured is a mini
Miller, a former executive ofFrom an unknown, he now is in a position (providing
(UtP
heI naListon,
ChHa
right hand punch. Last time mum of $700,000 for the ancil
ficer in the California Fish and
Floyd proves the better participant June 20 to continue his
heavy2
Atonally
tionally - ratedex
I bad read in the papers that lary rights. Telepromoter. Inc.
Game Commission,
said ha
acting career or sellI his
is new-found flying talents.
arrived in Houston for
he del not have a right, and in submitted the highest • sealed
Rig- final training sessions for his had received favorable comFor Patterson, the choice is not so great. The former
hitting,"
isn't
he
because
BAILLIE
SCOTT
By
rights, and will
champion is a fighter and as such has had little time to de- the fight the first couple of bid for theseclosed-circuit tele- SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)— ney said, obviously ired at the Monday night bout with Roy ment from a number of sportsmen's organizations.
velop many other skills. It's back on top or a big fat question rights he threw just glanced handle the
If you think the stock market fact that McCovey muffed a Harris of Cut 'N Shoot,
weekly off me with no power. vision, radio and movies.
mark.
Under the proposal, the inDodagainst
the
foul
cinch
pop
June 20 is a Monday and was has taken a dive, look at Wil- gers. "He still must field his This probably will be Liston's
Both Johansson and Patterson have had their fling in I thought that confirmed it
Tex. dividual angler would buy a
average.
most important fight because resident license
the limelight and both have found it quite to their liking. The —no right hand. Now I know." chosen because the TV people lie McCovey's batting
in his own
The two fighters signed in the thought it would be the best The willowy first baseman, position. And even more when Texas boxing officials have askissue for the night of June 20 is who liked it the best.
state. Then, within 10 days, he
New York State Athletic Cone night.
Assowho won the National League he isn't bitting."
Boxing
ed the National
would take his license to the
miesion offices before dozens of
rookie of the year award last Rickey is sticking with Mc- ciation to recognize the winner local
post office and buy a fed111110111101110111111111111111111111101t11111111111111111111 reporters, photographers, newsseason with a .354 batting aver- Covey for a while longer. But as the next challenger for the oral stamp
which would allow
reel men and television movieage for the San Francisco Gi- not burly Bob Schmidt, who was world's heavyweight crown.
him to fish in all national parks.
men. The contracts give each
ants, now is clubing (?) .82. assigned to the bench before last Liston, of Philadelphia, said
man 25 per cent of the net box
"Well, I'm going to stick with Wednesday's game here. "Smit- his only worry about the fight The second part of the plan
would authorize the Secretary
office receipts, and Paterson
McCovey for a while," manag- ty," who started off as a hot is "a hometown decision.'
of
the Interior to negotiate inwill get 50 per cent of the net
Giants
the
catcher
with
er Bill Rigney said after his rookie
LAS VEGAS, Nev.,—(UPI) "ancillary rights money" (tele- DURHAM, N. C. — North six foot, four-inch charge went in 1958 and made the all-star "Look at Harris' record," he terstate compacts which would
said. "He has never lost a de—A maximum gate of $90,000 vision-radio-movies) and JohanCarolina college's tennis Eag- oh-for-three against Los Angel- team that year, currently is cision in Houston." "That's why recognize the federal stamp.
is possible for the May 27 sson 35 per cent.
States signing a compact
les, defending CIAA champions, es. "We've only had seven batting .077. His vacancy was I figured I'm going to have to
world welterweight champion.
However, Johansson gets outwould
divide the receipt; from
Wilson,
a
over
by
Neil
taken
games
so
far
this
season.
I
know
conference
posted their second
knock him out to get my hand,the national stamp sale on a
ship fight between title hold- right and exclusive ownership
win with an 6-1 triumph over he will start getting his hits." .250 hitter with Corpus Christi raised."
yet-to-be -figured formula.
McCovey, a picture of gloom of the Texas League last seaTALLAHASSEE — Setting a er Don Jordan and Benny of Scandinavian TV rights and Hampton Institute's Pirates.
of
one
Miller said the bookkeeping
(Kid) Paret in the 7,632 seat radio rights in Sweden only, so
to
that
just
did
Liston
son.
vowed that he'd "start gettin*
sizzling pace in the Southern
he will realize as much money The Pirates' Eugene Donan some hits
Convention Center.
stablemates, Cleveland required would not be too comHarris'
pretty
soon."
"Schmidt
on
the
just
can't
go
baseball circles is the Florida
Three - thousand general as will Paterson with his larger upset NCC's Maurice Handy
Williams, a month ago in Hous- plicated. He predicted that once
ete&M university baseball nine.
6-4, 7-5 for a surprising victor": "But why should I monkey way he has," Rigney said.
admission tickets are on sale percentage.
when he knocked out Wit- state officials had inspected the
ton
FAMU has won 33 of their
ad
are
with my stance?" he re- "He's taking his stride too soon
In addition, the promoter, for Hampton.
for the scheduled 15-rounder
midway in the third idea they would buy it.
hams
last 34 games. Only a 1-0 desponded In answer to the ques• and stands too far away from
between Jordan and the Cuban Reature Sports Inc., must de- Hampton now stands 2-2 in
round.
He also predicted the nation"I've
feat to Allen University in Coltier'.
changed
it
benever
the plate to guard it properly."
posit by June 16 in a Swiss Bank the CIAA. NCC is undefeated
already is in al fishing license would "stimufighter.
fore and I don't know why I Hobie Landrith, who took Liston said he
umbia, S. C., mars a clean rec000,000 to be held in escrow for with a 2-0 record
excellent shape, but plans a late general interest in fishing"
Jordan. of Los Angeles, is Johansson. Failing such
should start now."
ord.
. over Schmidt's job last season,
deposit, SINGLES SUMMARY
more workouts at Roxy's and provide valuable indirect
few
guaranteed
$941,000
for
h
I
$
eThansaon has the right to with
The Rattlers are current
his patent- Is sweating out a hairline fracIncome — such as motel fees
third defense of the title since draw from the bout, and Fea- Eugene Donan (H) over Mau- Aside from one of
gym.
Southern Intercollegiate Athleted sky-rocket homers and a ture of his right hand which Harris has been working out
taking It away from Virgil ture Sports must pay any in- rice Handy (NCC) 6-4, 7-5;
and gasoline taxes — within the
ic Conference titlists and are
Zack
Davis (NCC) over double, McCovey's other offici- still hasn't healed.
daily at his private training participating states.
riding the top of the league with Akins 16 months ago. Th e demnity which Patterson might
al trips to the plate so far this
don't know when it will be camp at Cun 'N Shoot under
sponsor of NBC's Friday night demand of Johansson for the James Stroud (H), 6-2, 8-0;
highlighted ready," Landrith says. "A n d supervision of veteran trainer
a 14-0 record this season. PacNapoleon Horton (NCC) over season have been
TV fight series will contri- walkout.
ed by air tight pitching and
by infield tappers.
Ittgney has told him, "as soon Bill Gore.
bute $55,000 and $5,000 for
Johansson returned to Swit- G. Davis (H), 6-3, G-4;
clutch hitting, Coach O. A.
"Yeah, it can be pretty rough as you can catch one inning, The fight Is expected to gross
Emnfett
Martin
(NCC)
over
training expenses.
zerland by plane to resume
Moore's swatters have scored
when our number four hitter be- Roble, let me know. Okay?" more than $70,000, ah all-time
Partt has been 10 aranteed training at his new home in Howard Alexander (H), 6-4, 6-1;
339 runs this season while Urn.
comes
just another out," Rig- At matters stand. McCeivey record 'gate for Texas. 'I' h e (UPI) — Luke Easter, w h o
Leonard De Shield (NCC)
21 percent of the actual gate Geneva. Patterson went to a
!ling their opponents to 44.
ney said. "I think Willie is up- has all the symptoms of a 11,000-seat Coliseum is expect- claims he's "only 38 years old,"
over
E.
Thorpe
(H)
3-6,
6-0,
6-2:
less taxes would net h I m dentist this afternoon for atSix Rattlers are hitting over more than $15,000
is still terrorizing Internationslump"
Wallace Toole (NCC) over per-cutting the ball too much "sophomore
a n d ed to be sold out.
for the bat- tention to a mildly aching
trying to catch that wind blow- Schmidt's is carrying over into
.300, three over .400. Dave Best, tle.
al league pitchers.
tooth, and then headed back Henry Mayes (H), 6-2, 6-1.
ing out of right field. I hope his "junior" year,
slender sophomore shortstopper
NEW YORK — itTPI)—"The The former Cleveland Indians'
The general admission tie- to his light training at New- DOUBLES SUMMARY
he goes back to hitting those
from Tampa, is belting the ball islets are going for
Derby Preview," a television first baseman emerged as the
Handy and Horton (NCC) sharp liners for us as he did
SI. Some town, Conn. Johansson will fly
at a .442 clip. Yearling first 1,0o ringside seats
program recorded on video tape biggest hero of the I. L. openand
go
back
May
5
to the U.S.
SPORTS BRIEFS
over Donan and Stroud (H) 6-1, last
will sell
season."
sacker Johnny Cotson of Milo for $20 and $23.00
featuring interviews with ers Wednesday night by belting
and
directly
camp
training
to
his
8-6;
reserved
Lefty O'Deul, the club's spring NEW YORK — (UPI) — Nemi is right on his heels with locations will sell for
Zack Davis and be Shield training batting coach, theorizes gotiations have begun for Dick top jockeys, will be presented a 10th-i1inine home run that
$15 and at Grossinger's, in New York's
a .441 average. Holland Moore, $10.
Catskill Mountains for final (NCC) over George Davis and
on the CBS TV network May gave the Rochester Red Wings
that Willie "is falling into the Tiger's defense of his British 7 from 5 to 5:15 p.m., EST. a 4-3 victory
.41I; Phil Malcolm, .394, Al
heavy training.
over he Sugar
Thorpe (H) 6-2, 6-2;
bah."
Empire
middleweight
title before the cameras switch to Kings at Havana.
Cherry, 374; and Ted Sharp- .1111111111110111101111aiiiimitille1111111111111011111110 Johansson said he weighed 200
John
Scarborough and Glen "He seems to step into the against Canadian
champion the 86th running of the Kentuc- A crowd of 12,490,
er, .357. Best has nine doubles MOBILE,
including
Ala. — (UPI) — pounds now and will fight at Sowell (NCC) over
Henry pitch even when it is on the in- Wilf Greaves in Edmonton,
about the same weight as last
and Cotson and freshman John.'Detroit Tiger second
Premier Fidel Castro, watched
ky Derby.
baseman time-196 or 197 pounds.
Mayes
and
Howard Alexander side," says the two-time win- Alta, in late May or early
ey Davis have two circuit blows. Frank Bolling is
league president Frank Shaughexpected to
(H) 6-2, default.
ner of the Notional League June.
NICE, France — (UPI) — nessy present the Sugar Kings
Davis and sophomore Earl remain here for several days Patterson revealed he plans a
batting
championship.
"He Jersey Jones, US representa- Ingo }biding of Germany kept with the Governor's
WIlson are leading the FAMU to console his wife following major change — he wants to ST. LOUIS
cup :or
— (UPI) — St. ought to stride out more."
tive of the Nigerian titleholder, Budge Patty of Paris and Los their victoey in last
pechers with 4-0 records Wit- the death of their two-day-old weigh in at 186 or 189 pounds Louis university
year's
litwill
resume
its
Rigney
and MeCovey had a said he had failed to hear from Angeles pinned to the baseline tle World Series
t son of Palatka has an ERA of son. The infant was horn two for the fight, which would be basketball
series with Notre little session when the tense Gi- a Liverpool promoter who sugcareer.
heaviest
of
his
the
most of the time when he scor- However, Easter ruined the
2.77. Davis' ERA is 1 72 Wil- months premature and h a d
"I'm 192 now, anti I remem- Dame next season. The Billi- ant skipper told his first base- gested a match between Tiger ed a 3-3, 6-1, upset in the third show when he
broke up a 3-3
son has 30 strikeouts in 36 in- been in an incubator. Mrs Boll- ber which one," Floyd said. "I kens hold a 9 edge in a ser- man to
"wake ep more" when and Terry Downes 'and there- round of men's singles at the tie in the
10th frame with a
pings pitched to Davis' 13 in ing was reported in good condi- think it would he hest for me to ies that Was last played dur- he
Is playing the bag.
fore was arranging for a bout Nice International tennis tourn- towering blast off Luis
41 innings.
Arroyo,
tion.
be 188 for this one. The added ing the 1952-53 season.
"A play( Just can't go home with Greases.
ithe third Havana hurler.
ament.

INGO IN DRIVER'S SEAT

McCovey In Slump

Willie Suffers
Sophomore nx

Florida Sets
Flot Pace In
Southern Play

Fat Gate Seen
For Don JordanKid.Paret Match

Liston In
Houston For
Harris Bout

North Carolina
In, Net Win
Over Hampton

Luke Easter Still
Wields Big Bat
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Africa Nations
Ask Ike's Aid
On Tests Ban

ALL SMILES — Members of
the Negro chapter of the Jun
•
ler Cotillion Society are all
smiles as they line up for the
photographer at their annual

ball at Le'1uvne
Commons Saturday n igh I.
Left to right, first row, Misses Jinimetta Bolden, Mildred
Brown, Alice Turner, Helen
coronation

An Prudent, Willie M a
Smith. Back row, left to right
are Gloria Ingram, Mrs. Raychelle Carhee, advisor; Misses Ethlyn Hurst, Bernetta

Nelson, Lucille
Kennedy,
Sammie Lynom, ,president;
Lynn &wipes, and Luella
Prinee

AMONG
PARENTS
attending Coronation Ball were
these ladies with their daughters. Left to right are Miss

Helen Ann Prudent and Mrs.
James Prudent, Miss Lucille
Kennedy, Miss Sammie Lynom and Mrs. Louise Lynom,

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Nine African nations want President Eisenhower to protest
French atomic tests during his
talks with French President
Charles De Gaulle.
Representatives of the nine
nations called at the State Department to voice their concern
over the French tests in the
Sahara. They said the nuclear
explosions had endangered the
lives of their people.
Liberian
Ambassador
Mrs. Carhee, Mrs. Gloria In- George Padmore. spokesman
gram and Gloria Ingram Miss for the group, said they also
Alice Turner and Mrs. Turn- informed
Undersecretary of
er.
State Douglas Dillon of their
"concern" over the Algerian
conflict.
Padmore said the group did
not ask specifically that Eisenhower intervene with De Gaulle.
He said "we are leaving that
up" to U.S. officials.
But other African spokesmen
said that was the idea behind
the protest.
NEWARK, N. J.—A new, potent polio vaccine of the killedvirus type has been developed
at the Merck Sharp & Dohme
Research Laboratories at West
Point, Pennsylvania, Dr. Maurice R. Hilleman, director of
virus and tissue culture research at these Laboratories,
said here.
In clinical trials this highly
purified vaccine has produced
an immune response in a far
higher percentage of children
than would usually be achieved
b; the ordinary commercial
Salk vaccine, he added.
Details of the new development were presented by Dr.
Hilleman to scientists attend- RED CROSS — Miss Georganne
ing the 1960 Symposium on Po- Wainwright, a 15-year-old sophlio Vaccines in the Essex House omore at Booker T. Wastinetos
High school is one of four stuHotel. The symposium was
dents chosen to represent Mem.
sponsored by the Academy of
phis in Birmingham, Ala., at
Medicine of New Jersey.
the Area Training Center April
le and 30. Miss Wainwright, a
hie we have caused you and high honor student is the daugh"y.itirs" through the paper. . . ter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Before closing we would like to Wainwright of 441 C Lauderdale.
know why Albert has been seen The purpose of the trip is to
bringing in late hours or is it teach young ladies how to be
Gloria that he is bringing in? Junior Red Cross leaders and
No offense.
how to plan a local Red Cross
So long untl next week.
Training Center.

New Polio
Vaccine Made

What's Happening in
MABLE YOUNG

REBECCA DAVIS

Hi readers,
!off on J.G.? We think its about
Here are your reporters again time for D. F. to know that
DANCING TO THE music of .which is the first social ac- to build you up on the latest Roy Bonner is still telling Fanthe Mose Lynom Suppe r tivity sponsored by the Jun- "haps" around the cool station. nie Gaines "I'm With You." If
CHURCH
anybody over at Hamilton can
Club Combo, young Memphi• ior Cotillion Society.
Don't forget the New Phila- get to Robert Caipenter please
ans enjoy the Coronation Ball
delphia Baptist church junior inform him that v're know someannual day program on one who is very interested in
choir's
gomery, Mary Mayhue, Edward!
Mayhue, Tyrone Smith and Hel- 1 May 1 at 3 p.m. We'll be look- getting acquainted with him.
you there. 1Ve are wondering if the reen Ann Prudent, Welter Hall. ing forward to seeing
lationship
between
Eugene
Doris Brown, Richard Tay- ENTERTAINMENT
Lane
and
Bobbie
Knox
will
Recently,
jumping
a
jazzy
enlor, Thomas Ivy, Robert Davis,
ever become serious.
WILLIAM HIGGINS, presi- silty, Miss Gloria Issgram. At
Freeman Willis and Lois Walk- tertainmeet was given at the
dent of the senior class at right is Miss Sammie Lyer, Herbert Marshall and Bessiel home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter 3. J. has been seen sneaking
Booker T. Washington hig h nom, the society's president.
Clark, Larry Mitchell, Betty Jamerson who reside at 5016 in a word or two to Fannie
school, crowns Miss PersonNickolson
while
Raymond
Lockhart, Frank Carr, Lillie Van Willian Arnold.
Pelt, Phyllis Hurst, Phyllis Some seen making the best slaves. Mary, what are you
things were Ruth Patrick, going to do about O.K.'s tipSmith, Isaac Cragen, Vivian of
Vicky Mitchell, Carolyn Davis, ping? Or do you already have
The Junior Cotillion S4iety Barnes, Tommy Kay Hayes, Annie Faulkner and Robert It under control?
Geraldine
held its first Annual Coronation Joyce Ann Lynom,
Walls.
Directly speaking Carl, old
Lynom, Shirley Lamarr a n d
Ball Saturday night, April 23, in Kennethe Anderson, Cassandra While listening to "Easy Lov- pal, we apologize for any trouproceeded •
LeMoyne Commons.
Sheppard, Archie Reed, Arthur ing" Ora and L. J.
The highlight of the evening Hall, Joe Smith, Clevern Cox, to act out the words while Vicwas the crowning of Miss Per- Wm. Higgins, Donald Mitchell, ky and LeAndrew waited to
sonality of the Club. Miss Glo- Lola Winston, Wir. Dove, June hear "You Got the Power."
ria Ingram was so honored and Hughes, Clifton Taylor and TALK THAT TALK
Mary Patrick and 0. K. Mccrowned by William Higgins, White, Oscar Sheppard, Beulah
senior class president of Book- Mary Jones, Lowell Winston, Kinney, Lovie Fleming a n d
er T. Washington High school. and Lucille Kennedy, Ann Hines Claude Kearney, Willie Rene
Miss Ingram sold the largest Lewis Hines, Janice Prudent, Taylor and Garry Tatum, Madalene Garrett and Melvin Fort,
number of votes among t h e and Robert Askew.
Joyce Harris and Lavell Garyoung
ladies
of
the
QUEEN
club.
Last year's queen, Miss Lucille
The Junior Cotillion Society
Rutherford a n d
This is t h e 1960 "Bronze IKennedy is a senior at Wash- Attending the invitational af- and their guests enjoyed the rett, Bobby
Doris Stoutt, Leroy Coger and
Queen." Wednesday night whe ington. Each high school has fair were the following young
evening to the tunes of the Mose Yvonne Smith. Tommie Walkwas selected from a host of l one representative. Represent- people: Mamie Shields and AlonLynom Supper Club Combo.
er and Celia McKinney, Beverother charming young ladies at ing Washington was Miss Phyl- zo Rush, Bernice Nichols, Barly Burrow and Johnny FaulkBruce Hall.
lis Smith.
bara McKissick, Annie Crawner, Barbara Clark and Frank
The queen, Miss Sandra Pe- Washingtonians representing ford, Rubystein Clark and WarTuggle.
gues is a I7-year-old senior. She business firms, social clubs and ren Williams, Howard Sanders,
TOP ROOSTERS
is the daughter
other organizatons were: Miss- Leslie Rogers, Robby Roddy The Mallory Department em- Percy McKinney, John Cogof Mr. and Mrs..
es Ethlyn Hurst, Eleanor Addi- and Lewis Lee, Roy Chea- ployees and Firestone Rubber er, Horace Turner, John WilM. C. Pegues of i'
son. Samye Lymon, Carrie tham and Louella Prince, Betand Tire employees will help bun, John Garrett, Willi am
'71 C Neptune.
Jackson Justine Scott, Thelma ty Jefferson and Bobby Collins, celebrate
and meet with o 1 d Flemming, Joe McKinney, C.
being
After
Pierce. and Beverly Gray.
Barbara Hall.
acquaintances May 15, 3 p.m., W. Cooper, Robert Calloway,
crowned queen,
Advisors of the contestants
Earl Dancy and Alice Turn- at the First Baptist church, Arthur Jones.
she stated, "I
were Mrs. Myrtle White, Mrs.
er, Evelyn Thomas, Floyd Bell Binghampton.
TOP HENS
w as
satisfied
Lula Pope, Mrs. Martha Galloand Janet Turner, Ju'ius Lane A mammoth program has Doris Macklin, Gloria Callowith being 'Miss
way, Miss Dora Todd, and Mrs.
and Lucille Jackson, Mildred chairman and Frank Woods, co- way, Marjorie Crutcher, VerdFix-Up' and then
Cynthia Winfrey.
ell Bolden. Fannie Nickolson,
Brown and David Brooks, Hen- chairman.
when I learned
SOPHOMORE WEEK
there was a mixry Ateman, Nancy Wilbun, Bet- Refreshments will be served Beatrice Jamerson, Gennette
Last week was official sophoNevi's, Barbara Brooks, Gloria
up and I. was the Bronze Queen
ty Kimball, Hazel Walton, Har- free.
more
week. The class had some
Leullyn Ruth Patrick.
I
was
queen,
old
Walton,
Rev.
H.
Zenobia
C.
McClora,
Cherry
is
pastor
type of activiyt each day, exoverjoyed."
TOP COUPLE
cept to be interrupted Monday Wansa McClora and Joe Mont- of the church.
Mildred Walker and Valcin
Miss Pegues is a member oi by examinations. Tuesday they
the senior glee club, library had a program closed to every- Wilson and Jacqueline Gibson; One sophomore, Miss Patri- Beasley
SPRING GOSSIP
staff city-wide treasurer of Deb- one but sophomores.
Most Popular, James Kilgore cia McDaniels said. "We have
. . .We wonder if Etta James
Teen society, chaplain of Zo-Zo Wednesday the sophomores and Vivian.
Barnes; Best
club, and parliamentari-an of the presented a talent-fashion show. Dressed. Joe Littleton and Eve- had a wonderful week and it latest tune "Cry" has rubbed
was only suitable tttat we end
Hostess club. Her hobbies are The only word that could de- lyn Love.
reading and swimming.
scribe the show, as the pro- Others include Most Attract- this with a dance."
In the future she plans to ducers Charles Miller and Ber- ive Alma Johnson; Most Hand- OFFICERS
attend Lincoln university for one tha Morrison, put it was "cool." some, Grundy Noland; Wittiest, The sophomore class chose as
year and then nursing for four The talent included "Teen-age Leon Mitchell and Elois Silmon; their leaders, William Lambert,
years and get a B. S. degree Sonata," Henry Wilburn, ''Bet- Quietest, Freddie Moore and president, Cathelia Barr, vicein nursing. The queen attends sy Mae Mucho." Donald Bryant Jane Brooks; Best-Liked, Lee president; Dorothy Works, cort. John Baptist church where and the Four Kings and "All I Scott and Mary Ann Corpal; respondent secretary;
Ruby
he is a member of the iunior Could Do Was Cry," Maxine Most Dependable, Errol Thom- Washington, recording secre*
heir.
as and Patricia McDaniel; Most tary Mary A. Corpal, treasurAnderson.
Fashions included everythng Ideal, Kenneth Brown and Glen- er; Louise Little, parliamentarPRINCESS 'PAINE-UP'
A member of the royal court from suits to formals. Some par- da Harvey; and Most Talkative, ian; Myrtle Evans, chaplain;
also came from Washington. She dcipants were: Joan Hamptin, Tyrone Beal and Frances Dan- Georgeanne Wainwright, business manager; and Annye Ste"Princess Paint-up," she said, Margie Scott, Charlie Bowen, cey.
ha Ann Rice. The lovely prin- Patsy Williford, Perlie McNeal, Mister and Miss Sophomore vens reporter.
cess is the 18-year-old daughter Roy Cheatham, Joseph Brown, are James Kilgore and Vivian DETECTIVE
Billy Higgins is an official
of Mr. Halide Rice who lives Marshall Isabel, Fay Mosley, Barne
Eva Swayze, Jepsie Brown, and SOCK HOP
member of the two-wheel deon Main street.
(Available in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida)
Beginning with the last per- tective squad. Higgins, assignUpon winning the title of Eunice Williams.
"Princess PaintUp," she said, The week elimaxed with an iod and into the after p. m. ed to his first case on a recent
inspirational. The Rev. J. A. the sophomores held a sock-hop Thursday night caught his sus"I was very filarMcDaniels was the speaker. Af- in the gymnasium. The affair pect — Mama kissing Santa
prised and hapby several Claus.
ter the program, Miss Dorothy was supervised
py to have been
WILLIAM A. LINK, a memWorks presented Who's Who teachers Upper-classmen spot- BALLET COMMITTEE
chosen."
There are so many reasons why this
ted at the dance were Harold Through a typographical er- ber of the Chemistry DepartAnd the dial lights up. It glows in this
In the Sophomore class.
Miss Rice is
lovely new extension phone fits grace- dark so you can find it quickl; and,
Middlebrook, Booker T. Wade, ror Mrs Cathryn R. Johnson ment at Fisk university for
WHO'S WHO
eecretary of her
fully wherever you put it in your home. when you lift the receiver. lighes up
Most Intelligent, Roosevelt Herbert Marshall, and Wham was not listed as a member of three years, has been awardhomeroom class
One is that it'n modern—styled tee- brightly to :risk* dialing may.
Brooks and Bertha Morrison; Wilke.
the ballet committee. Mrs. John- ed a grant of $1,12.5 plug $42.00
and a member
the modern taste that likes beauty with
Everyone seemed to have had son served as musical accom- toward travel expense to study
Your choice of attractive colors helps
Most Businesslike, Wm. Lamof the Hostess
simplicity.
you decorate, too. You can order the
bert and Georgeanne Wain- f- wonderful time. Refreshments panist for much of the solo tal- for It weeks at the Institute for
club, and the
Another, it's anson—to take less room
Princess phone in white, beige, pink,
wrigth: Most AU Around. Willie were servd by a committee of ent in the ballet. The ballet Physical Science and MatheJ yeerettes
no table or desk or kitchen counter. blue or turquoise.
Teachers at Michigan
Charity organza1. Ward and Ruby Washington; junior hostesses. Mrs. Minnie committee regrets its error. matics
So you can have a phone where one is
-lust call or visit our bueiness cake se
State university. Mr. Lynk's
,
Most Studious, 'Charles Miller Woods, one of the class advis- ',AFT-OF-THE-WEEK
lion. In religious
needed but space is limited.
in
be
will
summer
ask any installer-repairman.
Likely
thi.
study
ors
Most
attends"PRINCESS"
supervised
Everything
Works;
Evelyn
joke
and
the
went "Have you heard
fe she
Chemistry and hours will be
It. Zion Baptist church where to Succeed, Booker T. Jones and on in an orderly manner. Leon about the roof?"
applied to working leading toBC:KJ-thorn Bell yr/
she takes part in the junior Cathelia Barr.• Most Friendliest, Fester, male advisor was there "No, I. haven't."
choir and is secretary of thl Malcolm Hayes and Geraldine to help supervise the whole af- "I thought so — it's over yaw- wards a Ph.D. degree. Be is
'lasals Oar C•iiiir
Spencer; Most Talented, Russell fair.
bead."
a Fisk alumnus.
Sunday school.

Cotillion
Holds '1st
Coronation

B. T. W.

School Notes

a

Goes anywhere...and

By
MARKHUM STANSBURY

Mallory, Firestone
Get-Together Slated

0

goes beautifully!

new hinall) phone!

f

ell

Ell

•

•
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By CARLOTTA STEW Afti

ally immature though he may

Musing • The WILL to FAIL
I once knew a person who was
a failure. People did not know
he was a failure. Ile held an interesting position, lived not too

be nearly 30. It is easy for a
girl to'fall in love with an idol

. . . a baseball star or a football player.

But wid he make a good
dull a life. . . yet there was no husband, that is the question? I
doubt in his mind that he was a don't b:ame your parenti from
being skeptical. They realize
h
failu
Herc.
had been in a deadlock: that heartbreak is better n o w

than later, and a few hear tHe had known what he wanted
to do, had equipped himself for breaks help give a better unhis profession . .. and got no- derstanding of life and characwhere. With time and energy ter.
I know it is hard to s 1 o w
we spend in making failure a
certainty, we might have cer- young people down. The beat of
tain success.
'
your music and everything else
Supposa you had an appointabout your generation is fast. I
ment a hundred miles north of
think a 24 year old girl and a
your home, and that if y o u
kept it you would be sure of 88 year old man may be irleal
LAROSE SCHOOL PTA TEA
— Caught by Defender pho•
telegrapher at
the
LaRose

hostess;
tin,
Mrs.
Jessie
Flowers, chairman of ipublicity; Mrs. Eva Tillman, president; and Mrs. Erma Jones,
co-chairman of tea. Stand-

school PTA, are seated, left
right, Mrs. Ledetha Aus-

to

Ing, left to right, are Miss
Carrie Jones, hostess; Mrs.
Eugenia Danner, chairman of
decorations; Mrs. Ada Smith,
hoste s s;

Mrs.

Cie-

ora Neal, Treasurer; Mrs.
Elizabeth Cox, tea chairman;
J. L. Brinkley, principal; Mrs.
Delores Campbell, secretary,
Mrs. Effie Wooten, assistant

secretary; M{s. Valirie Fifer,
chairman program committee.
Inset:

vice

Mrs.

Aubrey
president.

J. Turner,

having happiness and proisperi- for marriage if they both are
ty. Suppose you had just time matured. .. but try to sell
an
enough to get there, just enough
18-year-old girl this "0 L D
gas in your car. You drive out
FASHIONED IDEA"! However,
. . . but decide that it would
think it over.
fun
more
be
to go 25 miles

Maids $35-$60 Week

south before starting o u t in
earnest.

Mrs. Mitchell
PTA Delegate

Maid.s neaded for better homes In
New York, New Jersey. Boston, Mass.,
Hartford, Conn., and
Birmingham.
Ala. Guaranteed lobs. free room and
board Save money. Tickets seat. C611
or write,
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY, 1636 4th Ave.. N Birmingham, Ala. PA 2-51443 A SOUTHERN
Agency serving SOUTHERN People.

NON-SENSE ISN'T IT?
Yet when it comes to going
straight to the appointments We

make with ourselves and our
own fulfillment, we
act very
much like the hero of this silly
Mrs. Byrdies Mitchell, 4933 thing I just said: We drive the
William Arnold Road, in White WRONG WAY. We fail where
we might have succeeded by
Station, will represent the T. W.
spending the same power a n d
Patterson School PTA
at the time. And this failure indicates
State Parent - Teachers Asso- that energy has been poured into
ciation congress
the wrong channel.
which convenes
TAKES
IT
ENERGY
TO
Murfreesat
FAIL (ARTICLE ONE. . . TO
boro,
Tenn.,
CONTINUED
BE
NEXT
April
28 - 30,
WEEK)
1960.

HOUSES FOR RENT

ORANGE

MOUND

2352 Progress At
Lamar
Shopping
Center. Melrose School. 11 rooms
and
bath. Only 55600 — Must Bell.
1340 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful, 10 rooms. 3 baths. many
extras in this tint home.
6 UNIT APARTMENT
1E7 So
Wellington, North of MeLemore. Completely furnished.
Mrs 54. Poppermemer
GL 2-1707
Xemmons Wilson Realty Co,
3742 Lamar — GL. :3334

1165 SO. WELLINGTON
Dear Carlotta; I love a man
PHA APPRAISED
very much. I think I am ready This b
a very fine white stucco bungalow,
has
ij
rooms end tile bath downstairs and
for marriage. My heart goes
a very: iseautiful paneled den or bedroom
pitty-pat every time I see him. uPstalga. Forced air heat in large
basePatterof the
And oh he is so handsome. I ment Hardwood floors Fenced rear lot.
Garage- Price $11,000 00. 52,160 00 cash
son school PTA._
don't want to take a chance on Including closing cost. Shown by appoint1V1M
Mitchell
ment. C. W Henry. BR. $4270.
In years past
someone else getting him. What
Wilson -Galbreath CO.
she has represented the group should I do. My mother is skepRealtors
SR. 6-4515 524 S. Cooper
tical.
is
Ann.
20.
he
18,
I
am
at
PTA
presCarine
Lucas,
club
Mrs.
Congresses in Chattaand
ident, is not shown. Mrs. Vic- nooga
Dear Ann: It takes more than
Nashville, Tenn.
toria Lucas and Mrs. Rosie She also has attended many Pitty-pat heart to make a mar- 15 Agents Wanted
Ford, two other
members council meetings here in Mem- riage. You are not ready f o r
were also absent. (Staff pho- phis.
marriage unless you have learnOVER ANTE= HOMEWORK
Mall out dropsbtp eatalog. Keep 60 per
to by George Hardin)
Among her many community ed to love the faults of t h e
rent from orders. Proven sellers
and civic endeavors are: teach- one you love. And if you throw
'amp.* catalog $1.00. Pallnkuli. 1427
er, of the Primary Sunday up your hands and cry "The TSCi E. 33:11., Lorain. Ohio.
three
For
years Mrs. Mitchell has served as president

IT'S IN THE BAG ... Well
most!
Members of the Merri-Maids Social Club are seen
sacking
washcloths,
up
combs, soap and other arti-

to be

cles

taken to patients at

the

Megdames A. M.
Goss, C. E. Knuckles, Lillian

(from left)

Shelby County hospital.
Around the table at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Shed Stan-

L. Branscomb, Irene Guinn,
Elnora Farwell, Manae Stan-

back

back and

at

1511

Hamilton

are:

E. L. Washington.

-

Rembrandt Painting
In Church 150 Years

faults?" you are proving this
point: you are immature. Also
you must be prepared to make /fake it yChirself. We
show you hew.
sacrifices. One can be emotion- Save 50 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
easy instructions $1 60. ran with order,
carload of either interesting: offers, William Brown, Cross Country Publications,
Station community 200 East 30th Bt., New York 16. N. T.
the White
and Chastene Thompson, prinNEED
EXTRA
She will go to Murfreesboro, cipal of T. W. Patterson junior
MONEY
Men or Women Ape 21-70 — Sell Tamil,
Tenn., with the best wishes of high school.
Group Hospital Insurance Make Use of
Your ,l'ontacts
W. A Aerkins-District tier
Continental
Casualty
company
JA. 6-636$

School class at New Philadelphia Baptist church; secretary,
White Station Civic club. With
MARMANDE,
France
— the help of her husband, Tom(UPI) — Experts from
t h e mie Lee Mitchell, she is raising
Louvre museum said they have a family
of six children. One
discovered a Rembrandt paint- is not of school age.

PET MILK'S

Sunday Morning

ing hanging in a town church
here for the last 150 years.

BEER Sc A QUART

ROOM FOR RUNT

America's only national Negro radio program

6 Correspondence Club
BIGGEST MAILS YOU ever got. U.S your
name 1 Year 211e. World's Mail Trade
48th.„ Radio city 36. N. Y. C.
W
Dept. TS.

76

BEGINS ITS THIRD BIG YEAR!

Zr YOU WANT A HUSBAND wife.
sweetheart or Den-pal send $1.00 for
a list of names to 0. N. tine. P. 0.
Box 10383 McKellar Station. Memphis
6. Tenn

Sid McCoy...

mISCELLANROIIS FON SALIN
1,00 NAME 0 ADDRESS LABELS $1 60
Pocket Rubber Stamp .
$1610
SRC Book Company, Box No. 1233
Nashville 3, Tenn.

popular master of ceremonies, says:
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US FROM
YOU... our nationwide audience! Your
generous response ... your loyal interest
have made this a most successful second
anniversary. We enjoy bringing you the
great talents in the spiritual and gospel
music field. Keep listening for your favorites. And thanks again for welcoming us
into your homes each week.

•.•• ,•••
a
'Ci"Or
75.

"U. & COINS BOUGHT"
Rend Coins, Will Send Check.. Not Plumed,
Return Check.
Bought
COINS: Sold
Serious trio. Invited
Appraised
'AVATAR COIN =CHANGE
4344 195th Si, Flushing 56. L.I., N. T.
Member A.M.A.
241—RILAL ESTATE FOE SAUK
CASH TALLSI
WILL PAY CASH for property or
vacant lot. It priced rhght.
BR. 2-12441
SL 7-77E
I. 11 000WIN it COMPANY
INS mearo• A wens*
1661 CUMMING/1 6-1504W
MAME DUPLEX —
Cash
Mesnie Avenue
$6060 Meath
HZ. 2-1146
J. W. ORR
150. 6-7123
114. N. GODWIN • COINIANT
125$ Ittanns• A

brought to you by PET MILK QOMPANY,
makers of America's first evaporated milk
and other fine-quality products since 1885

LISTEN IN THIS

NtW BRICK DUPLEX
2663 Calvert. Only $500 Dow*
$75 Monthly — Notes /let
SR. 1-1240
J. W. 01115
SR. 6.17113
Z. IL GODWIN • COMPANY

Sunday Morning!

MISS TERRI SPRINGER
(left) of Cleveland was the
, featured model at the Gersoppa Dukes' Eighth Annual 'AIfaire Extraordinaire' at Cur-

Check below for time and station in your city:
CITY

STATE

STATION

TIME

ALBANY, Ga.
ANDALUSIA, Ale.
ATLANTA, Ga.
AUGUSTA, Ga.
BALTIMORE. Mn.

WJAZ
WCTA
WAOK
INBIA
WEBB

10:30 AM
7:00 AM
9:00 AM
8:30 AM
10:00 AM

BASTROP, La.
BATON ROUGE, La.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
BURLINGTON, N. C.
CARROLLTON, Ale.

KTRY
WX OX
WAD
WBBB
WRAG

10:00 AM
800 AM
1000 AM
7:00 AM
6:30 AM

CHARLESTON, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.;
CHICAGO, III.
CINCINNATI, Ohio

WPAL
WGIV
1NMFS
WREE
WCIN

9:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:30 AM
9:30 AM
8:00 AM

CLEVELAND, Ohio
COLUMBIA, S. C.
COLUMBUS, Miss.
DEMOPOLIS, Ala.
DETROIT, Mich.

WJMO
WOIC
Wt..131
WXAL
iN,11.8

11:30 AM
700 AM
10:30 AM
7:15 AM
10:30 AM

DILLON, S. C.
DOTHAN, Ala.
DURHAM, N. C.
FLORENCE, S. C.
FT. WORTH. Texas

WDSC
WOOF
Vil.SRC
WOES
KNOK

9:30 AM
12:00 N
9.00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM

SOLDSBORO, N. C.
HOUSTON, Tex.
HUNTSVILLE, Ala.
JACKSONVILLE. Fla.
JACKSON, Miss.

WFMC
KCOH
WBHP
woes
WOKJ

9:30 AM
10:00 AM
9:30 AM
9:00 AM
1 1:00 AM

CITY

STATE

JACKSON, Tenn.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
KINGSTREE, S. C.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
LOS ANGELES, Calif.
McCOMB, Miss.
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
MOBILE. Ala.
MONROE, La.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.
NASIIVILLE, Tenn.
NEW ORLEANS, La.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
NORFOLK, Va.
OPELOUSAS, La.
ORANGEBURG. S. C.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
PITTSBURGH, Pa.
RiCHMOND, vs.
ROCKY MOUNT, N. C.
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif,
SAVANNAH. Ga.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.
SELMA, Ala.
SHREVEPORT,
SUMTER,S. C.
TAMPA, Fla.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
WINSTON•SALEM, N. C.
"PET"—fissi. U. S. Pet. Oil.

HEARD

IN MEMPHIS OVER STAi ION

4

STATION
WI3X1
KPRS
WDKD
WLOU
KOKY
KGFJ
WAPF
WDIA
WMBM
WGOK
KLIC
WRMA
WVOL
WYLD
WLIB
WRAP
KSLO
WTND
WHAT
WAMO
WANT
WCEC
K SAN
WJIV
KATZ
WHBB
KOKA
WFIG
WTMP
WOOK
WAAA

TIME

ie's Club Tropicana recently.
Also featured in the evening's
' menu of fashion

9:30 AM
9:30 AM
10:15 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
8:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
9:30 AM
7:30 AM
10:00 AM
8:30 AM
9:30 AM
8:30 AM
11:30 AM
8:45 AM
6:45 AM
8:30 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
10:00 AM
9:00 AM
8:00 AM
10:30 AM
6:30 AM
10:30 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
11:00 AM
10:30 AM

Cep.. 1960, Pee Mak Co.

WDIA AT 10 A. Ist. EVERY SUNDAY-,

repast was

Miss

Rose Ingram (right, Le-

Moynite, who was one of the
students arrested during the

sit-in
last

protests in
Memphis
month.
Another sit-1n
"jail bird" in the person of
Miss Dorothy Truitt, also of
LeMoync, modeled along

with

Je

six other young ladies. The
wearing apparel for the after
noon suggested the Dukes'
theme Of "Something Old.
Something

Blue;

Something

Borrowed,

BUT

NOTHING
photos by

NEW. — (Staff
George Hardin)

Z—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ESSO SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE
Good Loco lion
I nnnnn moist Required
Coll WH. 9-5691

Seine

Tosses 'Fire Bomb' BrAITTEINTLLT POLISHED baroque mixter. of tigereie, amethyst. &Wawa,
tioetpatd.
V.
agate. other $3 96 pound
Through Window Brubaker.
6316 W. 1,-11. Lancaster. Oahe
JAMZEUSONS BARBER SHOP
Of Nashville Home
2366 Pays Attempt
FA. 44140
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI)
—A Negro wonian told police
Saturday a "fire bomb" was
tossed through the window of
her home.

LOTS StAtITT SHOP
236$ Park Avenue
Appointment
PA. 641.45

BROWN'S PIANO CO.
13E1 Ie. Third St,

EX 7-0525

00013 PRACTICE pianos $75
ALM Sewn sod us, Terme
7471141 NEN 6 Ilandaps

Mrs. Grace Dowlen said a
wrapped in cloth and
set afire was burled through
MARRIAGE
the window into her bedroom.
CERTIFICATE
Poems. GUARANTITED1
She managed to stamp out LEGAL, Printed
Any State teepee Dates. Omitted. thl.d
as OrIvi.lais, Duplicate. copies it sifts
the flames.
Prompt. Confidential
$2 eMS ithrur
Police could offer no expla- pestp$21 Serve*.
nation for the incident.
NATIONAL FORMS
rock

IF YOU CAN FIONA BETTER BOURBON...BUY In
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey 8 Years Old 90 Proof
Ancient Age Distillers Company, Frankfort, Kentucky

•••••••••••••••••••••••

P.O. twg 7072, Miami 35, Fla.

•

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town 730

•

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fu
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business

3 Lines For Two (2.) Weeks
E1PAbt-Fiairr

PATRONIZE
OUR
iYOLItirefel:r ADVERTISERS!
ila ti"4 iI

Memphis Business
Service Directory

4...11PECIAL SERVICE

11-SPECIAL SERVICES

l

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

Gil Gobi-1,11i
YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World ot Values"
• Atno

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

•

ELECTROWARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.

•

.DVERTIBINCI APECle LI i.ES
• PRINT
MNVOGRAPHINO
• RIERBER STAMPS • SkAl.21
• DECALS CALENDARS

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Wori and Painting
Dewty's Auto Service
475 Linde* Ave. JA 7-0321

ZIP YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL
rtsit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 130
Thentaa, Addle
Grant Mirr. - Otssie
Lester, Operator

1000 Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99
op •1 lines-I color (Black or Slue)

T90 Yonkers Ave.
Meer Cantrell Ave.) Yonkers, P4. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
lea ing Machines. NO Service charge
In city. All Work Guaranteed. Call
RAH Home Service
1457 Lamar Avenue
SR. 44•54

Bank Terms
any, NISET 1114INPAY
IV Semis*
CIL
Giass Picture Tubs
.....
$11iN
tI Cl-lass Picture Tube .
517.05
lestallsie
CH* Wide TV Gerrie*
MSM CAelsea

-ROUSES FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Lovely 5-Room House

TIRE SERVICE CO

Brice From. Back And Front
Yard.
Wit $4351

319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-511B

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE

Night & Day Classes

18 PT.

24 PT.

SAME RATE AS
5 Nees ',Misery

type,

36 PT.

SAME
RATE AS
lines
ordinary

Dote Processing

HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
De Linden Ave.

ens
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

JA 1-4751

Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No experience necessary. grammar
*them( education uoualEr sufficient
Permanent jobs, no layoffs, short
hours high par, advancement.. Send
Pante,
address. Phone
number and
time home
Tri-State Defender. P.O.
Ilex 311

*
*
*
*
*

Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. P.

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rats without
notice.

GRIGGS

Tri-State Defender box numbers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
a; part of the advertisement.

Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance

will

Ave.- JA 7-4917

11 Special Services

forward to out of town advertisers mail received addressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
A

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER
JAekson 6-2854
am&

mama

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15c
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

N. Si' Lines

2
3
4

1 no.
30c
451
60c
75c

2 Flom

601
90c
1.20
1.50

1

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

(TWO LINE

MINIMUM)

aINIMINMEnt

NAME
ADDRESS

Preotectien Yes sere, In Teta Purse
Startle and distract prowlers. aot.'dbe attaCklel laltki this cleverly designee
Sall
Point
Our. tiros .72 callnor Monks with extra loud Mort. Co.
be heard for miles ta
around. No permit "'""" •""
'seeded.
Atrrualled yogeoeid
corrieletely asembled from our fir.
lety In Europe. Send 31 Yr5 re Si,
otoiley ordcr or (1'.vck to:

3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT ROME,
where to buy material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send 51 00 MenufacturIng Specialties. SicklarviUs. N
($1)

1948

\

"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Nuoterelegy. RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yew With Our Weekly NUMBER Card. Dolly Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & BONDS,
Solite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Sand $2.00 With Birth Dots, Full
Nome And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. (No Checks Please).

TELEPHONE

.........

CITY

Please send check or
Money Ordtr to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Tri-State Defender

Post 51 00 NOV Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOPI Health Center, Adelaide Road, Dublin. Ireland 1'7 hours Airmain

VICTORY
Clyde

Chicago 49.

Ave.

tit.

Flit 10e QUESTION S ANSWERS TO
Page wrisICa led far drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Sone SS seals is
*ever e•st of walling and headline plus goat addressed & stamped 'novelette.
REY _ S PRODUTS CO. BOX
123
4NSONIA STATION, NEW YORE 1111,
N. Y.
We will also Include tree et shame the
ineliesed License Milder mita every order
eticeived.
ROW TO WIN! WYE, MONEY, ETC.
Send birthd ste and dime for Inforrnation
sealed, SIMS. 13104th
Ave., Chicago
Heights

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
MOSES
SINAI

FOR 11•12, JACKS. roots, AND COM*lei, equipment to run a garage
Will
tent building to reliable person Jackson
$4205

VICTORY SERVICE
So. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49.

1,000.000 BOOKS 10c Each! Free Catalogs Railway. Box 124-T, NYC-9
REBUILT I B M electric tyviserrteer still
in factory crate $10.00 Guaranteed.
Southold* Printing, Box NC, DT. Huntington 3, West V•.

•

SPECIAL SERMONS
$1.00 - 10 for 52.00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

ADULTS,
Photos,
4110
I 306-TAD,

BISHOP BAKER
3123 Prospect Ave.
Suite 100
Cleveland. Ohio

12 Business Opportunities
VALUES OALOREI Sales Book 3$5. 11tefundablel with coupon,
ALTON
WATEIART Si, PA.

Take New RUMTORIX And Enjoy Life A
dietary preparation RUMTOREE takes UP
where nature leaves Off. A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $5.00 for a 2-week supply Money-back If not satisfied after 1
Money
or
Check
bottle Send COD
Order NOW,

THE RUMTOREX CO.
NEW

St. -

YORK

Box

17

29. N. Y.
_-

FAMILY CLOTHES IRONED
Neat ironing done In my horns for •
email familt, or two (21 single persons
Mrs.
shirts
st titte
• day Sorry, no
Otha Mae Brown, JA. '7-4041.
r., BARGAIN Center. 1334
THE
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 23 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

INTERESTING MAIL, Earnings,
booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
Gift with order. Alvin - Box
Hicksville. Long Island. N. Y.

AUTOS FOR SALE

FORD'

ANY

"Amethyst pendants. earrings, bracelets,
$1.33 each Item, postpaid V Brubaker,
14111 W L.I2, Lancaster, Calif."

T SPECIAL FOR
U THE WEEK!
R PLATFORM $2995
,. ROCKER
C YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

Moorman's

Upholstering, Inc.

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

• Signature
"Coll The Money
Number
AT THESE TWn
u-A"rinNc TO
SERVF Yni)

Sunday,
.

5-0356

161 MadI•nn
IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More For Th. Family
At Family Finance"

Bleaching

Booths For Rent
A good business In downtown
ca•lon
JA. 11-11317
Suds Walker
Resident - PA 4-1101141

MNINNEMIN/MIMP

MADAM BELL

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars II a so to p m
Readings Dully Ovise en Sundays
1 don't mak; any nom@ calls or answer any 'otters fle sore
to look NY the right sign and the right Gams.

Any Model - Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

F
O
D

CARS
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

1

9
6

JOHNSON AUTO CO. 0
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.

30 moving A Hauling

• Auto
• Furniture

Holliday Capri Piano Sales
Also
nos Linden - BR 5-0356

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This I. her sew offiee at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is Inch after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay te her new home
Are von Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost Faith is your husband. wife or sweetheart? Are Yon
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once She
will read lite to you lust as she would read an open book
Tell you why your lob or business Is sot a success If you bay,
eso rest come see MADAM BELL at once
tailed
Locates Go Highway SI South. lust over Mississippi Stet.
Lbw ea the way to Hernando Her home Is 3 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Si sure
I. look for the RED BRIM HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all tinsea. (She sever had an &Mee is West Memphis
Catch yellow bee marked Whiteltaves Slate Llne and get
ett at Sta. Line and walk 3 blocks and gee MADAM 8E1.1 s
HAND SitiN

FORD
1 960

Loans On

We specialize in gool used pienoir
$10 down will put a piano In your
home, rttrE DELIVERY

Tinting

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.

Piano Warehouse Sale
Niehts is

MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins

F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
n • RESTYLED
r1
/
4 • ANTIQUE
N RESTORED
• REPAIRED

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
1576 Getwell
PA 7-0744
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
$P LOANS & MORTGAGES
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL A?PLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
1004 Joseph
Service
JA 7-0016

Specializes in Hair Styles Of
All Kind

WOMEN
SEW
EASY
READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND
APRONS
ROME
EARN *26.15 DOZEN - SPARE TIME
WRITE • ACCURATE MFGRAII
PREEPORT, NEW YORE
1145 LIVEWELL CIRCLE

Free Transportation To and From
Airport. Depot. Bus Station. Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2-101 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

BUSINESS SERVICE

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212, Hernando

sus orroareryertas

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

WE NEED names. Will pay you me per
nave for obtaining them for our mailing list. Complete instructions sent for
$1.00. Harry M Young, $17 Broad Street.
Bristol, Ten

TEMPS MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AND 1140tOst TUNIC,'
gem)
star. In any weather
Instant
FUR BLESSED AMULET. IEELP MONET.
charged In 410 below zero
full,
batterlee
UNCROSSED
RUSH $2.00 DONATION cold
all
radio
your
oler
You'll
.
NOW, JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
WE
More
Lang. $O MUCH CHICAGO SI U.L. .. winter with fear of battery failureWaring
winter miles per gallon on gas
PROFITS FOR
309 E. 47th ST.
new power, pep BIG
AGENTS! Send {Los for sample and deWA 4-2133
tails
And get FREE 30 day supply
.
of THAWS Itil Potency Tablets) A MenELECTRONIC - HYPNOTIZER $14 00 - tal and Pep Stimulant - the t 'try best.
Chicago 37. Ill.
Transistor Radio 1110.06. Pocket ear Gas Thau - 4920 Vernon
Gun
IN
- slam 30 caliber shell's
pep formula
extra
each - Radio
with
"PEP"
RESTORE
Walk!. - Talkie
1)5.44- Any Radio TV Tube $1 00 each. $1.00.Refundable. Ed Rumbols. Pleasant
ran/world Electronics - Post Office Box Dale Nebraska
1111 - Indlo California,

Are you worried over
money
matters,
strange unnatural evil Influences? Ale Yea
sick? then write Bishop linker Enclose
$140 love offering There is help for your
troub'red soul. You can be suczessful. Write

22 Furnished Rooms
Room torrent furnished or unturnleb.
ed tiRitehall 1-1121$ 1342 Lutham Street
Cali after 5 30 or before TOO A Id

BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG.
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices. East-Cory, Many Conveniences
Suitable
Sig ceoney•savIng catalog 35c
trefund- for Prof. woman
Cell CIL, 24547 After 4 p.m.
able). S El 1 Co lox 434. Lerittown V.
Pa.

CHRIST
ZION

SPIRITUAL HELP

WINIRI /MKS URI YOU
CU PRMRINIIAl
SERV ICI

AMAZING. LISTED for life for 25e Stop
Paying out dimes: quarters, dollars for
One time listing. Tour name In our files
should keep your box full of interesting
offers. tree samples, big mail, etc for
life
Details for self-addressed •tamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post. Route 3.T.
Bryson Cite N. C.
1411

77261

239 E. 115th

Inetualog Seer,' Master Cede, Irsveralile
Numbers and Om • Cembinitlen Codee.
$ Melt Figures. eto. Pries MEE

GROUND /1.00R

STERICK BUILDING

MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage. valid.
Quick. easy Details
either
one
$2.
So; 605 Muerte BC. Mexico
161If

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

A1'I1trItAL ADVISOR

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO%
2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45. Illinois

4 for

ART LOVERS. NOW IsVOUS MANCE
TO aoLt.uri UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, IS
FOR $1.60 START TOUlt COLLECTION
NOW SINOLB CARD VI CENTS,
0.
sox all. ANSONIA STATION N. P.
E. U
PC V.

Accounting

Defender

Estate ond

Veterons Arrorovird
...Rehabilitation StudeetsWeleorne
Ovt.of-toon Students irrelt•d
(Willi Ipso fittest
Eyler L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JC 5-6161
4448 Washington
Se Louise, Mo.

7734A

Shorthand

Memphis, Tennessee

The Tri-State

Key Punch, Personality Devislopm•nts

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

Key Punch

TRI -STATE DEFENDER

SAME RATE se 4
Uses erdiaary type.

CAN YOU USE

Yeas any cola head er tans as yeti
elesesel-Inv sena! Otaytiesel As' Pim!
st•rtling statement, a no less Marina, iserfeirea•noth. This easily mastered
teOnalbU• In • copyrighted manual sent
yes immediat•ly ter $1
APRO-PLIP•
CAME, Sex 11115-D, Brideepert I, Cann.

Diefinerive4 6/teeing the Midwest

STOP SUFFERING! ! I

ils

Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commisSiom
Act promptly. Give titres references. Write:

lines rehear, type.

NEW AMAZING "BAIL POINT GUN

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

..140.111•••.-

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

TRI - STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

15e per agate line
5 words to a lino
2 lines
30e
3 lines
43e
4 lines -• ......60c
I lines
75e
51
/
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type
SAME oars as 2
!Opt.

with
Accounting, Butiness Administration,
Business Machines, Secreari•l, IBM

• engages

For Sale Misc.

MEXZEIZEREZ7
1:3=1:13:2011

Court 5•porting Course,

Typing 81 Filing

Want Ad
RATES

INSTRUCTIONS

Ors Ili Emig Wows

Efficient Tomas wants lob as
or secretary. Also experienced is
switch-board operator.
Call between
1.00
m and 12 v. Ia. WI. 114413.
Mrs Moe Time

12 Noon Monday

Lorain. Ohio

INQUIRES WANTED ROTA new AND
burglar alarm system. Efficient and Inexpensive For horn• arid business Shelton
Distributing Co. 11/11 Linden OM* Nrs. 10e.
Phone SR. 5-3495.

Sincies

We show yen how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac.
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitarinms, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to as , •
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.26
a name. No delay. Write to.
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City I, Mo.

DEADLINES

11127-TRI East 23rd IR

13 Instruction

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

CI ASSIFIED

GEORGE PALINKUS

Civil Service, Reel

SITUATIONS WANTED

Post Office Box 311

Business Cards • Appt Cards
Personal Cards
*750 value at the new low pries of
$355 per 1 000
Write me for SaMPle cards and style
Chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST

1960

YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
Ackson 6-8398

.70

11001,1NO. root,
repaired
Mop
an,
teak Caroar.er
wet, Coors
leveled,
Oblenners
gutters cleaned.
repaired.
stucco. concrete, plaster do my •wn wort.
Tree est Reasonable price.
T E. Sneerer ER 114$43. SR. 1-1$30.

15

NEED CASH?

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
Low Rates - Insured Moving

MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597
JA. 7-2597
- I W.
Lowest Flat Rates In City

P. SHELTON

Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507

GL. 2-5474

Best Deal In Town

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
4 Special Service

-

AT

Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
•

-Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a r
why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.

"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
- FIN)'.0
Hama owned - Horne operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-We like te say yes to your
loan
e xamined and Supere!sad be the
State, Department at Insurance •,,d

Benicia('
2 LOCATIONS
1St P. Main
.IA. 5-1751
152 Madison
JA. 54611

4314

rAnsn•

Chicago U. EL
Ae
Phone Li. 11-ISSI

HELP WANTED, Male, Female
PHARMACIST WANTED. Good Hours
and working conditions. Write Bralth's
Pharmacy, 3114 Chestnut Ave New00-*

News.

Vs

W ANTED
COLORED PIANO PLA ER
Write Box SU%
weekly.
Irk to $100
Shreveport. La.
- Vi:MEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
HOME
APRONS
WRAP-A-ROUND
Nein $34.16 Doren-Spore Time
Write-Accurate Mfgro.
EltrEPORT. NEW YORK
-We have openings ferrf salesmen to
Appliancea,
Household
NO
oeli Motor
1657
NECESSARY
EXPERIENCE
Lam:r - SR. 4-5050.
tERCHANT MARINE JOBS!
Men and Women lag ages,. CMS
Weekly tor Wenner*. Travel. Unlimited Opportunities.
NO OISCRIMINATION ALLOWED
Offer Limited,
Act at once.
PLO Details 25c
Reading. mem.
Box NI-RI

Cancer Drive
Nearing Goal
"One of the main corner
stones on which the American
Cancer Society is built is service," says Vernon B. Williams,
jr., 476 E. 31st St., chairman
for South Central branch in
the 1960 Crusade of the Illinois
Division which during April,
Born at John Gaston hospital: White of 1625 Kansas.
Cancer Control month, pushes
Daughter,
April 16, 1960
Son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.!Mrs. Leavy Mathews
of 1359 toward a $1,750,000 goal.
Son, Carlos, to Mr. and Mrs. James Hunt of 595 Hampton. !Gill
Through service, Williams
William Bowman of 300 Hernan- Daughter, Perri, to Mr. and "April
7
continues, the ACS seeks to
do.
Mrs Emmett Suggs of 863 MisDaughter, Earline, to Mr. and save lives and to help soften
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. sissippi.
1 Mrs William G. Smith of 995 the impact of cancer on paEdward Ragland of 1494 Rodg- Daughter, Daisy, to Mr. and
McClain.
tients and their families
To
Mrs. R. C. Williams of 1G34 S.
ers.
Son,
this
end the program is firmly
Eddie,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Orleans.
Eddie Lee White of 1970 Kansas, based as well as on community
John Malone of 805 N. Clay- Son, Steven, fp Mr. and Mrs.
apt. 50.
and personal needs, with ample
brook.
Nathaniel Draper of 2157 Clarksprovisions for information to
April 8
dale.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
the
troubled and frightened
Daughte
r,
Judy.
to
Mr.
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
and
Vernon Jones of 2156 Lyle.
Mrs. Bennie E. King of 1184 N. about where to go and what
Daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and Arthur Bradshaw of 1714 E. SilBelvedere.
to do when cancer strikes.
Mrs. Tom A. Rivers of 2451 ver.
April 9
In the South Central Branch
Shannon
Son, Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Rita, to Mr. and Williams reports a total of
Raymon
d Jennings of 1888 S.
Son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs.
'Mrs. Roosevelt Jones of 1885 47,000 dressings made by apEarl Rodgers of 1561 Minnie. Parkway E.
Cloverdale dr.
proximately
200
volunteers
April
22
Son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughte
r,
Jocelyn,
working
through the Informato
Mr.
and
James Johnson of 398 S. Lau- Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ralph
Prater of 1655 Ga- tion Center at 1309 East 53rd
Tommy Andrews of 691 Marderdale.
bay.
St.
ble.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
April 10
Early reports, says Williams,
Daughte
r,
Sandra,
to Mr. and Son,
Mrs. Joe W. Brown of 66 E.
indicate
a total of more than
Gregory
,
Mr.
to
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Raphiel McCauley of 1856
McLeMore.
Purvis Parahams of 1383 Nor- tS300,000 already contributed to
Benford.
April 17
ris rd.
the Illinois Division. This is alSon, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and Daughter, Alision, to Mr. most $50,000 more than
last
Johnny McGhee of 2364 LaPa- Mrs. Robert Durham of 203 and Mrs Aubrey E. Turner
of year's figure at this time, and
Bickford
.
loma.
2137 Rayner.
gives every indication of endSon, ..Limes, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs. April 11
ing far ahead of last year's recSamuel
Hendera
on
of 1629 Pat- Daughter, Darlinda, to
James Baker of 16 E. Geeter.
Mr. ord breaking figure.
ton.
and Mrs. David Farley of 1396'
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter,
CRAFT EXHIBIT of articles Seen inspecting a
Angela to Mr. and Florida.
piece of held as a finale to the sea- Anultv is director of
NEW ENGLISH
the com- Jake Wilson of 482 Tillman.
made at the Magnolia Com- ceramic work are (from lef0
Mrs. Howard Weeden of 1330 April 12
son s activities at Magnolia, munity center and Miss Mary
munity Center was one of the Mrs. Joyce Blackmon, Miss
LONDON — (UPI) — A new
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. Philadelphia.
also featured a program of Helen Ezelle assistant direcfeatures of "Show Off Night' Simone McAhulty and
Clarence Seymour of 419 Glank- Born at E. H. Crump hospital: Daughter, Tredenia, to Mr. translation of the New TestaM r s. songs and dances by Magna. tor. (Staff photo by George
and Mrs. Rufus Bonner of 259 ment into
at the center at 2158 Wabash. Ethel Lenoir. The "show off"
er.
modern-day English
April 3
Ingle.
ha area children. Samuel Mc- Hardin)
has been completed and may
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Gerald,
Son. Ira Lee, to Mr. and Mrs.
be published early next year.
John Cobbins of 193 Holland. Floyd Malone
Ira Lee Cobley of 198 Ingle.
Teachers everywhere had to
The translation, made from
rd.
April 18
Son,
Willard, to Mr. and Mrs.
admire the new Easter Attire
original
April
texts, is part of a com4
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
William Pruitt of 982 E. Trigg.
that some were able to bribe
Son, Erskine, to Mr. and Mrs. Son,
plete Bible being worked on by
Foy of 784 E. Trigg.
Terry,
to
Mr. and Mrs.
"mama" into letting them wear
Erskine A. Casey of 1851 Kell- Percy
Zolliecoffer of 828 Speed. four panels of translators. Work
Son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Monday morning to school. My,
cir.
ner
has been in progress for 10
April 13
Willie Bradford of 558 Lyon St.
weren't they pretty? Yet none
Son, Terrence, to Mr. and Son,
Novel,
to Mr. and Mrs. years. and probably will not be
Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and Mrs. James Harris of
—4— forgot the reason for Easter, for
2157 Ray- Irvin Lee Jackson of 359 King completed for another five or
Chester
Mrs.
Lloyd
of 743 Wills. ner.
in one way or another, each
six years.
rd.
one told about the death and WASHINGTON — (U I)—The Daughter, G a , to Sfr. a nd
Son Warren to Mr and
It will be published by the
Daughte
r,
Sheraldi
ne.
to
Mr.
Census
Bureau this week will Mrs. William Anderson of 1437 Mrs. Walter Knox of 4946
resurrection of Our Master.
Jon- and Mrs Fred D. Johnson of university presses of Oxford
Easter
ar u
e
Atptp
weekend
brought start counting the bowery bums, Kimball.
and Cambridge.
2540 Rust.
the inhabitants of Chicago's April 19
about
happines
s
for
more
than
If you failed to see and hear to perform Sunday
Son,
William
,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
had their just children. Many persons Skid Row and jailbirds east of Son, Raymond, to Mr. and
g5hter, Patricia, to Mr. and William Stout of 1978
the Children on Parade Sunday chance Sunday
Carver. GEETER CONCERT
night at Beech from this area attended t h e l the Mississippi.
Mrs Raymond Johnson of 1376 Mrs. Edward Bivens of 349 Rich- April 14
The Geeter High school Chorat the Annual Easter program Grove Baptist
church or in Ru- Kappa Alpha Psi Spring For- About 40,000 census-takers will Michigan.
•mond.
Son, Stephen, to Mr. and Mrs. us and Band will be presented
sit the CME church, you really therford at the
Presbyter- mal in Jackson Friday night as invade missions, flophouses, ho- Daughter, Regina, to Mr. and April 6
Tommie Lee Brown of 188 Hol- in concert Friday, April 29, 8
missed a treat. All that failed ian church Sunday
night. 0 yes, well as the Omega-AKA Formal bo jungles, cheap hotels and Mrs Earvin Boyd of 1632 S. , )atiqiiter, Cheryl to Mr. and land.
p.m., in the school auditorium.
Sunday night at First Baptist on Saturday night. Several
Mrs James Cartwright, jr., of Son, Desi, to Mr. and Mrs.
per- local lockups to play the 1960Orleans.
The public is invited out for a
Trenton was the night for sops in the Tri-City
numbers
game.
George Turner of 435 E. Vance. night of music and song.
Son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs. 1422 Kyle,
area are
TOOTH squeeze from
I
;he youngsters here. . .Many affailiated with
one or the oth- It's officially designed "M- Tom Perry of 1428 Texas.
ACHE tube.
Pain
of the young people appeared er of the Greek
t and is designedto catt
Daughter,Cynthia, to .
goes sec•
Letter organi- N•igh"
. andl
Mr.
When you are
onds Used try
on more than one of the pro- zations and
desperate with
due to Regional logue as many of the drifters,'Mrs Clifford Hatley of 575 Wit•
thOusands.Sk
pain, you can
grams, and all went to bed meeting
rely oa OPA-1(1.
s being held on Lane down-and-outers and delinquents:liams.
for fast. effecEaster night tired, but Oh, so campus
for both the AKA's and, as possible.
oBbabrybaHraa,rritso of A6109
r. ,
tive relief. jug
ihappy.
the Omegas. It was quite a full 1 A similar "M -Night" already anD
clanSgirhst.erB
i
has
been observed in states Driving Park ct.
weekend for many, both on a
west of the Mississippi and
level.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
some parts of the South.
Blayde of 1145 Looney.
oinf.gT
The
hphe).a.e"
rdKi
aret,Qh F
enir'
sst The special
count was schedtIlonogsbe
sen;
work- e
:
a Trinidded 4
ttlsedofas
th o
isneveoafr she eclnossuisn wphhiacsh- Son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs.'
eJraonfe 84
9 1%,
BIern.foarndd.
t0
ng
Queen of the schooI. rapidly
h
M aCti.gP
= This is their first attempt at
r Pope of 733
taeirm.Ms
Naturally, the Census Bureau wens. Rocheste
= such, so please support them 'is aware
that some of the skid April 20
=I in this effort.
Irow residents will not want to
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
--= With the Rev, T. M. Smith see any federal
agent — even
Mrs. Vernon Bruce of 45 W.
as District Director. of Christi-:
Lucas.
an Education the Brownsville'
72
of Mrs.
ollsr. and
,Ntioc hl\
trict sponsored a Workshop,'
new motored from Joliet, Ill., Commod
do
ore
on,oAdrreian
D
Disstrict level, in Trenton Tuesfor a weekend visit with Mr. Falls.
day night. Theme, 'Methodism
and Mrs. Herbert Biggs. Mr. Son, Jim, to Mr. and Mrs.
= In Action."
Billie Booth of Hayti, Mo., wastVearnest McClelland of 1697
—= Many of the churches took overnight visitor with
his moth- Orr
advantage of this opportunity er, Mrs. Eunice
Barker. Miss Daughter. Felecia, to Mr. and
brought
and
laymen,
their
Mis- Ruby Dodd of St. Louis, visit- Sirs Shelton Green of 2179 El;i7711111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110
sionaries and young people to et: her mother,
Mrs. Luella ] dridge.
further their study in this Dodds recently
. Mrs. Lilli ei Daughter. Cornelia, to Mr. and
course. It was well to have Newhouse visited
her mother,I Mrs. Herbert Moody of 182,3
done so, for The Director of Mrs. James Marsh
in Chicago. Keltner cir.
Christian Education, First Dis- Miss Clarator
is Johnson of Daughter. Antoinette, to Mr.
trict The Rev. William Smith, Nashville visited
her parents, and Mrs. John Herron of 2953
was present and contributed , Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Hale.
Johnson.
much to the success of the; Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Son, Philemon, to Mr. and
Knight
Phelemon Turner of 362
meeting and work to be done'of Jackson spent
Mrs.
Sunday with
od
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